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Abstract
This study proposed a preliminary examindcicn of the 
thced interventions utilisai »ith coufles in Jisputa over 
custody and access issues by describing a population or 
adults who had engaged either a mediation, arbitration or
assessment process in attempts to resolve the dispute.
A follow-up survey was conducted of clients who had 
employed the services of the tendon Custody and Access 
project from September of 1S30 to October of 1382. The 
clients were grouped according to the clinicians' ratings or 
the processes whicn occurred during their interventions.
Mediation was defined as the intervention whereby the 
therapist remained neutral and assisted tne couple by
clarifying communications and alternatives for resolution of 
their conflicts. Arbitration was operationally defined as 
the process uuereby the therapist acted as tie third party
expert, giving advice and direction to the couple throughout 
the dispute resolution process. lastly, assessment was
circumscribed as the process whereby the clinician provided 
for the court, clinical Judgements which hig,.lighted the 
couples stronjtu and weaknesses as parents and described , 
plan which would lest serve the interests or ti.o cailuren.
- 1 V -
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lue findinjs reported on include 69 survey respondents, 
25 or iio in were interviewed.. Ine re searchers found tuat, 
differences between the three inrerver.ticn groups were, for 
the aost pert, in keeping with the concept of the processes 
existing along a continuum with assessment and mediation at 
the extremes and arbitraticn lying at some intermediary 
point.
the majority or adults item all t.iceo groups reported 
still having difficulties communica ting vitu taeir ex­
spouses around the children, even though they indicated 
their situations realized some positive change after
receiving clinical services.
Although much has been written atout the success of 
dispute resolution through a mediation process, inis study 
examined it in comparison to the arnitration process and 
round it was important to employ differential interventions 
when dealing with couples in dispute over custoJy and access 
issues in order to effectively leal with each urigue client 
situation. The researchers round those adults .no had
engaged in an arbitration process were pleased with tne end 
results of tneir negotiations. It would appear trcn tne 
preliminary findings m a t  tne arrxtruticn process is 
extremely nelpful for couples who have reacne 1 an impasse 
and are willing to engage wit., a third party expert to
resolve tleir lls^utes.
-  V  -
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Further distinctions between the three groups were 
assuaibled into H y p o t h e t i c a l  profiles, and suggested areas 
for ruture research were outlined.
- V I  -
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INTBODUCTICN
The alarming increase in the divorce rate over the past 
two decades has generated considerable cc nee cn not only 
among numan service professicna1s but also with the public 
at large. It is estimated that nearly half (4 11) cf all the 
marriages in Canada end an divorce (Statistics Canadi, 1983) 
and reportedly one in two in the United States (Troyer,
1979).
The consequence of this increase has been a substantially 
large pop ulation of persons seeking help through tne 
labyrinth of problems encountered in the reparation and 
divorce process. Several authors describe the divorce 
process in terms of crisis theory and report that a new 
state of equilicriun typically does not crystallize until 
two years following the marital separation (Kaslow, 1S81).
Couples wiio are divorcing must not only deal with
problems of an intrapsychic nature, sucn as reelings of
failure, fcars about autonomous functioning, depression, and 
loneliness, but must also cope with tne pragmatics of 
changes in their living arrangements, financial and legal
matters. These stresses are greatly ccmpoundcd when there
are children involved. Several researchers agree that one 
t dirricult tasxs facing divorcing parents is t a t
or tuo mo;
-  1 -
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of redefining their coparental relationship (Ahrons, 1981). 
Just as tne relationship between married spouses is a 
critical determinant of family interaction, so too is the 
relationship netween divorced spouses critical to divorced
family interactions (p- 4 16).
In order to conceptualize the impact cf divorce on 
children in a family one must recognize that the dissolution 
of a marriage is not a discrete event but a complex dynamic 
social process. The psychological alienation and separation 
of the marital dyad usually begins long before the
initiation of the legal process ox divorce (Lamb, 1977) and 
the conflicts persist well after the divorce has taken
place.
The impact of divorce on cnildrec oust be understood in 
the context of divorce as a sequence of experiences 
involvrng a transition in the lives cf children rather txian
as a single event (iietherington 197S) .
The divorce process is at best a dirricult one and
current research indicates that it has a si gnixleant 
traumdtic effect on almost all children invclved, albeit the 
effects may be only short-term(Nallerstein 4 Kelly, 1980; 
Hetherington, 19 7 9). Limited data suggest that Hell- 
adjusted children from separated families come ircm nomes 
where there is; (1) a low degree or i ntect-aren tal conrxict 
and hostility preceading and follcwxng uivorce (Jacobson, 
1978; Rosen, 1979}; (2) high agreement between parents on
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3üiiilJ Lsariny and discipline (fietheni ngton et al, 1978); (3)
corJnal nelaticns tetneen ek-sfousen; (1) cegular visitation 
ty the noncustodial parent (Hess E Cdouta, 1v79; nosen, 
1979): (3) a climate which facilitates children discussing
divorce related concerns (Jacobsen, 1978) and; (C) airninal 
depletion of financial resources fcllc'-inj the separation 
(Deseoone-Luis, c •M a h o n e y  E H unt, 1973). The conclusion 
that parental cooperation, amony ether factors, veiyhs 
heavily on the success or post divorce adjustment of
chiidceu cannot be denied.
Although divorce can be a beneficial alternative to
irreconcilable conflicts in a marriage, some couples are 
unable to negotiate the emotional separation necessary for 
positive post divorce adjustment. Continued fighting
between parents can take many forts, .tcwever the one which 
is the focus of this study is that of the custoly and access
dispute.
The researchers became interested in this prctlem area as 
a consequence of their intervention with divorcing couples 
in dispute over custody and access arrangements, and as a 
result of their rather global concern for the promotion of
health in family life.
The most recent reports rrco Statistics Canada (1933j
indicate tnat a relatively email number (133) cf divorces
involving couples with cnildren are contested. It is
rccoynired tnat even though rt is a small percentage of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4caises wiiich proceed to judicial tnial, couples who do cesoct 
to dispute rasclution through the court system experience 
high degrees of hostility and couf1ict-both correlates to 
poorer post separation and divorce adjustaent of children
(Jacocsch, 1973; Eosen, 1S79).
As lengthy and repetitive court battles seem to 
exacerbate the destructive potential of the divorce process 
for loth parents and children (Irving, 1980; Coogler, 1978; 
Kressel, Jaffee, Iuchmac, watscn, and Deutch, 1976) 
alternatives to dispute resolution through the court system 
have been developed anc appear to be growth producing 
experiences for some divorcing families. The practice of 
divorce mediation is one such alternative which 1;as gained 
promxnence within the past decade. Mediation refers to the 
involvement of a third party who aids the couple rn reaching 
settlements co-operatively by opening xines cf commun ic a t i o n 
(Coogler, 1978), Studies indicate that couples having low 
levels of ambivalence as weld as an openness to 
comm un ac a t io n are able tc engage s uccesSx ully in a mediation
process.
For couples not suited to a mediaticn process, clinical 
intervention may he ordered Ly the court and take tne torn 
of psycnologicd1 a s s e s s m e nt. Reccnmendations are made to 
the court addressing issues or the 'rest interests* of the
children involvel.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5The researchers were interested in investigating the 
nature of taese two interventions, assessment and mediation, 
along with tuiru intervention, namely advisory arbitration. 
This intermediary intervention strategy places the therapist 
in the cole of a tnird party expert, offering su jgestions 
and opinions to the couple throughout the dispute resolution
process.
In evaluating the various interventions available to 
couples in dispute over custody and access issues mucn of 
the current research has focused on ccmparing divorce 
mediation to custodial assessments- However there are few 
comparative studies which investigate any ether form or 
iixtervention. This study proposed tc complété a preliminary 
examination of the two in terve n t io n s , assessment and 
mediation, including anotxier intervention, advisory 
aroitration, by analyzing the population engaged in the
tnree interventions.
This study involved a follow-up of clients wj.o nad been
served ty the lend on Custody and Access Pro]ec t rron 
September 1, 1930 to October 1, 1582- The London Custody
and Access Project is a voluntary association comprised of 
ten clinicians from a variety of clinical b acxgrounds 
operating under a common administrative umnrella. The 
Project serves ecu pies in dispute ever custouy and access 
issues on a fee for service nasis. The cases were reviewca 
uccorling to the clinucians ratings or tue processes
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
oinvolved in the interventions and were classified as being 
exthtr mediation, advisoiy arbitraticn or assessment.
Accordingly, a thoroayh literature review of the material 
available in the areas of custody and access dispute 
resolution interventions, and factors which correlate to 
parents* and children's post separation and divorce 
adjustment was conducted. A questionnaire was developed to 
measure demographic ana adjustment; related v a rial les in each
of the three interventions groups.
In summary, tnis study documented the differences between
disputing couples who engaged in either an assessment,
arbitration, or mediation interventicn process, and analyzed
taein to determine post separation and divorce adjustment.
The results of this study will assist in developing a
bet ter u nd ersta ndin g o t  the i nt erv entions being employed by
the droject to assist disputing couples rejaclinq custody
and access issues.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
REVIEW OF THE IIIEEATORE
Correia tes to Children's Post Separation/Divorce Adjustment 
Research in the area of chillren's post separation and 
divorce ad jus tment is gaining mcmentum and includes several 
studies correlating various factors to children's positive 
and or negative post separation and divorce adjustment. 
Almost all children experience the divorce cf their parents 
as painful, even if it offers an escape from the stress of 
interparent conflict and hostility associated with the 
termination of a marriage and the dissolution of a family
(Hdllerstein and Kelly, 1930)-
Hctherington, noted researcher in the area cf children's
adjustment to divorce, reports tnat children’s most common
early responses to divorce are anger, fear, depression and
guilt (1979). She further notes that it is usually not
until after the first year follcwirg divorce that tension
reduction and an increased sense cf well-being begins to
emerge (p.851). deveral researchers agree that a process of
restabilization, that is, a return to a precrisis state,
occurs ty tne end of the second year rcllowinj m e  divorce
(Kaslow, 1331),
Gardner (1976) , like iiether ingtcn, sugyest s that air hough 
divorce is a traumatic experience it ucej not be
- 7 -
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3psycuoiogica lly darnaqing tc children- In fact, the
experience coaid have a cciistractive effect cc tne children 
involved- It is postulated that children may benefit from 
seeing emotions expressed authentically, as well as from 
ouservinq their parents coping effectively with loss and 
separation. It is farther speculated that these children 
neccae determined to worx diligently in latei years tc make 
their orn irarriages happy.
A crisis model of divorce may he most appropriately 
employed Lor conceptualizing the short-term effects of
divorce on children (Hetnerington, 197 9). In its simplest
form, a crisis is the experience of one or more people who 
have a prohlem or conflict they cancct immediately resolve 
(Nicxs et al, 1 973). In the period daring or in mediately
follcwinq tae parental separation cnildren may ire reacting
to any number of stresses in their life situation including: 
the marital discord and fat il y disorganization typically 
precoeding and accompaning separaticn; the loss or a parent; 
the distress and emotional neediness of family members; and 
other real or fantasized threats tc the well-being of the 
child tnat result fccui the uncertainty of the situation 
{Hetherington, 1979, p-652).
Research evidence suggests that most children can deal 
with rhe short-term crisis of divorce within a few years, 
provided the crisis is not aggravated by continued adversity 
or muxtiple stresses. The longer term adjustaent of the
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9ciiild is related to the conditicns associated with the 
quality of life in the restructured family (Hethecinuton, 
1979, P-851J. Laat (1577) concluded in his report on the
effects of divorce on children's personality development 
that there are no universal effects cf divorce cn ciiildren 
because there are no sequelae that can be identifie! as the 
inevitable consequences of divorce and family dissolution 
(p. 164) .
The following correlates tc children's post separation 
and divorce adjustment were most frequently rdentitled in 
tne literature as related to both short and longer term 
Cnildren's ad just men t.
The Majore of the Continuing C oparent al Relationship
Cjj s ^  -
One of the most arduous and stressful tasks encountered 
uy divorcing spouses is the redefining of their coparental 
r e la t ion six ip. 3 cnannan (19 71) defines this relations.»ip as 
the interaction between parents that permits t.iem to 
continue their child rearicc obligations and
responsibilities after divorce. The process of coparental
redeiinrtion requires tnat the divorcing spouses separate 
their spousal and parental coles thus pccvrJinj the 
framework for the divorced family's reorqanizaticn and 
r<r.definition (Ahrens, 15 8 1) . The determination of custody 
of tne children is of paramount importance in expediting tne
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restabil izaticn p icceus lor fa nil y aieibers folic win j marital 
separation. The majority oi custcly décisions are made by 
parents and accepted by the courts (Statistics Canada/ 1933) 
nowever in a small but siynificant number oi cases parents 
become embroiled in bitter disputes over tne custody of
tneir children.
Historically children were considered the property of 
their father / and raothers, under the lav., were not 
recognized as having ultimate legal rights to their ciiildrcn 
in the event of divorce (Statistics Canada, 15E3).
In the early part of the twentieth century the field of 
psychiatry gained prominence and the doctrine of the 'tender 
years' was espoused {Kaslow, 1931)« This doctrine stated 
tiiat children belonged wich their nether at least until the 
ago of seven, unless she proved to be unfit due to severe 
mental illness or moral turpitude (Kaslow, 1931, p.670). 
darly proponents of this doctrine warned of the 
psycnological processes associated wita early maternal
deprivation and descrired the deep attachment that the
average child had with the mother as crucial for the
development of relationships in later life (Rosen, 1979).
The doctrines cf 'the tender years' continues to greatly 
inrluence judicial thinking, as evidenced by tne large 
number of custouy awards made in favour cf the mother 
(Statistics Canada, 1933)- However, the women's movement 
has not only served to lioerate women but nas also aided in
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liberating men, and thus the iavcucing cf tae mother as 
custodial parent has been seriously questioned ty several 
authors wno aryue that the 'tender years' doctrine is based 
upon the physiological fact or motherhood rather than upon 
the objective factors relating to the child's best interest 
(Rosen, 1979; Hetherieg ton, 1979; Kaslow,19 81). This 
argument was further supported by Lamb who uncovered little 
evidence in his study to validate the assumption that 
custody should always be awarded to the mother.
In her article, 'Divorce and divorce therapy' (1981),
Kaslow expresses the view that "where one parent is to have 
primary custody, a critical factor in determining which one 
it should be, assuming that both parents wart it and are 
capable, is which parent is better able to share the 
children witn the noncustodial parent and to facilitate 
visitation and phone contact, rather than impede these" (p. 
67 1).
Rosen (1973) in her study of 92 children of divorced 
parezits ranging in age from nine to twenty-eight, found no 
significant differences between the nctner custody group and 
the rather custody group on any measures cf child
adjustment. She further observes "the lack of any
significant relationship between ace cf the child at the 
time of divorce, sex cf custodial parent and present
adjustment suggests taat the 'tender age doctrine' is open 
to critical réévaluation" (p. 413)
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Iii another study, Kurdek, Elisk and Sicsky (1931)
examined the correlates to children's long-term adjustment
by surveying 53 white, middle-class children ages 8-17 whose
parents had been separated approximately four years. They
concurred with nosen's findings that the long-term
adjustment of children was not negatively influenced by an
opposite sex custodial parent-
In cases of split custody, where cne parent assumes sole
custody of one or more children, and the other parent also
assumes custody of one or more children, it is apparent that
the sex of the child is a significant determinant of how
custody will be awarded {Chang and Ceirnard, 1S32). However
few studies address o tne r issues cf split custody, nor did
we discover any empirical research cn children's adaptation
to split custody arrangements.
Reports on joint custody, where beta parents retain legal
custody and the children live with cne parent or perpetually
change their residence, would indicate that although this
nas merit for some families it is net a universal solution
to a custouy dispute. In nis article 'In whose best
interests' Joseph Goldstein (1576) quotes Chief Judge
Bieitel of the Hew York Court cf Appeals as stating that
en trusting the custody of young cnildren to choir 
r divorced] parents jointly, especially where the 
snared responsinility and ccntiol indicates 
alternating physical custody, is insupportacle 
when parents are severely antagonistic and 
ombdttie 1..,it can only enhance family cnaos (p.
2 1) .
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Findings frura a study of 5 1 children living in d joint- 
castody arrangement suggest that children's reactions are 
highly individualistic (Gteinman, 1S31) . This diversity is 
undoubtably a result or the various combinations of 
residential arrangements made in a joint custody agreements. 
It would- appear from tnis study that the success cf joint 
custody is dependent upon a co-operative coparental 
rela tionship.
Custodial Parent and Noncustodial Parent Factors,
Several studies have investigated the association between 
the nature of the relationship between custodial and 
noncustodial parents and thear children's post separation 
ad justment.
Jacobson (1973) conducted a three part study of 51 
children from thirty families in which she measured child 
adjustment fc11cwing parental separation using the 
Louisville behaviour Checklist, In all but cne cf the 
families the mother was the custodial parent and in the case 
where there was an exception the parents shared custody of 
the children. In the first of her tnree part study Jacobson 
designed an instrument to test the effects of time and 
activity lost with each parent as a result of the 
separation, Jacobson found a wide range of change in the 
amount of time and activity spent with tne children after 
marital separation - sometimes in the direction of loss and 
other tiiDfcS in tae directicn cf gain. I were was a
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statistically significant negative ccrrelaticn fcund between 
the time lost with ta the t and the child’s current adjustment 
(ie. the more time lost with the father the higher the
maladjustment (p.4}), Further, this trend was stranger for
children aged seven to thirteen than these age taree to six. 
There was no significant relationship found between the time
lost witn the mother and child adjustirent,
Hess and Camara (1579) concurred with these findings and 
found that well-adjusted children came frcm homes where 
there was regular visitation made ty the noncustodial 
parent.
lamb (1577) also emphasized the factor cf father absence 
noting the following major social implications:
1. The absence of a male adult waose role sons 
can learn to perform through imitation and 
daughters can learn to cc a pie me n t through 
in teraction.
2, The absence of a major socializing a gen c or 
disciplinary figure.
3- The loss of ranily inccrce.
4, The loss of emotional support fcr the 
wife/mother.
5. Social isolation engendered by the social 
exclusion inevirable in a socxal system in 
which families are often treated as 
elemental units (p.166).
However, in contrast to these findings, Kurdex, 3lisk, 
and Siesky's study (1961) of the correlates to children's 
long-term adjustment found that wel1-ad jus ted children were
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cider and experienced infrequent visitations frcm the
noncustodial parent, TLe researchers speculated that
diminished contact with the ncncustcdial parent could 
decrease older children's hopes for reconciliaticn, increase 
their awareness of the parent's rucompa cihility and 
facilitate their turning to peer supports, all of which 
could have positive affects on the children's adjustment,
iïetherington, Cox and Cox, (19 77) sampled 35 white 
middle-class girls and 3fc white mild le-class boys and their 
divorced parents all frcm families where custody had been 
awarded to the mother. An equal number of intact families
comprised the comparison group. The researchers made
considerable efrorts to ma ten the respondents frcm tae two 
groups according to such variables as age, education and 
length oi marriage of the parents, as well as sex, age and 
birth order of the children (all of whcm attended the same 
nursery school). The parents and children were interviewed 
at two months, one year and two years following divorce. 
Tney found tnat at two months about one-quarter of the 
divorced fathers, in their eagerness to maximize visitation 
rights and maintain contact, had irore face-to-face contact 
with tiieir children after the separation than they had 
before tne divorce. However, fathers became markedly less
available to their children and ex-spouses over the course 
or the two-year period. They also found that the divorced 
parents made fewer matui itior.al demands of their children.
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CO mtn uuica te J less well with them, tended to be less
affectionate and showed marked inccnsistencv in discipline
and lack of control over the children in ccm pa rison to
parents in intact families (p-430)-
In a study of the differences between twenty custodial
mothers and seven custodial fathers (Ambert, 1930) three
main findings emerged;
custodial fathers reported better child behaviour 
toward them than did custodial mothers; tne 
children of custodial fathers verbalized their 
appreciation for the father, but children of 
custodial methers did so only rarely; and the 
behaviour of cuiluren of lower socioeconomic 
status custodial mothers was ty far more difficult 
than that of higher socioeccr.cttic status custodial 
mothers (p, 76).
Hence Amrert found that satisfaction witn the experience of
parenting was greatest for custodial fathers, ncderate for
nig her socioeconcmic custodial mothers and least for lower
socicconcmic status custodial mothers.
Lamb (1977) in his review cf the studies cn the effects
Oi. raoener ausence on children notes "fathers must fight for
custody of tneir children, so the few who are successful are
likely to represent unusually devoted and ccmmitted parents"
(pp. 169- 170). In contrast he believes methers are often
assigned custody by default and as such there may be more of
i range of single parent moti.ers uhc are extremely uevoted
to their children anu those who are extremely rejecting.
Hetnoringtcn (1)79) reports that ir many cases dircicultics
for female custodial parents are ccnpounded by the s'
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associated Wxtn d cwnw arU econcmic met il i ty. Xaiiy women are 
ill-prepared to enter the work force and if they are able to 
gain euployment, often their children, especially 
preschoolers, are faced vith the dcuble less cf having their 
mother away for lengthier periods of time. It is also noted 
taat children may experience maternal deprivation if their 
mother has to stretch herself too much to meet the added 
demands of single parenthood.
Wallerstein and Kelly (1930) in their five year study of 
60 divorcing families concurred vith these findings and 
reported the "reverberations of the conflicts and pressures 
within the pa re i.t-chi Id relationship during the initial post 
separation crisis period were profound and greatly strained 
the custodial patents' capacity to parent" (p.110). Thus 
the functioning of tne custodial parent post divorce played 
a large part rn the child's own level of adjustment in the 
first year following tne divorce (p. 106-120). They also
found that most of the custcdial parents were women and that 
the majority were employed full-time. These mothers 
teported finding the colliding demands of home, work, and 
Cnildren very stressful. kcmen who did not work also 
reported reeling stressel and overwhelmed ty the divorce, 
the sole child rearirg responsifcilities, and social 
i-solation, to the peint where they were not able to venture 
into the work world.
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Along the same lines as ^allerstein and Kelly's findings 
Kurdek et al (1981) round that there was a negative 
relationship between children's divorce adjustirent and the 
custodia1 parent's personal compe tence. As noted by
.Jallerstein and Kelly (1930) divorce often results in 
diminished competence in parentirg- Kurdek et al
hypothesize that," a parent wno is hardworking achieveaent- 
oriented, assertive, self-controlled, responsible, and 
dependable may not de able to re receptive to tne child's 
need and views, a core characteristic of effective parenting 
and a key indicator of positive outcome of divorce" (p. 
577) .
In terms of discipline of the children, Uallerstein and 
Kelly (1980) found that tne role of disciplinarian was 
extremely difficult to assume for met hers. The researchers 
were surprised to find that the ratners had played the 
dominant part therefore, the role cf disciplinarian was a 
Dew one for the custodial mothers. Further the noncustodial 
parents in this study reported feeling afraid of rejection 
by their children and as a result reported being unusually 
generous witn special treats or money.
Tne child respondents in this study described tneir world 
as ceing unstable and therefore unsupportive, a factor the 
cesearci.ers felt was agjravated by the absence cf one 
Parent. Several of the latency aged children repcrted their 
teliance on one parent felt "scary" (p. 45).
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In terms of the coparental rsla ticnship, it was reported 
that perhaps aalx cf tae mothers valued the fathers 
continued contacts with his ohildrer., and protected the 
contact with care ana consideration. One-fifth of the 
mothers perceived no value in tne father's continued
involvement whatsoever and actively tried to saletaye the 
visits ty sex.diny the children away just before the fatner's 
arrival. However two-tbirds of the wcmen reported feeling 
moderately or severely stressed by the visits during tae 
first year following the separation anc a great najcrity of 
the men felt the same way- Hence it can be concluded that, 
although contact with the noncustodial parent and a
cooperative coparental relationship are factors in the 
child's adjustment, ongoing contact between parents is 
extremely difficult for se pa ra te d adults.
Parental Ccaaunication and Conflict
Most authors agree that a continued coopérative and 
supportive relationship between divcrced parents rtcuces the 
adverse effects cf divorce on children (Jacobson, 1978;
Hetherington, 1378; Hess and Camara, 1973). In her study of
54 divorcing couples Ahrons (193 1) found that sixty-six 
Percent of the couples were able tc discuss cnild-related 
issues in person (generally when visits were takirg place) 
and fhat some (thirty-five percent) were able to arrauye 
specific times to discuss child-related issues. *nen
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subjects «ere asked to ccmpare their coparenting 
relationship to that of their srill-narried parent 
relationship the majority repcrted their relaticnsaip was 
setter one year post divorce than it was at the tinii3 just 
prior to their separating-
Fifteen percent of the respondents had nc contact with
each other and arranged the father's visitations either by 
striccly adhering to the court-determined arrangement for 
visitation or, in the case of cider children, through the 
children themselves- The issues the parents reported 
discussing most frequently dealt with major decisions 
concerning the children (ie. changes in school, children's 
aealth problems) and less frequently discussed were day-to- 
day decisions regarding che children's lives- The items 
reported which generated conflicts dealt with financial 
matters and discussions of the children's adjustment to tae 
divorce (p. 427). These findings are optomistic in that
tney su g ges t that couples can continue to relate to one 
auotiiei as concerned parents despite the fact that they are 
no longer niarried. However, for sctce couples divorce does 
not mark the end of the conflicts in tneir relationship and 
tne resulting adverse effects on their children are of great 
concern.
hetherington (117yj discloses that family conflict does
not decline once a couple separates rut in fact escalates in
tue first year following divorce. Durin; this period
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children in divorced families, especially keys, shew more 
proDlems than do children from disccrdant nuclear families 
(p. £55). The conflict he tween parents often enmeshes the
child ir controversy and parental quarrelling, mutual 
denigration and recrimination place the child in a situation 
of torn loyalties. The vast majority of children wish to 
maintain relations with tcth parents (Hethingten, 1579) and
as one study points out, the negative effects of divorce are 
greatly reduced when positive r ela tionshi ps witn both 
parents are maintained (Hess and Camara, 1979).
In the second of her three part study Jacobson (157G) 
examined the association he tween the interparent hostility 
tiiut the children had experienced and their adjustment to 
the separation and divorce. Jacobsen's study is cne of the 
row which focuses erclusively on irter parent hostility in 
the context of parental separation and divcroe. Several 
authors concur that there is an adverse rel a ti c:i shi p between 
interparent hostility and children's adjustment in non- 
divorcing families, and some have compare d chiIdr e n 's 
■adjustment in intact ramily situations where there is 
'^ons ide r an le interparent hostility to children's adjustment 
an divorced family situa tiens, however few nave investigated 
tne association loliowing separation and divorce (Anthony, 
TS/4, pp. 461-479; Hetnerityton et al 1577). Jacobsen found 
tnat dll important aspect of child adjustment to parental 
^‘^ -paration and divorce was the aacunt or interparent
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hostility to which the children had been exposed {p.17) 
however it is important to note that the parents of the 
caildren involved in this study were all cnly recently 
separated (within tne twelve month period prior to the first 
in tervie w) .
Rosen (1979) established that the level of interparental 
turbulence weighed heavily in the determination of 
children's post separation and divorce adjustnent. She 
found that caildren were poorly adjusted when there was a 
high degree of parental dis harmony either preoeeding or 
surroundifiy the divorce or both. She also observed that a 
highly significant relationship existed between the general 
adjustQienc of the custodial parent and the degree of 
interparental turbulence (p. 412). Parents who rated as
well-adjusted had engaged in less turrulent interactions 
with their opouses,
kestman and Cline (1971) reviewed 105 divorce cases which 
came through the Dane County Fanily Court and reported 
fifty-two percent of these couples engaged ir hostile 
interactions requiring court intervertion, and tnirty-ono 
percent included repeated intensive interactions requiring 
numerous court actions (p. 79). These researchers outlined 
five typical patterns of post divorce turbulence four! among 
the families tney surveyed:
(a) hostile interaction between divorced spouses 
over parenting rcles, often with cnarjes of cne 
spouse or che other being inadequate and a custody 
battle enuuinq (d ) continued conflict between 
divorce 1 spouses, rut not in vcIvin g the children
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ciiilJren or interaction between their divorced 
parents (d) special alliances between one parent 
and cnill against the other parent and (e) 
continued interaction cf divorced partners, 
perpetuated ty the extended family {p. 80).
In conclusion the frnding that interparent hostility is an
important factor in ue termin ing caildren's post divorce
adjuotnent is well documented in the literature.
Parent— Child Ccmmuniea tion.
Various studios have examined the nature cf the parent- 
chil1 COmmunicatiens regarding che separation and divorce as 
they relate to che child's future adjustment, Caplan (1961, 
pp.33-63) suggests that, in regard tc grief, open discussion 
of the realities and feelings can te helpful before a loss 
and that repeated discussion of changes and feelings after a 
loss is also associated with positive adjustmenc. In cerms 
of parental communication with the child during the divorce 
process several authors concur that an atmosphere of open 
inguiry, in which the child is made to feel that most 
questions will be answered, is optimal for positive 
adjustment (Jacobson, 1978, p. 173).
JacoDSon ( 1978) in che third cf r.er three part study 
examined the parent-child communications around tte parental 
separation. She observed that parent-child communication in 
the following areas was of paramcunt impcrtance;" (a) 
ex pla in in y tae divorce or separaticr to the child honestly 
and realistically with awareness oi the aga-rela te] capacity 
for understanding and, (b) giving the child considerable
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opportunity to express feelings before and after tho 
separation" (p. 188), Further she euipnasized tne
signiricanco of parents seeing their children as needing 
aelp and having the capacity to reach out to the child 
regarding the separation- The findings or her study clearly 
indicated the importance of parents paying attention to the 
caila around the separation and remaining open tc discussing 
problems. However Jacobson found few parents prepared their 
children for the impending separation. Jacobson concedes 
this task may be either too difficult or impossible for 
parents to carry out, particularly in cases where the 
parents are grappling with a situation they never expected 
would occur.
Rosen (1079) determined in her study that only forty-five 
percent of tho children surveyed considered that their 
parents had given them a satisfactory explanation of the 
divorce. She further ocserved that mothers communicated 
more meaningfully witn their childrer than did rathers in 
this respect (p.412). As a result of taese findings she 
recommended that divorcing parents should bo counselled 
regarding the need for more communication with their 
children around the time of narital problems, and 
specifically about the marital problems (p.414).
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Adult A d iustnent of Pivorcinq Parents
Adult adjustment of parents in the divorcing process is 
another area that aas been explcred free several 
perspectives and rncluues ccmpariscns between such variables 
as sex, socioecoi.cniic status, social support systems, and 
custodral status,
Studj.es indicate that cue of the greatest stress factors 
for separated adults is coping with limited financial 
resources. What was once an adequate family income must now 
be stretched to accomodate two households, a part of the 
process which often causes hardships and negative reelings 
on the part of both parties. Women particularly have been 
found to suf.Jer rrcm the change in économie status.
In a study by Luepnitz (1982) based cn indeptn interviews 
of sixteen custodial mothers, sixteen custodial fathers and 
eighteen joint custody parents, the majority of women 
repcrted that tney had relt the effects of discrimination 
against thc-ir new marital status, especially frcm potential 
apartment landlords. It also appeared that the custodial 
parent most i.regaently maintained the rignts to accomodation 
in tne matrinonial home (eighty-one percent or the custodial 
rathers and fifty percent cf the custodial mo t ne rs remained 
in the Ûatriinonial iiome) . Further when male and female 
respondents were asxed to rank a list of nine stress 
ractors, econc.aics was rated as the most stressful by women 
ond rated as thiid ijiguest of the stresses by the men in tne
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sd.nple. Tho median ir.ccme for wotcer dropped as much as two 
brackets whereas the men's median inccme increased or stayed 
the sane after the aivorce. (Luepnitz, 1932 p.55) I his held 
true even though women's incc res were augmented by alimony 
and child support payments. Altacugh men may have payed 
alimony and child support, their incomes had enjoyed 
increases at higher and quicker rates than employed women.
Tne study also demonstrated that the emcticn of 
loneliness was an overwhelning ractor for both men and women 
in their adjustment to divorce. For custodial fathers they 
indicated that loneliness was the highest stressor on the 
rank stress scale of nine items. Custodial mothers ranked 
loneliness as third. It is cf interest to note taat 
custodial females rated econcmic factors as the highest 
stressor and loneliness as third while custodial males 
ranked loneliness as number one and econcnics as third.
In terms of social supports, sixty-two percent of all rhe 
parents reported chat there "was nc overlap between their 
support group of the present and that of the p re divorce 
past" (p.124). hany of tho parents explained this
phenomenon by stating that their ex-spouse had been their 
only support group in the past or they had been supported by 
friends held ic ccranon with their ex-spouse with whom they 
had since chosen not to have contact due to high levels of 
discomfort for everyone. Fifty percent of the respondents 
reported thac sure form of a single parents qicup was now
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their support network. At the tire of the study, the 
parents had been separated for an average of three years, 
and ninety-four percent of the fathers reporteu they were 
dating twice a incctn to three times a month whxle, fifty-six 
percent of tne women reported they were dating at the same 
frequency (pp.129-130). Further, fifty-six percent of the 
fathers inuicated that they definitely wished to remarry and 
cnly twenty-five percent of the women felt that way.
In the study by White and Bloom (1981) thxrty-six men 
were interviewed at approximately six months after their 
separation. Similiar to the study by Luepnitz, White and 
Bloom found that loneliness was considered the most 
difficult problem- The authors found this variable to be 
the most pervasive problem for the men and highly predictive 
of overall adjustment. Also tiie study suggested that the 
men who became invclved in a heterosexual relationship were 
better adjusted than those who did not do so. The 
researchers noted that two distinct social patterns 
appeared, the first being one where the respondent preferred 
to be socially isolated and, inversely, the second pattern 
wani zested ^s one where ri.e respondent reported becoming 
over-involvcd socially and made a rapid reattachmenr in a 
lei t lonsii ip.
In contrast to any survey including women, the majority 
taiij sample of men reported that they believed their post 
Separation Incomes were adequate tc meet their needs. Tnis
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majority included the twenty percent whc were paying alimony 
and tae twenty-two out or twenty-three fathers wnc paid 
child support.
Physical illness also seemed to he a difficulty for this 
jroup and fifteen out of the thirty-five reported ongoing 
physical and emotional prcfclems. Such diff icu i ti es can ce 
related to the immédiate crisis state that these men were 
tested in.
S panier and Casto (1S79) postulated the t^eory that
divorced auults have to make two separate yet over lapping
adjustments; the adjustment to the dissolution of tne 
marriage, and the adjustment to and coping with the process 
of getting on with a new life- Adjustment to the end of tne
marriage includes such tasks as coping with tne legal
process, coping with all the issues related to custody, 
dealing with and informing the person's social network of 
the divorce, as well as adjusting emotionally to the divorce 
situation. Getting on with the new life includes such tasks 
as; setting up a new residence and household, adjusting to 
the new income level, coping with a new job or entering the 
work force, coping with single parenthood, developing a new 
Social network, reentering the realm of dating and of 
ueterosexu.al re la t ionships, as well as ccmpletiny long term 
emotional adjustment. For almost all persons, the
indivi'lual disorganizati c n that is trcught on by the divorce 
tixperience disrupts the iiabituai patterns of lire set up
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tiirouqh, wnat often is, years cf relating to one primary 
person.
In their study of twenty-two females, twenty-twc males, 
anu a total of eighty-tvio children the researchers found 
that ciiiidren and single parenthood were major prcclem areas 
for most adults- Parents generally worried a great deal 
about their children and how the separation and divorce 
experience were affecting them. The majority cf the parents 
appeared to be trying to do what they believed was best for 
the children.
. This study also found that a high majority of respondents 
(34a) had found friends and relatives to provrie a much 
needed support system. People who were able tc rely on a 
support network of friends and relatives experienced less 
emotional maladjustment as well as did those people wno were 
involved in heterosexual relationships- Even people who 
dateu occasionally experienced less emotional pronleas than 
did those who did not date at all.
Other emotronal factors gleaned frcm the data by the 
researchers showed that those persons whc experienced 
greater emotional difficulties were also persons who 
reported that they wore not euioticrally prepare 1 for tae 
divorce and remained emoticoally attached to the ex-spouse. 
dowev'yr, there was also a significant minority where 
emotional attachment was not a prcclem and the divorce was a 
mutual decision.
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This study also investigated eccncrnic adjustments, a 
signiricant factor in their hypothesis cf tae tasxs ceguired 
for coping with the process of setting up a new life. Tais 
was the only variarle in which significant sex drrferences 
were found. The majority of the males reported their 
econcmic situation was satisfactory since as many nad 
received salary increases since the divorce cr enjoyed no 
change in their econcmic status. The majority of women 
reported tnat they now had significantly less money 
available to them than before the separation and divorce.
Stan Albrecht (1930) criticizes prior research for its 
lack of a thorough examinarion of the irale and female 
differences in ad j usrmeat to divorce and separation. 
Albrecht studied live hundred divorced persons in " terms of 
the dejrees of stress uiil trauma divorce created for tho 
respondents" (p.6C). The research focused on the change in 
social participation, satisfaction with the present lire 
Situation, the nature of the property settlements and the 
degree of satisfaction with that settlement. In general 
Albrecnt found that females preceived the divorce as more 
traumatic t.ian did males. For all persons the greatest 
Contribution to the trauma were feelings of failure 
attributed to the marital breakdown. The majority of the 
respondents reported that the post divorce stage was a life 
Or greater sappiness and ever all satis tacticn than was life 
Juriuy the prelivcrce stuje. Albrecht nad aypcthesized that
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tae post common social support pattecn fcr the respondents 
would be one ox witnJrawal. However, the data revealed that 
for tnirt y-nine percent of the females and thiry-five 
percent of the males, the invclvenent in activities and 
social clubs increased. The pattern that seemed to reveal 
itself the most appeared tc be cne of a decline in 
participation during the first year and then a return to the 
individual's normal level. All respondents, particularly 
females, reported that their farrilies had become somewhat of 
a more important support tnan previously.
Albrecht's study also found that females experienced
greater impact from the changes in their economic status.
Forty-eight percent reported that their status was much
lower tnan oefcre while seven percent of the males reported 
a ciiaage. It appears then that the majority of the studies 
agree that the greatest impact for divorced or separated 
women in their adjustment to their new status is their
downward economic mobility which in turn influences other
areas of adjustment.
In the two year longitudinal study completed by 
iietheringtcn, Cox and Cox (1976) it was also reported that
the three primary problem areas for adjustment were
economics uad occupation; development cf a new social life 
and support system; and maintaining a postive self concept 
and adjusting to a new identity. Contrary to Albrecht’s
study, these researchers found that two months after tae
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divorce, fathers were involved in a frenzy cf d.iting, social 
activities, ai.I courses- However, oy two years tais aiqh 
level of activity had diminished. It was also found that 
divorced mothers reported feeling overwhelmed by the single­
parent, duties and the social isolation that went hand in 
nand with it. In that first year a majority of the men 
reported high activity of dating where they enjoyed a new 
sexual freedom. Yet by the end cl the first year, both men 
and women reported a desire for intimacy. In general then, 
"intimacy in relationships siiowed a positive correlation 
with happiness, self esteem, and feelings cf ccmpefence in 
heterosexual relationships for both divorced and remarried 
men and wo men" {p.423).
There are other studies in the literature that present 
results siailiar to the studies noted here. It appears from 
the literature that the main causes of stress, and primary 
variables affecting an adult's adjustment to the separation 
or divorce are, economic factors, the adult's ability to 
have a social support system, some form of involvement in 
heterosexual relationships, and the adult's degree of 
emotional attachment to the ex— spouse. There appear to be 
some differences in the general adjustment of the parents 
related to sex and there also appears to be Jiiference in 
the general adjustment of the adult related tc the length of 
time having elapsed between the crisis of the separation and 
the time when the restarch was completed. This is directly
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related to crisis theory which indicates that the greatest 
adjustment difficulties are evident at the initial crisis 
until new coping irechanisins can be put into operation.
Variables Belated to Children * s Beac tions to their Barents'
Divorce
In contemplating how children experience and react to 
divorce and to the new structure of their family, 
researcliers are beginning to examine the interplay among 
situational stresses and support systems {'He theriagton, 
1979). Empirical research indicates wide variability in the 
quality and intensity of responses and adaptations to 
divorce exist among children. As Hetherington articulates 
"some children exhibit severe or sustained disruptions in 
development, others seem to sail tnrcugh a turbulent divorce 
and stressful artermath and emerge competent, well- 
functioning individuals" (p.652).
Selected variables which have bten hiqhliqnteJ in the 
literature as positive and or negative correlates to 
children's post separation and divorce will follow.
Child's Developmental Status.
Wallerstein and Kelly (1980) reported that use of 
developmental theory was critical fcr explaining the child's 
initial oehavioural response to divorce. That is, the 
cuild's perceptions of tne divorce, their thouyhts, rheir 
feelings about, the marriage and the departed parent, their 
understanding or what had happened and wnat would happen.
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tiieir fears and worries, all to s cons ideraf le degree were 
governed by t-heir age and place along the developmental 
ladder at the time of the marital breakdown (p.5 1).
One of the major discoveries from wallerstein and Kelly's 
longitudinal study was that the initial response cf children 
to divorce was closely age-related, and tnus the researchers 
developed distinguishable categories cf behaviours in 
children within age parameters. Children's reactions to 
therr parents' divorce were laigely negative and varied as a 
function of therr developmental level. Preschoolers 
(approximately three to five and one-half years old) were 
likely to form faulty perceptions cf the reasons for their 
parents separation, and experienced eating disturbances, 
oedwetting, nightmares, problems cf sexual identity, and 
guilt over having caused the departure of the noncustodial 
parents (pp.56— 65). further it was noted that the mot.iers 
of many of the thirty-four children aged two and one-half to 
SIX years were depressed and that their relationship with 
their children had deteriorated while tne relationship with 
the noncustodial fathers improved.
Of the twenty-six young school age children, six were 
judged to have regressed at the one-year follow-up. At the 
initial interview they showed pervasive sadness. They could 
not ueny this feeling like rhe two and one-ha If to six-year 
olds, nor sublimate it in various peer group activities like 
tii.e nine-and-ten- year-olds. Fourteen of the children had
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difficulties and exhibited depressed behavicur cne year 
after the ir.itial interview, and a further seven had school 
difficulties and poor peer rel aticnships (pp. 66-73), 
Common reactions of schcc1-ayed children were depression, 
withdrawn, somatic coirpiaints, narked deterioration xn 
ochocl performance, anyer, and persistent requests for 
explanatxons as to wny the r.oncust cdial parent’s leaviny 
ever had to occur (pp. 66-78), Finally, adolescents 
experienced problems in interpersonal relationships, 
independence and self-identit> (pp. 81— 9 1), Adjustment 
amon y older children was related to the custodial parents 
refraininy from perceivinq their children as sources from 
wiiich their own emotional and social needs were to re met 
(p.115). Hence, a general impression from taese findings 
was that younger children seemed to be more obviously 
disturbed by divorce, especially when the custodial parent 
was depressed or angry.
In another study, Kurdek and Siesxy (1980) found
considerable support for takiny a cognitive-developmental
approach to investigating the effects or divorce on
children, Tiiese researchers reported that, by far, the most
powerful varia ulc moderatit.g children's reactions and
adjustment to their parents' divorce was age (p.375). Taey
round that older children were more likely to;
(a) define divorce in terms of
psyciicloqicdl/emctional separation; (b) offer a 
two-sided explanation of the divorce; (c) react 
less negatively to the news of the divorce, the 
loss of tiio r.cncustcdxdl parent, and the alters 1
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nature ox the family system; |i) perceive the 
parents' se para tien as final; (e) report tae 
absence of parental fighting as a beneficial 
consequence of the divorce; (f) share inrcrmation 
about tiiO divorce with friends; (g) possess 
perceptions of both parents that were a realistic 
comoination of both positive and negative 
attributes; (h) reports qualitative improvements 
in interactions with the noncustodial parents; and 
(i) acquire strengths and responsibilities as a 
result of the divorce (p. 376).
The researchers went on to caution that age per se was a
cloaK type variable which covered a wide variety of more
specific age-related piccesses. Ihe two processes
identified in this study, which held true for not only older
children but also younger, were internal locus of control
Liiid u aigii level of xnteipersonal knowledge (p. 376). Thus
children who perceived events as being under tneir control
were less likely to construct a view of divorce and its
consequences as an attack from external forces, and further,
a high level of interpersonal knowledge enabled the child to
accurately perceive the nature of the interpersonal events
underlying the parents decision to divorce,
Kalter and Rembar (1S61) in their study of five hundred
outpatient evaluations, found that separation and subsequent
divorce during the child's earliest years was associated
with a significantly higher incidence of non aggressive
be.iaviour in the parent-child relationship in Lotii the male
and female latency-age groups. îhe researchers speculate
t^ iidt when marital dissolution occurs at a time when
youngsters are coping with the ncrnal develcpicent tasks of
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separating tree parents a special vulnerability to 
separation related diiricaltles may be established {p- 97).
Sex of the C hild,
Wallerstein and Kelly (1580) in taeir five year study of 
the effects of divorce on children found that daring the 
first follow-up one major theme which emerged was the 
widening gap between the sexes. They observed that "girls 
predcminated among the children who locked well" (p. 164),
Nearly twice as many girls as toys improved in their overall 
adjustment and functioning from the initial assessment, but 
this striking difference did not appear among adolescents 
{p. 165). Further, boys presented as more opposed to the
divorce than their sisters, felt significantly more stressed 
and more had remained intensely preoccupied with the 
divorce. The girls, in contrast, presented as happier, saw 
the uivorce oS an improvement in the family situation had 
more friends and were more likely to draw cn friends as a 
support system (p.166).
The differences in boys' adjustment and girls' were in 
part attributed to the differences in their pest separation 
relationship with one or both parents. There were
indicators that girls were treated somewhat Letter by 
teachers and by their mothers than were their brothers. 
Further, girls were more protected than their brothers from 
witnessing family quarrels and parental conflicts (p. 166). 
However as «allerstein and Kelly observed that "most of the
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dix!erenees in mothering were age-related rather than sex- 
related (p. 167). By and large, wcnen and men treated their
young children, of either sex, with nere care and compassion 
than they treated their cider children,
I ne relationship netween fathers and daughters following 
the marital breakdown shewed a greater consistency than the 
relationship between fathers and sens. This factor was 
cited as jcssitly being important in explaining the poorer 
adjustment of toys (Wallenstein and Kelly, 1980), These 
empirical findings support the major develcpmental theories 
of sex-role typing which attributes considerable importance 
to tiie father's role in this process. As Hetherington 
(1972) reports in her study of the effects of father's 
absence on the personality development of adolescent 
daughters:
psychoanalytic theorists emphasize the daughter's 
competiton with the mother for the father's love
as a critical factor in identification; role
theorists have suggested that because of his
differential treatment or sens and daughters the 
father is the most important figure in the
reciprocal sex-role learning of offspring of 
cither sex; and social learning theorists nave 
dssuaeu that the caugnters acquisition of feminine 
behaviour and of the specific skills involved in 
interacting with males is at least partly based on 
learning experiences and reinicrcements received 
in interactions with the father (p.313)
Hetherington's findings suggested that disturbances in
social and emotional development cf girls had largely
disappeared two years following the divorce, although tney
Ceemcrged at adolescence in the fcrm of disruptions in
Uc te rose X ual relations.
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Hatheringtcn, Cox & Cox (1S78) concurred with the 
findings or Wallerstein and Kelly's study and report the 
impact or marital discord and divorce is more pervasive and 
enduring for heys than for girls- They further note 1 that 
boys from divorced families showed a higher rate of 
nehaviour disorders and problems in interpersonal relations 
at heme and in the school vith teachers and peers.
Loweustein and Koopraan (1973) investigated the self­
esteem of boys between the ages cf nine and fourteen to 
determine if there was an association between the child's 
self-esteem and sex and adjust ment cf the custodial paront- 
The rindings revealed taat there was no significant
differences between the self-esteem cf boys living with
mothers and those living with their fathers- Further they 
indicate t h a t  the selr-esteem cf Leys who saw their absent- 
from-the-acme-parent once a month or more was significantly 
higher than the self-esteem cf these boys who saw their 
absent-fro m-home-parents less than cnce a mcnth (pp.
2C6-207)
School.
hallerstein and Kelly (1980) else rved that while divorce 
did not significantly alter schocl performance on the whole, 
there were some changes worth noting- Tnree-firths of the 
youngsters were doing average or tetter wcrx at the five- 
year post divorce interview. Of the remaining ycungsters, 
nearly one-guartec were perferring te low average and sixteen
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percent had extremely poor grades. Among tncse children 
functioning poorly, "a significant number were between the 
ages of thirteen-to-sixteen-years old" (p. 279), The group 
of students who were runcticning poorly in school were 
broken down into two groups: those who functioned poorly
predivorce and those whose functioning lowered after rhe 
divorce. Of the children whose poor school functioning was 
essentially unchanged since the separation, there was 
parallel evidence of a troubled psychological adjustraejit as 
well (p. 283), For those children whose performance
deteriorated over time, the events subsequent to, or set in 
motion by the divorce over burdened and stressed their 
ability to function academically. The deter 1er atic r. in the 
relationship between the custodial parent and the child and 
the railure of the father to remain interested in his child 
were signilicant factors separately or in ccmbination with 
each other which effected the child's general performance 
(p.283). Finally, it was established in tne study taat 
academic performance was not signiiicantly related to the 
lather's or mother's eccaciric level.
Economic Conditions- Tliis factor appears to be most 
relevant to the single-parert mother's situation where the 
effects of tne father absence's leaves the family it a near 
poverty-stricxen economic condition, Reports cy tne 
children of feeling worried about the changed economic 
realities were frequently noted in Wallerstein and Kelly's
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(190C) study. Further, linancial discussions were often the 
focus or intense hostility between separated couples.
Relationship with Si b lings and Ceers.
The relationship between siblings is often a good 
indication of a child's ability to relate to others in the 
future, and as cne author so succinctly wrote, sibling 
interactions are the laboratory for future peer 
relationsnips (dinuchin, 1974). wallerstein and Kelly 
(1977) found that on the whole, sibling support appeared to 
be a positive force in divorced children's lives. Siblings 
nad the potential for supporting each other in empathie 
ways. Yet, the reverse was also observed where negative 
interactions between siblings served to further a child's 
feelings of alienation, injustice and anger (p.27),
Peer support and other activities were found to be 
postively related to children's adjustment, however 
children's aoility to reach out to peers varied from child 
to cnild and witli the age cf the child.
This concludes the literature review dealing with parents 
and children's post separation and divorce adjustment- The 
following section describes the literature relating to tne 
three intervention strategies employed in custody and access 
dispute resoluticr..
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Mediation
Mediation is a service to separating and divorcing 
couples who are in dispute over issues around the 
dissolution of the marriage. These issues most commonly 
take the form of disputes over family property, and in 
particular, custody and access to children.
Mediation has roots in Japanese, Chinese, Jewish and 
otner cultures where emphasis is placed on the avoidance of 
formal litigation to resolve disputes (Irving, 1930). In 
western cultures dispute resclutacn through mediation is 
commonly found in labour negotiations and in national and 
civil rights disputes (Bahr, 1981). The divorce mediator is 
described in the literature as being sinilar to the labour 
mediator wliere, ideally, both make careful efforts to avoid 
aaving any attachments cr alliances to either party. The 
clinician who is mediating a divorce settlement is 
particularly careful to avoid identification witn eituer 
member of the couple, their attorneys, or the court system 
(Haynes, 197 8). In North America the acceptance and 
expansion of divorce mediation services is largely due to 
tne adoption of ’no fault' divorce laws, and ccncor tt itan tly, 
the increase in the number of divorces resulting in an 
increase the demand for court services. Niseman and Fiske 
(1930) note that in 1960 there was a two year wait in the 
U.S. family courts for hearing contested divorces. When the 
demand for court time was manageacle, tne court system
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contained the process, however there is new a backlog that 
is resulting it cases being served tardily (Irving, 1531).
Human service professionals have come to understand 
that divorce is a traumatic experience for virtually all 
participants. Further legal advocates are of the view that 
most pronleins involved in completing a divorce decree are 
relationsnip problems, not legal pi or le ms (Steinberg, 1980). 
A1though mediation as an alternative to the court system for 
some disputing couples, has been endorsed by many as a 
desperately needed public service, critics of the service 
are cautious and view it with skepticism, feeling that its 
limitations and effects have act luily been explored (3ahr, 
19 3 1).
Presently there are divorce mediation services 
available in centres throughout the United States and 
Canada, as well as through a number of individuals who are 
now offering mediation services «ithin their private 
practice- In 1932 the Family Mediation Association, first 
created by 0,J, Cooqler in 1974, boasted or seven hundred
memlers (Schwarz, 1382), The literature reveals taat
altnough the goals and values of divorce mediation are 
similar among practioners, the format of these services
differ greatly. To a large extent all of tae services 
available have been based on the philosphies developed by 
tae Los Angeles County Conciliation Court whica began in 
193 3 (Irving, 1930 p.4 7). The format and methods of
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providing divorce mediation services include models such as: 
lawyer and therapist teams serving a tamily; (.iiseman, Pisx 
1930; Steinberg, 1930) individual therapists providing the 
service and gaining feed lack and support from a 
multidiscipline team; {Scbeiner, Musetto v Cordier, 1932; 
Irving, Benjamin, Bohn, Macdonald, 19 31 ; Coogler, 1 978) and
male/female combinations of therapist and lawyer teams 
(Pearson, 1981), Some services mediate all aspects of 
uivorce believing tha t custody, property division and 
financial support are interrelated and cannot te divided and 
then resolved. Other services mediate only custody and 
access disputes insisting that additional issues are 
certainly interrelated but also interdependent; thus 
learning to solve one issue results in the couple gaining 
problem-so Iving skills.
Regardless o£ the rormat used in mediation, be it a 
team or individual approacii, mediation aims to engage a 
neutral third party in assisting a separating couple who are 
in dispute. The primary goal of mediation is to keep the 
t:ouple's dispute out of the court system, I his goal is 
tased on two criticisms of legal divorce proceedings: tnat
tiie legal system is unnecessarily expensive for the family 
4ud that divorce is a very enctional and complex transition 
tiiUt can be aggravated ty a system tased cn an ulversarial 
process, 5tulies report that conflict between parents 
adversely affects all aspects of the separation and divorce
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process, and as previously noted, is particularly harmful to 
chiliren (3ahr, 1931). Research indicates that it is the 
process of divorce, where the children are used and 
exploited, rather than the event itself taat most disturbs 
children. (Scheiner, Musette, o Cordier, 19 32 p.99) It 
follows then that divorce mediation aims to; reduce the 
level of conflict between the couple, facilitate 
communication between spouses, transfcrm what was previously 
seen to be an insurmountable pioblem into a solvable issue, 
provide suggestions for alternative problem-solving 
strategies, facilitate the most efficent use or the court 
system and help the couple achieve a written agreement 
outlining tiie mediated settlement. {Irving, Benjamin, Bohn, 
Macdonald. 1981) Médiat ion emphasizes coopération and 
patience between a couple, and encourages the couple to be 
in control of their own separation and divorce settlement 
and of their new coparental relationship (h’iseman G Fiske, 
1980),
Mediation of the issues invclved in separation and 
divorce disputes is not possible for so me couples. In rhe 
study completed by the Family Court of Toronto (Irving, 
benjamin, Bohn, Macdonald, 1981) it was round tiiat 
agreements were especially difficult when couples remain 
emotionally attached to each other- It was also found tnat 
mediated couples reporteo significant improvements in their 
life satisfaction levels, A couple's ability to mediate
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their dispute was inversely related to the nigritude and 
severity of the problems reported tc be between the couple. 
Mediated couples appeared to return to court less frequently 
tiian non mediated couples. Even when couples wished to 
modify their agreements it was found that few mediatgd cases 
returned to court. Instead it was noted that couples were 
more likely to modify the agreement on their own {Irving et 
al. , 1981),
In the study of nine mediated cases and five non­
mediated cases, Kressed, Jafiee, luchman, watscn, and
Deatsen ( 1930) found that couples who were not able to
emotionally separate were least likely to engage in a 
mediation process. Further it was found that the couple's 
mutual agreement on the decision to divorce was an 
influencing factor in their being able to mediate their 
dispute, Ti.is study suggests that an association exists 
between the couples degree or conflict before and during the 
separation, and their ability to engage in a mediation 
process.
In the report by Ruth Parry of Toronto, Ontario (1973) 
attention was focused on the couples who were unable to
resolve tberr dispute. The study suggests that these
couples Were the parents who were least able tc put their 
cliildren's needs before their own. It was also apparent 
that for some clients the dispute became a vehicle for
holding onto the relationship.
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In a sample of rifty-six ccuples drawn from tne 
population at the Denver Project, thirty cf the couples were 
able to come to an agreement on custody and or access and 
twenty-six were not. It appeared that mediation was more 
attractive to these with higher education levels, aijiier 
incomes, and higher occupational status. Findings also 
indicated tiiat mediation made a difference in the types of 
custody arrangements agreed upon, in that the nediatea 
couples completed less traditional settleraej.ts {Pearson, 
1931).
In her study Pearson emphasizes that mediation is not
for all families in custody disputes. She advises that it
is especially contraindicated for families involving:
alleged abuse or neglect; situations requiring 
multiple agencies servicing the family; families 
with a histcry of repeated court hearings and 
aborted efforts to resolve the conflict; and 
xamilies waere one or more of the parents is 
involved in severe anti-sccial behaviours is 
violent and exhibits intense psychological 
problems (p.10).
In the long-term the greatest benefit from mediation is 
believed to be the reduction in the trauma of the divorce 
process experienced by the childret. However it is evident 
that the research is still in its preliminary stages, and as 
Irving states, "what appears to he needed is an exploratory 
study of conciliation [mediation] counselling with a 
comparative research design". (Irving et al, 19 8 1, p.47).
In the research completed by Kressel et al, (1330) they 
report tnat tne post-divorce adjustment was tie lowest with
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xaniilies exhibiting patterns of erneshment and autistic 
qualities while families with patterns of disengagement 
demonstrated higher levels of adjustment. The authors went 
on tc report that families with patterns cf en mesh ment and 
autistic qualities were the families least likely to mediate 
their dispute. In other words, families where the couple 
remained emotionally attached and socially isolated were 
unable to mediate.
In recognition of this growing alternative to dispute 
resolution, and in light of the desire to keep such disputes 
out of the court system, Cntaric's recent Children's Law 
Reform Act now legislates for divorce mediaticn services to 
be offered to ccuples contesting custody and or access 
{Children's Law Reform Act Section 11). In recognition of 
the criteria invclved in engaging in a mediatici. process the 
court is only able to order mediaticn if both parties agree 
to participate in the process. The act further requires the 
mediator to submit a report outlining the information that 
is believed to be relevant to the issue or custody as 
well as indicating the nature cf the final agreement reached 
by the couple. The act also prcvides for the option of 
'closed mediation' where by the mediatcr files a report to 
the court that states either the nature of the nediated 
agreement or indicates no agreement was reacl.ec. Although 
closed mediation was designed tc promote a therapeutic 
system by encouraging openness and trust, critics of the
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closed mediation process warn tliat it may be detrimental to 
the resolution ui. the dispute in that it may stall the 
inevitable need for judicial determination and therefore 
strengthen the custodial parent's case. Further, there are 
tnose who argue that a skillful irediator will encourage 
openness and trust without needing the protecticn or closed 
mediation. They believe mediators who are rn favour of 
closed mediation are in fact hoping tc avoid the possibility 
of having to provide expert testimcny.
Assessment
Clinical assessments are t o d s  use d by the court system 
in order to facilitate a custody or access 'award' that is 
designed to meet the most commcnly held criteria cf wnat is 
in the Lest interest of the children invclved.
The services of clinicians were first utilized in order 
to provide the courts with irfcrcation and opinions that 
were otherwise unobtainable. Present day assessments for 
custody cases are based on the premise taat when chere is 
more complete inf crma tio n about the child, the parents, and 
the situation, there is a Letter de terminaticn of whit is in 
tne child’s best interest. However defining what is meant 
by 'the best interests oi the child' is an arduous task.
Guidelines for completing assessments are numerous and 
place emphasis on a variety of factors and dynamics. 
"Beyond the Best Interests cf the Child" by Goldstein,
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Freud, and Solnit (1973) provided ere cr the first clinical 
discussions of the various issues involved in custody and 
access assessments- The two main values that fcrm the basis 
of their discussion are ; that the child's needs must be 
paramount even to parental rights and desires; and that the 
family and individuals have a right to privacy, Goldstein 
et al also paved the way for discussion and research on such 
issues as; the psycholoqica1 parent, the continuity of 
placement; the understanding of child's sense or time, the 
over riding rights of the custodial parent; the least 
detrrmental alternative doctrine and the test interests 
doctrine (Goldstein et al), The authors' primary concern 
Was to ensure that tne emotional and physical well being of 
tne child were being met. These authors emphasized the 
child's need for security was of paramount import, and that 
the nigh potential for emotional disturbance as a result of 
the loss or a parent should not be taken lightly, Although 
tijeir worX. has been heavily criticized for its controversial 
stance, it has nevertneless had a great impact cn the child 
Welfare system. Currently most assessments completed 
address some cr all aspects cf the criteria developed by 
Goldstein et il, although the metnods for gathering too 
information necessary for detc-iiniri rg v/hat is in tae best 
interest of the child may vary censideranly. The Family 
Group -or tne Advancement of Psychiatry ( 138C) criticizes 
do Idstein, Freud, and Solnit for their allegedly narrow view
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of psychclogical parent. In custody cases it is argue i that 
a child Can and cr ten dees have mere than one psychological 
parent. They suggest guidelines for examining the question 
of cnild custody which incorporates elements such as the 
child's level of development and degree of attaciiment to tae
parents. Included also is an examination cr each parent
focusing on such areas as the parent 's basic mental liealth 
status, personal runcticning, own childhood, and probable 
method cf future mate selection. An examination of the 
parent-cnild relationship is important and includes the 
parent's ability to listen to the child and to relate to the 
child in a nurturing fashion- Finally, an evaluation and 
examination or the parents conjointly is included in order 
to determine their ability tc cccpgratively cc parent the
children both in the present and i r. the future.
In Ontario the recent Children's Law Reform Act 
incorporates mucn of Gcldstein er al's criteria and provides 
guidelines for assessments in custody matters. The 
assessments are required to be a determination cf what is in 
tiie best interests of tiie child. This is defined explicitly 
to include, the emotional ties between the child and parent, 
tiie views and preferences cf the child, the length of time 
tae child has lived in the placement, tae ability of the 
petitioners to provide the child with all the necessities of 
life ii. our culture, the permanence and stability or the 
placement, and finally, the blood relationsnips between
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child arid petiticner (Children’s Law fiefora Act Section 
24 (2)) .
Guidelines for assessments, as outlined in the 
literature, require a method and attitude by the 
professional that is vastly different from the earlier role 
played. At one time the hunan service professional was 
simply a "hired q un" contracted tc do cattle with the otner 
side's expert (Haynes, 1981), These mere traditional forms 
of assessment iiave been criticized for their potential for 
bias and inaccurate assumptions about families, individuals 
and behaviour, (Musette, 1531) E resent day assessments 
include aspects of "Beyond the Best Interests cf the Child" 
in attempts to meet legislative guidelines and tc serve the 
child with a family perspective, recognizing that the 
parents continue to be parents irrevelant cf their marital 
status. The methods ror cc mple ti ng such thorough and tine 
consuming evaluations vary considerably and include such 
models as tae one used at the Cclcrado Children's Eiagnostic 
Center, where an interdisciplinary team take great pains to 
ensure an unbiased assessment (Jackson, Warner, Hornbein, 
Nelson, Fortesc ue, 1930) , Ih is itcdel is based on the 
critical implementation cf the guidelines purported by 
Goldstein et al, and aims at evaluating all tae members of 
the dispute including any extended faaily members that may 
influence the custody placement, Ancther mcdel is m e  one 
used in New uersey and, as reported in the literature, is a
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tamily centerel model where the clinicians attempt to 
ticilitate change in the naxily system thrcughcat the 
assessment process {Musetto, 153 1).
In right of all tne changes in the focus of assessments 
and methods of administering them, assessments continue to 
have a place in service to tie courts and families in 
dispute. Aw ad (1978) argues that assessments provide a 
Valuable service when not only the legislated guidelines are 
followed but also when, in his opinion, relevant and 
important issues are addressed and reccraoendations 
suggested. Awad argues that although seme thecapu tic work 
is possible during the course of an assessment it is not the 
primary purpose. Assessments should ce viewed as a 
preventative measure where the clinician is neutral, and 
never pretends to believe that all infortraticn can be 
gathered through cne member of the family. Awad stresses 
tnat in accordance with other authors, the primary focus and 
goal is to determine which parent will provide the child 
with the best opportunity for psychological growth and 
development (0,442). Therefore attaining too much 
infcrmation is impossible. The infer mation that is gathered 
in an assessment is clinical infcriraticn that is invaluable 
to the court in determining custody plans for Li.t children 
involved in con tested cases.
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Advisory Arbitration
Many couples in dispute over custody arc or access 
arrangements are able to take advantage of mediation 
services and resolve their differences, at IcaSt tc a point 
where cooperatior and coparenting are possible- Other 
couples and familles experience great difficulties in 
adjusting to the separation and coupled with the previous 
problems exhibit behaviours and traits that indicate that 
the children and family are test served with a thctouqh and 
unbiased assessment, that can provide direction for the 
court system. However there remain ccuples and fanilies who 
ace neither able to fully use mediaticn nor are they best 
served through an assessment. These couples possess seme of 
those as of yet unidentified skills and resources that make 
mediation an alternative. However there may renain an issue 
or situation that cannot be ne dla te d and the couple must 
return to court. Cn a continuum depicting the couples's 
success in resolving their dispute outside the ccurtroom a 
mediated agreement is at cne end, assessment services are at 
the other end and somewhere in the middle lies all the 
combinations of these two. One such interposing intervention 
has been termed advisory arh itration and is described as 
aeiiic si D1 liar to the arbitrât icn process cf negotiation in 
labour relations. Advisory arbitration can he defined as 
tne intervention wiere the clinician plays t^c role of t:.e 
third party expert giving directicn and advice tc the couple
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when required. The clirician assesses the couple, children 
and situation and taon provides expert opinion in the areas 
where the couple have reached an impasse. The couple once 
given directj.cn are then able tc either agree with the 
expert opinions or to reject tlem,
Cooqler (1378) describes the arbitration process as 
beinq desirable only as a means oi resolving an impasse 
between the couple and cnly involves those issues that are 
relevant to the impasse. Both Cccgler and Irving describe 
arbitration as a procedure involving a third party expert 
outside the mediation process. Advisory arbitration is also 
depicted as being less desirable than mediation in that it 
results in the couple having less control over their own 
agreement and may in fact put the aibitrator in the role oi 
a judge (Irving, 19 00). However, this , intervention is
descriced as more desirable than assessment in that it 
offers the family an escape frcm the trauma of a contested 
CO ur r trial-
Beyond tiie pioneering works cf Coogler and Irving there 
is little in the literature taat addresses itself to the 
group of couples who find themselves sc me wit ere in tne middle 
netween requiring assessment services and mediation 
services. 3ahr (1931) recog ni res tne existence of the group 
teg airing artitra tion services and the alternative cutcoraes 
that can be derived frcm a cccbinaticn cr services at eituer 
^nd of the spectrum. However at this peint tnere appears to
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be virtually nc research ccrapleted that attempts to describe 
the characteristics and factors cf the couples that are best 
served by involvement with a third party expert who guides, 
advises and directs the couple thioujt thoir attempts to 
resolve the dispute.
Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter has highlighted selected 
variables from the literature which are related tc the three 
interventiens being studied and the factors dealing with 
parent's and children's post separation and divorce 
adjustment. The main focus has been on the parental 
correlations to children's adjistirent, in tnat tais study 
ill ves ti g a t es and describes a population of adults engaging 
in clinical services as a means of resolving a custody and 
or access dispute. One of the important findings supported 
in the literature is that childrer's perceptions of their 
parent's divorce are greatly influenced by the parent's own 
reactions and coping aridities and that a child's adjustment 
is contingent upon the parent’s adjustment. Hence the value 
of assisting parents in conflict can be found in tne 
-research dealing with children's post separation and divorce 
ad juatment.
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Purpose
The use of psychological assess n ent tools for making 
recoinmendatiens to parties in dispute over custody and 
access arrangements have been enplcyed within the court 
system for a considerably longer period or tire than have
either mediation cr advisory arbitration services. Although 
mediation is a relatively new service to disputing couples, 
preliminary findings indicate that it is a viable recourse 
to tie court system. Advisory arbitratron on the other 
hand, altnough practiced, has not apparently been subjected 
to empirical testing, nor do tnere appear tc nave beenany 
comparative studies undertaken which deal with all three 
interven tiens.
Ibis study was designed to or in c tc light sere of the 
Variables, factors, and situations wnich influence the 
process and direct the outcomes of these three
interventions, Therefore this study pioposed to develop 
descriptive profiles of the clients who have employed 
clinical services to assist them in resclving their custody 
and access dispute. In order to develop these profiles 
elients were asked to provide information about their
present life situation, their percepcicr.s cf their
- 57 -
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children's present adjustment, and their perceptions of 
their own adjustment as coparents. The results of this
study were then used to expand on the current knowledge of 
these interventions by providing a descriptive analysis of 
each of the three intervention qrcups.
The population for this stuay was derived frcm the 
client group served by The Lcndcn Custody and Access 
Project, The Project is a voluntary association comprised 
of ten clinicians frcm a variety cf human service 
disciplines operating under a common administrative 
umbrella. The members meet together twice per mcnth for 
case discussion and professional development thus ensuring a 
consistency of service. There is a fee for this service 
which is usually split between coth parties cf the dispute. 
Tue cases are assigned cn a rotating basis and, wherever 
possible, matching or a clinician's skills tc the client's 
needs is undertaken ty the members. Seme cf the clinicians 
work in teams cf two, while ethers service the family singly 
using their collègues for consulta tion and guidance as 
necessary. Tnis service is unique tc the London area in that 
it provides an interdisciplinary team approach to meeting 
tue curamunities need for a custody and access dispute 
resolution service.
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^ s e a r c h  Questions
1- Ace there differences between the three client groups 
related to such factors as; sccioeconotnic status, sex 
of the custodial pacer t, the ccparental 
relaticnships, the availability of the ncncustodial 
parent, the parent and child ccmraunicaticns, and the 
parents’ satisfaction with custody and access
arran.jetnen ts?
2. What are the parents' views about their post 
separation divorce adjustment?
3. What are the parents' views about their children's 
post separation and divorce adjustment?
4. Are there any difrerences in the parents' views about 
their children's adjustment and their own adjustment 
according to the anterventier received?
Ope r a t i o nal De f initions
for the purpose of this study, the fcllcwing cperational 
defin initions were derived from both the literature and the 
^rom definitions held ccraraon ny the clinicians in the 
Pro ject..
Mediation. Mediation was operationally defined as the 
intervention whereby the couple negotiate and maxe mutual 
decisions regarding their children. I he therapist remains 
neutral and assists the ccuple throughout this process in 
ducn wa/s as, nelpiug to clarify the relevant issues.
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ciarii/ cciauiucioation and clacitj t ha alternatives r or 
resolution of their conflicts. This intervention was 
evaluate! usraj the therapist's rating scale developed by 
the London Custody and Access Project,
Advisory Arbitration. Advisory arcitration was defined 
as the process waereby tie therapist acts as the third party 
expert, yivin^) advice and directiny the couple throuyh the 
process of conflict resolution. The therapist after
assessiny the couple and their situation, makes 
rucommundations reyardiny custody and access. The final 
ayreement reached is not necessarily equally endorsed by 
both parties, but represents the expert opinions of the 
clinician as much as it reflects any mutual decisions 
Icintly ay reed on by the couple. This intervention is more 
d.irected by the clinician than is the mediation process. 
Conccmmitantly the couple enyaye in a hiyhcr level of 
participation than they would if they v.ere icvclved in a 
clinical assossraert process exclusively.
Assessment. Assessment, was defined as a description 
yiven of the facts of the situation. Clinical judyment 
hi yli liy h ti ny the strengths and weaknesses of the couple and 
includinj clinical recomnenuations p ^ ovidi n y for the best 
interests of the child are submitted in the form of a report 
to t j.t. court. The couple engaged in tais form of 
in tervention are characterized by having a high level of 
'-conflict, the inability of one ire mb er or both partners to
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terminate the relationship, lew self- estee ic, and an
inability to be child recused and future oriented. Once 
again the therapist's rating scale was used to collect data 
whicii evaluated this variable.
Social Supports. The variable of social support used 
in the guesticnnaire oi this study WuS defined as; the 
persons whom the responuent indicated they had received help 
from during the separation. During the interviews the 
Variable «as expanded to include the persons that tne 
responuent felt they could turn to and depend on tor
emotional support at a tine of crisis.
Custodial and None us todial Paren t. The concepts of the 
custodial and noncustodial parent used in this study are 
based on the legal definition and ccmmcn usage of the
concepts. Custodial parent is the natural parent who has
legal guardianship of the children. The noncustccial parent 
is the natural parent that does net have legal guardianship 
rights.
The concept of availability of the noncus tcdial parent 
was defined as a construct based on the noncustodial 
Parent's outings with the children,
Adiustaent. For the purposes of this study, both 
children's and adult's post separation and divorce 
adjustment are constructs of concepts derived from tne 
literature d e a 1i n y with post separation and divorce 
ad j ustaien t,
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Ch iIdren's ? cat 5e para t io c and divorce Ad juatment. The 
key variables found to ha sigrificart lor rctn festive and 
negative adjustment were coded and summed cesultinj in a 
child adjustment score- These were the parent's responses 
about the children's schcol pe if criianee , relationships with 
others, and cehavioural picblems-
Adult P_cst Se para tion and Divorce Ad justmen t .
Variables dealing with parent's views about their own 
adjustment were also coded and summed culminating in an 
adult adjustment score- These variables uere ; physical 
health, financial situation, relationship with their 
ci.ilduen and with ethers, and their career or employment 
aituaticn-
Coparental Eelaticnship. The coparent relationship is 
a construct developed from variables derived fron the 
literature that are indicators of the state and the nature 
ef the post separation relationship between the parents- 
Tne variables that are included are ; the parents' ability to 
ta Ik together about cnild-relatec issues, the degree of 
agreement wnen discussing child-related issues, the degree 
agreement when arranging access visits, and the level of 
s itistaction with custody and access.
Views- This study, in exploring the fiient's views 
‘ibout their own post separation adjustment and tuoir 
-nildren's post separation adjustment, focused on the 
concept of views rat^.er than cn gathering objective data on
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the cniliren's adjustment frotr sources outside the family 
system. Views are defined as opinions and what seems to one 
to probably ne true.
Assumptions
1. It was assumed, for the purposes of this study, that 
assessment, advisory arcitration and mediation are 
iiiterventicu methods.
2. It was further assumed that although differences in 
personalities and abilities of the therapists may 
vary the intervention style, this did not 
significantly influence the quality or outcome of the 
intervention.
3. Closely related to this was the assumption that 
because tne clinicians of the Project have cuilt this 
service on a team approach, the y had maintained 
standard definitions of the three intervention 
processes, regardless of their own professional 
discipline, when the therapist rating scales were 
CO mpieted.
4. Based on the 1er initions derived from the literature 
and tne clinical experiences of tne professionals of 
tne London Custody and Access Project, it was assumed 
txiat tne three intervarticn procosses of mediation, 
advisory arbitaticn, and assessment existed along a 
continuum ci services available to couples who have
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separated and need issistince in restructuring their 
f a.Tily.
Oesiijn
This study was a cross-secticcal case study fcllowim 
the hypothetical-develcpiental design ccnceptualized by 
Tripodi (Jrinnell od-, 1981, p.19 9). A hypothetical-
developmental design seeks to "describe social pLenoaena in 
a qualitative manner rcr the pucpcse of developing general 
concepts into more specific measurable variai les or
ger.eratinj more specific research questions c l hypothesis"
(Grinnell ed., 1981, p. 199).
As the data available to the reseachers prior to 
implementation of tnis study lid rot offer reliable and 
complete pretest measures for all cases only cutcome lata 
•as utilized.
pop u l a t i on
population consisteu of the clients served by the London 
*^'Jstod/ and Access Project rcom Septemoer 1, 19 3 0 tc Cctober 
19o2. This involved 92 cases, therefore due to the 
'''anageib le numoers, the entire pcpu laticn was utilized, 
-ach purent was to be surveyed resulting in one nun Iceu anl 
*^àguty-four crse cvationa 1 units however only 140 vece 
^uca te 1 anl mailed a questionaaire- The populaticn was
"ate ^ oc ized into tae three intervertiens ci me liât ion.
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advisory arLitration and assessment as rated L/ the 
therapist in the rétrospective clinician's rating scale. Of 
the 184 potential respondents, 64 (35T) were from the
assessment group, 72 (39%) were from tne arritraticn group 
and 43 (26;i) were from the cediatior group. Cf those who 
responded 21 (30%) were iron the assessment group 30 (43v)
from the arbitration group and 18 (26%) from the mediation
group- Tnerefore 32% of the assess ment group, 4 2% of the 
aruitration group, and 38% of the mediation group responded 
to the questionnaire.
Cf the 69 respondents 48 \1Q%) indicated a willingness 
to participate in tne interview. Cf the respciidents who
volunteered 12 (25%) were from the assessed group, 24 (50%)
were from the advisory arfcitration group and 12 were from 
the mediated group. The 12 assessed rtspcndents wno were 
willing to be interviewed were 57% or tiie reperdents who 
were mediated. The 24 arbitrated respondents wno were 
interviewed were 80% of the advisory arbitration group who 
responded. The 12 mediated respondents wiio were willing to 
participate in the interview were 6 6% of the respondents 
who completed the questionnaire.
Twenty-five cf the 48 potential interviewees were able 
to bk interviewed. Four (15%) cf the interviewed 
respondents were from the assessment group, w*.ile 12 (4 4 %)
were from tne arbitrated group and nine (36%) were from the 
mediated group.
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Of the twenry-thcee res pendents wnc were not 
intecviewej five had residences a long distance away and 
could not attend the interview, the researchers were not 
able to reach ten or the respondents ty tele phene or letter, 
four were not scheduled due to their busy timetables, three 
were scheduled for an interview but were unable to attend, 
and three of the respondents' situations were found to be 
inappropriate tor including as data in this study because 
the respondent was not a parent, and therefore were not 
included.
The Instruments
Therapist R a t ing S c a l e.
The therapist's rating scale developed by the London 
Custody and Access Project was emplcyed to identify the type 
of intervention the clinician engaged in witn each couple. 
The variables rated in this instxuernent were the variables 
suggested in the literature to influence the intervention 
process. This included variables such as the clinician's 
cole and level of activity, as well as the couple's level of 
activity. The scale was based cn the ccnctpt of these
variables existing along a continuuE. On the one end of the
'Continuum lies aediaticn where the clincian's role was
celatively passive and the couple's involvement was high.
The couple directed ano ccmpleted their own custody and 
access agreement while the therapist remained neutral in
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terms ol any decision aaking, Cn the other end cf the 
continuum was assessment, where both the clinician's and the 
couple's activity level was re versed.
The reliability of this scale was tested cy having 
clinician's who worked conjointly with a farily fill out 
separate ratings. Reliability refers to "the extent to 
wiiich independent administrations of the sa me instrument (or 
highly similiar instruments) ccnsistectly yield the same (or 
similiar) results under com parable conditions" (Grinnell 
cd., 198 1, p.121), It was found that clinician's agreed 66% 
of the time.
The Q uestionnaire.
The three client groups were surveyed using a 
questionnaire based on variables derived from the 
literature. In reviewing the literature, the researchers 
chose to focus on the following democraphic variables; sex, 
income level and custodial status as they were noted in the 
literature to bo necessary for a descriptive analysis. The 
conflict level and degrees of hostility between the parents 
were variables deemed influential to the adjustment of 
chiIdren and the couple's amenability tc media tion 
(Hot 1erington, Cox and Cox, IS 77 ; Iamb ; Kurdek; Spani or and 
Casto; Wallerstein and Kelly). Coparental communication was 
also a variable testeo (Anthony; Jacobson ; Hetherington, 
1979; doss and Camara; Rosen; West ma n and Cline). Further 
parents' social support system and their satisfaction with
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their present life situation were tested (Albrecht; 
Luepnitc; Spanier and Casto; White and Blcotn) .
Inter view Schedule. An interview schedule was then 
developed to expand on the data obtained through the 
guestiannaire. Tne interview focused on those variables 
described in the literature as having an effect cn post 
separation and divorce adjustment for both children and 
parents. The researchers chose to focus on the following 
variables: how parent and child communications around the
separation are related to tiie child's adjtstiaent (Caplaa; 
Jacobon; Rosen), the state and nature of the coparent 
relationship and its affect cn both children and adults 
(Ahrens; Hetherington, 1978; Hess and Camara ; Jacobson ; 
Kurdek, et al; Wall ers tein and Kelly) , the adult's social 
support system (Luepnitz; White and Slcom; Spa nier and 
Casto) the re— involve ment in heterosexual re la tionsiii ps 
(Luepnitz; hetherington, et al, 1S76 ; Albrecht; White and 
Bloom) and the adult's perception of when life became more 
satisfactory for them following their separation (Albrecat, 
rJeti:eringtcn, et al).
In the interview the researchers also chcse to examine 
the duraoilit/ of the custody and access agreement. 
Research indicates that the durability of the agreement 
reached through utilizing a mediation service is a key 
factor in evaluating tne success cf the mediation. The 
e stresses that the elimination of over involvement
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in the court system is a primary objective cf mediation 
(3ahn; Irvinj, et al; Kressel, et al; Pearson).
ïhe interviewers pose 1 twenty-seven questions in
the survey related to the three main areas. Further the
respondents were asked to complete a nine point stress scale 
and a child behaviour cnecklist, lastly, the parents were 
asked to read three statements about possible custody and 
access dispute intervention piocesses and to indicate the
statement wnich most closely reflected their perception of 
their experience with the London Custody and Access Project.
Data Collection M ethod
For the process of collecting the data, the researchers 
utilized three Instrumen ts: a ratine scale ccmpleted oy the
therapist, a questionnaire and, an interview schedule.
The therapist rating scale was developed by researchers 
with the i.ondon Custody and Access Project, The instrument 
iiad the t Lei apis t evaluate various factors influential in 
determining the intervention couples engaged in. Tne 
u_nstrument evaluated such factors as: the communication
be tween the couple, the level of conflict, the mutuality of 
decisions between the couple, self-esteem of the parents and 
the level of functioning of the parents at that tine.
A self-administered questionnaire was mailed including 
a return envelope. The questionnaire focused on the
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parent's level of satisfaction witn their present life 
situation the parent's perception of their child's 
ad-justiaent, the parent's present satisfaction with both 
custody and access arrangements, and the parent's present 
ability to communicate and make mutual decisions regarding 
the care and discipline cf the children. The guesticnnaire 
gathered demographic data such as the parent's present 
custody status, present occupation, present income level, 
age, and marital status. The instrument vas judged for 
clarity by the London Custody and Access Project clinicians, 
and then pretested to ensure that other individuals who were 
asked to answer the items were able to understand the 
questions- In an effort tc maximize on the response rate 
care was given to the design and presentation of this 
questionnaire, A booklet form was selected to promote an 
unencumbered presentation, and the questionnaire was typeset 
and printed tc give the appearance of a professionally 
produced document. In attempts to ensure an adequate 
response rate, the researchers comfleted a second mailing 
and made numerous attempts to locate accurate addresses of 
potential clients. However even with these attempts tnere 
rt^malned a number of individuals who were unable to be 
reacheu. In the final outcome, one huadred and forty 
guestionnaires were sent with a return of sixty-nine, a 
response rate cf forty-nine percent.
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Statistical Procedures. The fixed alternative 
questions were precoded on 80 variarles. The open-ended 
interview items were post coded and hand calculated, 
Statistical procedures used u ere : frequency distrihutions,
measures of central tendancy and dispersion for describing 
and comparing variables, and the Pearson correlation 
coefficients for measuring associations between variables. 
The data were analyzed using the Statistical Analysis System 
(SA3 Institute, 1579) on the University of hindscr computer. 
All the findings were icunded off tc the nearest integer.
L i m i tations
1. It is unclear as to how the clinicians rated the 
interventicns received by the clients. It appeared 
tiiat some clinicians rated the intervention by the 
out CO m e of their efforts tc mediate a couple's 
drspute while others rated it cn the process that was 
entered into in attempts tc cceciate,
2. Tne questionnaire did not survey the sex of the 
children or the respondents, therefore, the 
children's adjustment could not be teste 1 for 
differences n y sex. This was an oversigat in the 
survey, and in attempts to compensate for this lack 
of data a survey or the client's files was completed. 
The respondents who were interviewed were also 
surveyed for the sex of tneir children.
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3.
Studies frequently nitasure children's adjustment 
to their parents' divorce ty self report data from 
parents. Wallerstein and Kelly (1930) note that 
parent's perce pt icns cf their children's divorce 
ad j us t me iit may Le coloured ty their cwii ps ycnological 
needs ana defenses. Kurlek et al, (ISSl) compared 
the Levels of cnlldren's diverse adjustment derived 
from children's responses with those of their 
custodial parents. They found tnat the children's 
feelings atout the divorce were significantly related 
to the parents' evaluations cf the children's divorce 
adjustment however assessments cf children's 
adjustment to divorce derived from parents and from 
children themselves were not equivalent. The 
researcners speculate that parents coping wath 
divorce may either overlcck their child's adjustment 
difficulties in the course cf dealing with their own 
stress or project their own adjustment problems onto 
the chill (pp.575-576)- 
Conclusion. This chapter has presented the research 
questions, the study design and procedure and finally some 
assumptions and limitaticns pertinent tc tnis project. Tne 
following caapter will report in detail the findings of this 
study.
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Data Findinqs
Tiie findings obtained in this study will be presented 
according to the four research questions posed.
RESEARCH i)UE5TICN U
Are there differences between the three client 
groups related to such factors as; socioeconomic 
status, sex cf the crstcdial parent, availability 
of the noncustodial parent, social activities, and 
the nature of the post separation or divorce 
coparental relationship?
The following variables describe tiie three groups and 
address the first research question.
Custody
.ihen the population or 92 couples first began their 
involvement with the London Custody and Access Project, 58 
( b 3 % ) of the referred cases ve re trot her custody- Initially 
24 (2tj%) were father custody, two (2%) were joint custody
and eignt (7%) we re split custody.
In the group of o9 respondentc 3 6 (521) were mother
custody, 16 (23%) were father custcoy, 16 (23d) had joint
custody, and eight (11%) practised split custody where each 
Parent retained legal custody cf one or lacre of tne 
children. Three respondents (4%) reported they lad children
- 73 -
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ia tiie legal custody cf scmecae othtc than a natural parent. 
Twenty-six cf tne respondents ( 3 5 were noncustodial 
parents.
Tne distcirution of custody by the interventions 
doincnstrated tie following pa tterr. Of the 21 respondents 
wlio received an assessment intervention 13 (62%) were notaer
sole custody, five (24%) were father sole custody, and two 
{9%) of the respondents were practising split custody with 
their ex-spouse. One respondent (S'?) reported the children 
were in the legal custody of someone other than the natural 
parents. There were no joint custody arrangements within 
the assessed group of respondents. A total or six (29%) 
Were noncustodial parents, five of whom were fathers, and 
one a mother.
In the group of 18 respondents who had mediated their 
dispute, seven (33%) were sole mother custody wiiile eight of 
the respondents (44%) were sole father custody, I wo (11%) 
of the respondents reported joint custody, and one reported 
split custody. None of the respondents reported that thair 
children were in the custody cf some one other than a natural 
parent, Eignt (44%) or the respondents were noncustodial 
oarents, consisting of three mothers and five fathers.
Of the 33 respondents in the arbitration gccup, 1o 
(33%) were solo motner custody, three (131) add sole father 
custody, and four (13%) had joint custody- five ( 17 ") of 
the parents reported a split custody arrangement an 1 two
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(7a) iiepcrteJ their children were in the legal care of 
persons other tnan a natural parent. There were a total of 
12 (40%) noncustodial parents who responded to the survey;
10 were fathers and two were mothers.
In CO me
The respondents were asxed tc indicate the yearly 
personal income, Tae surveyed respondents represented the 
full range of the income levels. Table 1 illustrates the 
distribution of income by sex.
TA 21E 1
Distribution of Income Ey Gender
Income Levels(3) Ft male Male %
Less than $5,000 6 2 12%
35,000-39,599 4 3 10
310,000-314,999 6 6 17
315,000-119,999 6 4 15
320,000-324,999 3 6 13
325,000-329,999 3 3 e
330,-500-334,999 1 3 5
335,000-339,999 0 2 3
.540,000 and over 0 J 4
lissing observations 7
i]o te , 
a
The percentage is calculated for the total number of respondents.
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rtheu the respondents were grouped acccrding to the 
interventions received the assessed group most frequently 
reported their incooies were in the 35,COO to 39,999 range 
(six, 30%). The second most frequently occurring range for 
the assessed group was the roucth level where five (25%) 
reported incomes in that range. The third range and the 
first range were reported each by three respondents (15%). 
One respondent (5%) reported an incoite in the 320,000 to 
324,999 range and two (10%) reported incomes in the 340,000 
and over range. None of the respondents reported incomes in 
the rid ranges of 325,000 to 339,999.
In the mediated group the most frequently occurring 
income was in the 310,000 tc 314 ,999 range (six, 337a). 
Tiiree respondents (16%) reported incomes in both the fourth 
level and in the sixth level. Two respondents (115) 
reported incomes in the fiftn level while one (b>) reported 
being in the range of 330,000 to $34,995 range.
For the 30 respondents who received advisory 
arbitration, the incomes reported fell across the full range 
of levels. The two most frequently occurring ranges were 
uoth the middle level and the lowest level. Six (22%) of 
the zes;pondents reported incoires ir. the 320,000 to 324, 999 
range while five (19%) reported incomes in the lowest range 
of le as thar 35,000. Three respondents (11%) reported 
incomes in tae third level as well as in the fourth xovel, 
oixth level and the seventh level.. Two (7%) reported
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incomes in tae 335,000 tc $39,999 range while one respondent 
(3%) indicated an income over 340,000 and one an income in
the lower range of 35,000 to 3 5,999.
The ^ a t e  of the Coparent Relationship
Coparent Relationship Score.
Tae questionnaire items tested (a) the parent's ability 
to talk together, (b) the frequency of the parent's
agreement when talking about child-rela teJ issues, (c) the
respondent’s satisfaction with custody, and (d) the 
satisfaction with access. These variables were summed 
together to develop a coparental relationship score. Tne
maximum score of 23 was possible.
In the arbitration group the highest score reported was 
26, while the lowest score indicated was five and tne mean
score was 15,1 with a standard deviation of 6.5.
Tne assessed group of respondents reported their
Highest score was 27- The lowest score reported was five 
and the mean score was 14,4, with a standard deviation of 
seven. The mediated group of respondents reported their 
highest score was 28 and their lowest score as eight, with 
a mean score of 17.o and a standard deviation of 7.
Correlates to Coparent Belationsfaip Score.
Tne coparent relationship score was correlated with the 
parent's satisraction witn custody and their satisfaction 
with access using the Pearson correlation coefficient.
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TLe parents' satisfaction wita custody arrangements was 
correlated with the coparent relationship scare for each 
intervention group providing significant associations for 
titê advisory arritration and the assessment groups. The 
parents' satisfaction with custody in tne advisory 
arbitration group was found to have a positive association 
at a moderate level, r (29)=.420, p<»02. The association
retween these twc variables for the assessment group was
also found to be positive at a moderate level, r (2 1)=- 502,
P<-02
The variable of satisfaction with access was correlated 
with tiie coparent relationship score and round to be 
significant for the three groups. For the advisory
arbitration group tne association between these variables 
was round to be postive at a moderate level, r (30)=- 624,
P<.0C02. Tiie relationship in the assessment group was also 
positive at a moderate level, r{21)=-t20, p<-302- The
mediated pd'ents' satisfaction with access arrangements was 
round to have a positive relaticnship at a low level, 
r{16J=-4C5, p<.05 With the coparent score.
The following variables were included in the coparent 
score and are analyzed separately according to the groups 
and by custodial status.
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Frequency of Discussion Between Parents
For evaluating the existence and extent oil a coparental 
relationship tive variables were tested. The first variable 
investigated the parent’s ability to talk with their ex­
spouse about the child-related issues of discipline, school, 
and social activities. Forty-nine (7 1%) of tne respcndents 
indicated that tiicy did not tain with their ex-spouse about 
discipline of the cnildron, while 17 (2 5”) stated that they
did talk- Three observations had rissing data.
Half of the 13 respondents who received mediation 
services (nine) stated that they did net talk about 
discipline; while eight (44%) indicated that they did- One 
respondent did not indicate either response (5%)-
In the group of 30 cepondents who received the 
arbitration intervention, 23 (77%) indicated they did not
talk wi»ile six respondents (2C %) reported they did talk with 
their ex-spouse about the discipline cf the children.
In the group of assessed respondents 81% (17) indicated
that they did not talk with their ex-spouse about the 
discipline of the children. Three (14%) of tne respondents 
did communicate with their ex-spouse about the discipline of 
the children-
When questioned about talking with their ex-spouse 
regarding the children's scnocl, 43 of the C9 respondents 
(53%) indicated that they did not talk about the children's 
i^chocl- Twent/-six (36,.) reporte 1 that t ney did talk with 
their .iX-spouse.
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In the assessed group 15 (71’^) stated that they did not
talk with their ex-spouse about the school issues while four 
(195) indicated that they did talk. I«c responuents did not 
complete the question.
In the mediated group of 13 respondents seven (39%) 
stated they did not talk about school while 10 (5bk)
indicated that tiiey did.
Of the 30 respondents who arbitrated an agreement 13 
(ôû%) indicated that they could not talk about the
children's school with their ex-spouse. Nine (305)
indicated that they did talk.
When asked about their anility to talk with their ex­
spouse about the children's sociu.1 activities, 44 of the 69 
parents (64%) reported they could not talk while 23 (3 3%) 
stated that they could talk with their ex-spouse. Two
observations had aissing data.
When the three variarles were examined by intervention 
groups the results illustrated a wide distribution of
responses among the groups. Table 2 shows the distribution 
or theses variables by the intervention groups.
When the data is assessed according to custodial status 
a high majority cf the noncustodial parents indicated that 
tney do not discuss with their ex-spouse any or the three 
child-related issues. Tne five noncustodial lathers of the 
assessed group all indicated that they did not talk with 
their ex-spouso about the chiidren's discipline, school or 
social act iv11les.
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T A 3 L E  2
Respondeut* s Ability to Talk with Ex-spouse
81
Intervention Group
Arbitration 
u=3 0
Talk About 
Discipline
Yes 6
No 2 3
Talk About 
School
Yes 12
No 18
Talk About 
Social Activities
Yes 9
No 21
Missing data 3
Assessw en t 
n = 2 1
3 
17
4
15
4
16
3
Mediation
ii = 18
8
9
10
7
10
7
Oi tiie nine noncustodial fathers in the advisory 
arbitnaticn group seven (77 5) indicated tiie y did not talk 
about the three areas cf ciii In-rear in g , while two (22%) 
indicated tnat they did.
In tiie Dfcdiatod group of rive noncustodial fanners, 
tliree (60%) indicated that they did talx with their ex- 
spousc about the three child-re ia ted areas- T wo (40%) 
td tnat tilt'y did not.
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The ore noncustodial mother in the advisory arbitration 
group stated that she did not talk with her ex-husband about 
tiie chiiarea's school, discipline, cr social acrivities. Of
the three noncustodial mediated mothers two (66%) did not
talk about discipline, and two did talk about %..e caildren’s 
school and social activities.
The noncustodial parents whose children had legal
custodians other than the natural parents indicated tnat 
they generally did not talk about discipline but did talk 
about sci.ocl and social activities with the adult caring for 
the children- The one ncncus tod ia1 mother indicated that 
she did not talk about discipline however did talk about 
school and social activities. The two noncustodial f<ithers 
indicated that they did not talk about discipline or social 
activities, while one or the two respondents did talk about 
the children’s school with the adult caring for their 
children,
Freguencyr of Agreement
The second variable addressed ir. studying the state of 
the coparental relationship dealt with the frequency of 
agreement on matters related to the children’s school,
discipline and social activities- The 69 respondents were 
to complete a five-point ordinal scale on the frequency of 
agreement wirn their ex-spouse. k one was given for "never 
agree", a two for "occasionally agree", a three for
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"frequently agree" and a four was scored for the "very 
frequently agree" response.
Of the 09 surveyed respcndents 21 (29%) indicated that
they never aad contact with their ex-spouse in order to 
discuss either discipline, school, or social activities. 
Thirteen (19%) of tne respondents indicated that they never 
agreed when discussing the three areas, 14 (20/) stated that
they occasionally agreed with their ex-spouse and 13 (135)
frequently agreed while three (4%) indicated that they very 
jurequently agreed with their ex-spouse when discussing tne 
children’s discipline, school and social activities. Waen 
tnis variable was investigated according to tae three 
intervenuion groups the rollowing trends are evident.
Oi the 21 respondents in the assessed group eight (42/) 
reported that they had no contact with their ex-spouse and 
therefore did not agree about either t be discipline of the 
children, scnool cr social activities. Five (25'0 indicated 
they never agreed three (16%) occassionally agreed two (115) 
frequently agreed and one (5%) very frequently agreed about 
the discipline of the cnildren. rfnon asked about the 
frequency of agreement over school concerns seven (375) 
indicated they never agreed with their ex-spouse, one (57) 
Stated that they occasionally agreed and the remaining 
responaents indicated that they frequently (117) ana very 
rrequently (5%) agreed when having dicussicns around the 
chiIdren’s school. In discussing the children's social
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activities five respondents (2 5?q indicated that they never 
agreed while three (15 5) stated that they occasionally 
agreed, three (157) rrequently agreed, and one (5%) very 
frequently agreed.
Tnere were different, results when the data for the 
frequency of agreement Le tween the parents were investigated 
for ti.u mediated group, Taule 3 describes this variable for 
the eighteen medxatea respcndents,
TABLE 3
Frequency of Agreement Between Mediated Parents
Child Care Ccncern
Frequency of 
Contacts
Do not have 
Con tact
Never Agree
Occasionally
Agree
Freq uently 
Agree
Very Frequently 
A gree
Missing Bata
ils
Discipline
2 (13%)
5 (33)
2 (13)
5 (33)
1 l7)
3
Sc hool
n=ia
2 (13%)
3 (2 0)
2 (13)
7 (47)
1 (7)
3
n= 1 6
Social
Activities
2 (135) 
4 (27)
4 (27)
4 (27)
1 (7)
3
n = 18
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III the advisory arbitration qrcup one-third indicted 
tnat they had no contact witu their ex-spouse in order to 
discuss discipline (3 3%) school (33%) or social activities 
(3 7%). when triey did nave contact, the respondents
indicated a variety of reponses for the degrees of 
agreement. Six (21%) indicated that they never agreed with 
their ex-spouse about the children's discipline, eisjht (28%) 
occasionally agreed, four (14%) ireguently agreed and one 
(3%) very frequently agreed- Three (10%) indicated that 
they never agreed about the children's school eight (27%) 
reported that they occasionally agreed, and one (3%) very 
frequently agreed. Five reported that their ex-spouse and 
they never agreed about the social activities of tueir 
children, eight (27%) occasionally agreed, six (20t) 
frequently agreed.
Frequency of Agreement a bout Access
Tiie third variable used to investigate the coparent 
relationsnip was the frequency of agreement between the 
parents when making arrangements fcr visits with the 
children. Tne ordinal scale that was used for this variable 
was scored with a 5-point rating. Where the resfcndents 
indicated that they did not have contact with their ex­
spouse a zero was scored, a one was scored fcr a "never 
agree" response, a two for "occasionally agree", a three ror 
"freguently agree", and a four for "very frequently agree".
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Twenty-one (30%) ci the 69 res p codent s noted that they 
never Lad contact with their ex-spouse. Four (C%) indicated 
that they never agreed with their ex-spouse, 2 1 (3J%)
occasionally agreed, 16 (23%) ireguectly agreed and six (7%)
very frequently agreed.
In order to understand this varialle and any 
aifierences that may exist between the three intervention 
groups the data were analyzed according to the tnree groups, 
fable d illustrates the distribution of the degrees of 
agreement between tj*e parents when naking arrangements for 
visits with the children by the intervention group.
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T A B L E  4
frequency or Agreement Between ?arents-Ey Group
■ ^ ' s q u e n c y
^ot have
Contact
^evec
Agree
anally
Agree
^•^oqueKtly
Agree
V
Frequently
Agree
nq data
O^tdTais
Intervention Group
Arbitration
n=3 C
30%
10
37
10
13
100
Assessment
%
n= 2 1
43%
21
21
5
IOC
Mediation
n= 18
17i
29
47
6
1
100
'iSfaction with Custody and Access
Included in this study's investigation of tne nature of 
respondent's coparental relationship were the two 
) ^^iables of tne parent’s satisfaction with custody and
tA
C^c
Of
arrangements. These two variables were also tested
3-point ordinal scale scored from a one for "very
^Satisfied" up to a five scored for "very satisfied"
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Gene rally tue respondents indicated a lull range of 
satisiaction with custody. Thirteen of the 69 respondents 
indicated they were very dissatisfied, 17 (25%)
indicated they were dissatisfied, IJ {2oT~) noted that taey 
were satisfied, while the same number (19) indicated they 
were very sacisfied with custody.
A majority of tne noncustcdial parents indicated their 
dissa tisfactior, with custody. Cf the 25 noncustodial 
parents that responded nine (312) reported they were very
dissatisfied, 13 (46%) were dissatisfied, and four were
satisried, however no cne reported that they were very 
satisfied with custody. Table 5 compares the levels of 
satisfaction wrth access by custcdial status for both
mothers and ratuers.
In tne group of répondents who received the assessment 
Interventicn two (10b) indicated they were very dissatisfied 
with custody arrangemonts. Four (132) reported they were 
dissatisfied, five (23%) were satisfied and nine (43%) 
reported tiiat they were very satisfied with custody 
ar ranqeraciits.
T..e responses for the mediated group were fairly evenly 
distributed among the levels of satisfaction with custody 
arrangements. Ii*ree (17>j) inure a ted they were very 
dissatisfied, five (23%) were dissatisfied, five (23%) were 
satisried, while the same numuer were very satisfied. when 
the scale was collapsed forty-four percent of the meuiated
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l A S L E  5
Levels oil Satisiaction with Access hy Custodial Status
Sa ti sfact ion 
Level
Very
dissatisfied
Dissatis fied
No particular 
reelings
Satisiied
Very
Satisfied
Noncustod ial 
Mother Father 
n n
n = 6 n = 2 0
0
5
0
1
11
5
Û
4
Custodial 
Mother Father
a n
n=2G n=13
2
7
0
14
1
3
group were dissatisfied with the custody arraryerents wnile 
more thaa half {55%) reported heiny satisfied w i t a  the 
arrangements made.
Generally tne 30 arbitrated respondents were 
dissatisfied with custody arrangements. Seven (24%)
reported being very dissatisfied, eight (273) were
dissatisfied- Nine (3 1%) respondents were satisfied and five 
(17%) were very satisfied with the present custody 
arrangements.
The respondents were also asked to rate their
satisfacrion level with the present access arrangements. 
Twenty-six noncustodial parents respcnded to this question.
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Eleven (42%) indicated the/ were very dissatisfied with 
access arrangements, eight (2 1%) were dissatisfied and seven
(27%) were satisfied, ma^n the scale was collapsed a
majority of the noncustodial respondents (19, 73%) reported 
dissatisfaction with access.
Of the 30 respondents who arbitrated an agreement, 16 
(50%) indicated their dissatisfaction with the access 
arrangements, 13 (43%) indicated seme satisfaction with the
arrangements, while one (3%) reported being very satisfied. 
Of the assessed group half of the respondents were
dissatisried with the access arrangements. This included 
four (19%) who reported being very dissatisfied and seven 
(33%) dissatisfied. Ten cf the respondents (47%) were 
satisfied which included seven (13%) who reported being
satisfied and three (14%) who were very satisfied.
In the mediated group the majority (69%) were satisfied 
with the access arrangements. Of this majority nine (56%) 
were satisfied and two (12%) were very satisfied. Two of 
the respondents reported being very dissatisfied and three 
(13,72) were dissatisfied.
Correia tes to Satisfaction with Custody and Access 
Arrangements
The varianles of satisfaction with custody and access 
arrangements and the variable of income were correlated 
togetner and the Pearson correlation coefficient was 
completed in order to test the existence of a relatioship 
between the variables.
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The levels or satisfaction with custody for the 
population were correlated with tne satisfaction levels of 
access and were found to have a positive correlation at a 
moderate level, r(6d)=.657, p=-QC01. For the assessment
group the two variables were correlated and found to have a 
postive association at a moderate level, r (21)=,717, 
P,=,001, The same variables in tne advisory arbitration 
group were correlated together and found to have a moderate 
positive correlation, r(30)=.66o, p.=.0001. Satisfaction 
with custody in the mediation group was correlated with 
«satisfaction levels of access and found to have a positive 
association at a moderate level, r (13)=. 733 , p.=.0001.
The income levels of each respondent were correlated 
with the satisfaction with custody to test the existence of 
any association. In the advisory arbitration group the 
correlation tested with a negative association at a low 
level, r (29)=-. 335, p<,01, In the assessed group the
association was negligible with a negative correlation, A 
negligible relationship was also true for the mediated 
group,
When satisfaction with access was correlated with the 
respondent's income and was tested for the existence of a 
relationship all three groups displayed a negligible 
association only.
The variables were further tested for associations by 
custodial group and the sex of the respondent, Many of the
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correlations proved to have moderate associations however 
the sample numbers were small and the validity or the tests 
were questionable. The associations with vary small sample 
numbers are not reported here however correlations that have 
sample numbers greater than five are reported.
In the assessment group the association between tne 
satisfaction level with custody and satisfaction with access 
was a moderate association for the custcdial mothers, 
r(3j=,52o, p<.05,' When these variables were correlated for 
the noncustodial fathers the associations were found to be 
postive at a moderate level, r(5)=-754, p<-05,
When the satisfaction with access and tne incomes of 
the custodial fathers in the assessed group were correlated 
a negative association was found at a moderate level, 
r ( 5 ) 5  44, p<.05. For custodial mothers the association
between satisfaction with access and their inccire was found 
to have a positive correlation, r(3) =.4 29, p<-05.
The correlated variables for the mediated group either 
nad insignificant associations or had very low sample 
numbers.
In the advisory arbitration group the noncustodial 
xatner's satisfaction with ccstcdy and their income was 
found to have a negative association at a rcderate level 
r(8)=-,669, p<.05, Sinilarly the custodial mother's
satisfaction with custody had a negative association with 
income at a moderate level, r (7)=-,512, p<-05.
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Avdilability of the Noncustodial Parent
Tne researchers attempted to gain data on the amount of 
time that the noncustodial parent spends with the children 
and the amount of time that the custcdial parent spends with 
the children. Parents were asked to indicate the frequency 
of ourings wrth their children. However, the validity of 
this item on the survey was questionable. It is recognized 
that a parent may frequently spend time with their children 
without participating in specific outings. Therefore the 
respondents may have indicated frequencies for outings with 
tue children that are not truely reflective of the 
availability of the noncustodial parent. Table 6 
illustrates the data tnat were obtained from this item by 
custodial and noncustodial parents in each of the 
intervention groups.
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T A B L E  6
üutings With Chiidren-By Custodial Status and Group
Intervention Group
'requeue y
Arbitration 
a b
C NC
Assessment 
C NC
Mediation 
C NC
Twice a 
week
Once a 
veeK
Twice a 
Month
Once a 
■’Ion th
Twice a 
Year
Missing data
2
0
1
0
0
1
2
1
0
3
t o t a ; 13 17 13 8 11
Note. a b
C =custcdial parent NC =ncrcustodial parent
Interviews
Respondent's Rating of tipe Intervention O utcome.
The respondents were asked to indicate the description 
of an intervention outcome that nest closely approximated 
the intervv-ntiou that they felt tne y had received. Nineteen 
{76%) of the respondents indicated an intervention
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description that was in accord with their clinician- Six ( 
24%) of the respondents reported an interverticn contrary to 
what the clinician had rated.
Data obtained rrcm the interviews were analyzed to 
investigate further the variables of the four research 
questions, Fcllowinq are the data that are pertinent to the 
first research question.
Number of Years S e parated.
The respondents wore asked to report the number of 
years that they had been living separate from their spouse. 
The average number of years separated for the total group of 
respondents interviewed was 4.C8 years. Table 7 illustrates 
the mean numcer of years separated for the intervention 
groups.
TABLE 7
Mean Number of Years Separatec-Ey Intervention Group
Iatervention
Group Mean Years n
Advisory Arbitration 3,9 1,
Assessment 3,5 4
Me diation 4,5 9
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Marital Status.
Ten (40%) of tne respondents were divorced at the time 
of the interview while 15 (60%) were not divorced. Half of
the ten divorced repcndents who were interviewed were from 
the advisory arbitration group, three were frcm the mediated 
group and two were from the assessed group. Tne mean years 
divorced for the respondents was 3, 1. The five advisory 
arbitration respondents had been divorced for an average of 
3.6 years, the mean for the mediated respondents was 4.0. 
The mean divorced years for the two assessed respondents who 
were divorced at the time cf the interview was six months 
(-51).
Occupation.
Nineteen of the 25 (7b%) parents interviewed were
working full time, Cf the six whc were not working three 
had been laid orf and hoped to return to work scon, one was 
on workman's compensation, one was on a disability pension 
and one person had cnosen not to work in order to remain at 
home with her children.
Generally the respondents represented a variety of 
occupations. Cf the 25 respondents five (27%) had 
occupations in office work or sales, seven (37%) were 
labourers, 10 (52%) were professionals, and two (11%) were 
farmers.
In the group of four assessed interviewees one was a 
labourer, one was a professiona 1, and one person was a
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farmer. Of the nine respondents wno had mediated their 
dispute, three (33%) had occupations in of rice work, and 
sales, two (22%) were la tourers, three (33%) were
professionals and one was a r arme r. Cf tne 12 respondents
in the advisory arbitration group, two (163) had occupations 
in office work or sales, four (332) were labourers, and six 
(503) were in professional occupations.
Frequency of Cou^t A p pe a r a n ces.
The respondents who were interviewed were asked to 
indicate how many times they Lad returned to court to settle 
aspects of the custody or access dispute since receiving 
service from the London Custody and Access Project. A total 
of 19 (76%) of the interviewed respondents reported that
tney had not returned to court at all. Six (24%) of the
repondents reported having returned to court one time or 
more in oraer to settle the on going custody or access 
dispute. Table 0 further describes the number cf times that 
a return to court was reported ty the three intervention 
gro ups.
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T A B L E  8
Frequency of Court Appcardnces-Ly Group
Intervention
Group
Never 
n= 1 9
Cnee 
n = 4
T wice 
n=2
Arbitration 9 2 1
Assessment 2 2 0
Me diation 8 0 1
Parent and Child C o m munications.
Some questions in tiie interview were focused on 
évaluâtinq the state and the nature cf tne parent and child 
communications. The interviewed respondents were questioned 
regarding their attempts to provide explanations of the 
separation to taeir children. The parents were asked about 
both the preseparacion and post separation communications 
with the children. The parents were also asked to describe 
any questions that the children may have initiated as well 
as their own attempts to provide a satisfactory explanation 
to any of the questions.
When asked about their attempts to prepare the children 
for the impending separation a majority reported taat they 
did not communicate with their children. Twenty (80%) 
stated that tliey did not wnile five {20%) reported that tney 
did. All four of the assessed respondents reported tnat
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they did not talk, with their children about the separation. 
Two (22%) of the mediated group indicated that they had made 
attempts to prepare their children while seven (773) had 
not. Of the advisory arbitrât ic n group three (25%) reported
making attempts to prepare the chldren while nine (753) did 
not.
When the interviewed parents were asked about the 
nature of communications between themselves and their 
children after the separation 12 (48%) indicated that they
had talked with their children about the separation. 
Thirteen (523) stated that they did not talk with their 
children or provide any explanations to tnea.
When the data were assessed according to the
intervention received there wore differences between the 
three groups. In the arbitration group five (4 13) stated 
that they did talk with their children about the separation 
while seven (50%) indicated that they did not. In the 
assessed group, one (25%) reported that they did make some 
attempts to explain the separation to the ciiildren, and the 
remaining three did not. In the mediated group six (ô6“.)
indicated that they did communicate with their children
about the separation after its occurence while three (333) 
did not.
The 23 interviewed parents were asked to describe the 
questions that their children may have asxcd them aoout the 
separation. The majority of ta€ respondents (15, 60?-)
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indicated that their children ha3 not questioned then about 
the separation or about the new structure of their family. 
Ten 1403) reported they had been questioned by their 
children.
In the group of 12 who received advisory arbitration 
nine, (75%) reported tnat they had not been questioned by 
their children and three (253) stated they had been. In the 
assessed group of four respondents naif reported that they 
had been questioned and half had net been asked questions. 
In the group of resondents who had mediated their agreement 
five (55%) stated that they had been questioned by their 
children, while four (45%) had not been.
When the respondents were asked tc describe what they 
believed their children's perception of the separation was 
the responses for this item were found tc vary a great deal. 
Table 9 shows t)ie categories and listributicns of the 
parents' responses to this item.
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TA3LE 3
Child's Perception of the Separation-By Gtcup
Intervention Group
response Arbitration 
n= 1 2
Ass essirent 
n=4
MeJiation 
n = 9
Do not know
Does not affect 
the children.
Child believes it 
was his/her fault
Confused
Relief
Noncustodial 
parent is to blame
See their father 
more now than before
Child does not 
like it
0
3
1
0
0
1
0
2
2
1
Nature of the C o p a r e nt Re la ticnshi p.
The respondents were requested to expand cn the data 
from the questionnaire regarding the coparental 
relationship. The questions in the interview were aimed at 
gaining a more in depth description of the coparental 
relationship. The respondents were asked questions
regarding the nature of the atmosphere in the marital home 
prior to tne separation, the nature of the marital disputes.
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the nature of the present relationship with their ex-spouse, 
and their own emotional response tc any contact with tneir 
ex-spouse.
When the intervieweu respondents were asked to describe 
the atmosphere in tne nome before the separation a majority
stated that taeir home was 'tense'. Two-thirds (eight) of
the arbitrated parents reported this as did half of the 
assessed group and half (five, 55%) cf the mediated group.
Sixteen percent (four) of the respondents stated that 
their home had been filled with fighting. This included one 
respondent frcm the mediated group and three of the
arbitration group. Twelve percent (three) indicated that 
their home had been silent and cold. Two of these were 
mediated (22%) and one was an assessed respondent (252), 
One mediated (11%) and one assessed (25%) respondent stated 
that there had been a lack of ccmmunicaticii between
themselves and their spouse. Only cne person described an 
atmosphere that was positive for them. This person, who was 
from the advisory arbitration croup, explained that at the 
time he was in a positicn to dc what ever he desired.
The interviewed respondents were requested tc describe 
the form of the marital disagreements. Table 10 shows the 
description of the marital disagreements under two primary 
categories of silence and verbal arguments. Categorizing 
the responses under the two headings of silence and verbal 
disagreements was possible due to the uniformity cf the 
unprompted responses given by tne parents.
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l A Q L E  10
The Marital Disagreements as Reported in Interviews
Interven ticn
Group Silence Verbal
Arbitration 6 4
Assessment 1 3
Mediation 7 2
When asked about any arguments that may have become
violent the majority (17, 683) indicated that there had not 
been any physical violence. This included all of the
mediated respondents and half cf the assessed and arbitrated 
respondents. The remaining 3 2 % (eight) stated that tnere 
had been some form of violence which included half of the
assessed g coup (two) and half cf the arbitrated group (six).
Half of those who did experience violence reported that 
tlieir children were exposed to the violence while the 
remaining hair did not.
The respondents were asked to describe the relationsnip 
that they now have with their ex-spouse. The responses fell 
into two main categories; the first being that the 
respondent believed they had a polite and, at times, 
friendly relationship. This category also included 
respondents who described having neither negative or 
positive feelings towards their ex-spouse. This first 
category included half (six) cf the arbitrated group, half
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(two) of the assessed respondents, and all (nine) of the
mediated group.
In the second category resondents described having a 
negative relationship with their ex-spouse. This category 
xnvclved a minority of 32% (eight) ani included six from the 
arbitrated group and two from the assessed group,
Tihen questioned about whetner cr not they still argue
or figat with their ex-spouse 2 1 (84%) of the 25 interviewed
respondents reported that they do not argue or fight with 
tneir ex-spouse. The respondents explained this by stating 
that they now believed that fighting was a waste of
everyone's time- This included 10 (832) from the
arbitration group, three (75%) from the assessed group and 
eight (83%) of the mediated group- The remaining four (16%) 
respondents reported that they have continued to fight or
argue with their ex-spouse. This included two from the
advisory arbitration group (17%), and one frcm both the
assessed (25%) and the mediated group (11%).
The interviewed respondents were asked to expand
further on the nature of their coparental relationship by 
describing how they feel when they have contact with their
ex-spouse. Table 11 illustrates the emotions that were
reported by the respondents frcm each intervention group.
The respondents were questioned cn how changes in 
access routines were made and how the access visits were
arranged. Fourteen (56%) of the parents reported that they
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T A B L E  11
DistriLuticn of the Emotions when in Contact with Ex-spouse
Intervention Group
Emotion
Reported
Arbitration Assessmen t
/C
Kant it to end 
quickly
Anger, bitterness
Nervous, anxious
No feelings, it 
is a necessary task
Has no contact with 
ex-spouse
85
43
16
25
8
0
75
0
25
Mediation
%
11%
0
55
33
0
were able to be flexible around access. This was often to 
accomodate for special occassicns or situations when 
parents may have other coirrit tments. Five {4 13) in the
arnitration group, three in the assessment group and two- 
thirds (six) of the mediation group reported having flexible 
arrangements. The respondents reported that often the
arrangements were made by the children contacting the parent 
or upon initiation by cne of the parents. However there 
appeared to be no specific pattern in regards to who most 
frequently facilitated the access arrangements.
Eleven of the 25 respondents (44"3) stated that they 
strictly followed the court crder fcr determining the access
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routine. This number included seven (582) cf the 
arbitration yioup, this included one assessed respondent and 
three frcm the mediated group.
Another concept that was included in the nature of the 
coparental relationship was the methods the parents reported 
they that employed to insure the success of cn going access. 
This item in the interview also evoked a spectrum of 
responses that were categorized into two general sections. 
One category included statements that suggested the 
respondent's efforts were directed exclusively towards the 
children- The other category included responses tnat
suggested that the parents made efforts to ensure a co­
operative working relationship with tne ex-spouse. Table 12 
illustrates the responses given and the frequencies that 
these occurred in each intervention group of parents.
The interviewed respondents were asked to indicate what 
they perceived hindered or stopped a regular routine of 
access- Mine of the 25 interviewed (3 6%) stated that 
'nothing ' hinders or interfers with the access. This 
involved five (41%) from the advisory arbitraticc group, and 
four (44%) from the mediation group. No one from the 
assessed group indicated that 'nothing' hindered access.
Eight (32%) of tne respondents stated that access was 
especially difliculL when there were disagreements between 
themselves and their ex-spouse and when the ex-spouse was 
suspicious tnat the respondent was interfering. This
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T A B L E  12
Distribution of Kesponses for Insuring Access
Intervention Group
Response Arbitrât ion 
n= 12
Ass essment 
n=4
Category # 1 
Do things for the 
children
Do all the driving 
phone calls, did
Me diation 
n=9
not move away. 2 0 0
b
Category #2 
Arrajigeroents made 
around children's 
activities. 0 0 2
Have backed off 
co-operate now 3 1 3
Encourage the 
visits 1 1 1
Avoid talking with 
ex-s pouse 2 1 0
Talk with 
ex-spouse 0 0 2
Access not working 1 0 1
dote.
a=tasks focused 
L=focus on the
on the children 
relationship with the ex-spouse
included three parents from the advisory arbitration
three rrcm the mediated group, and two frcm the assessment
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group, Five respondents reported that access was impossible 
when their ex-spouse had argun-cnts with the children and the 
children then refused to attend the visits. This included
two iroi.i the arbitration qrcup {22%) t half (two) of the 
assessed group and one (11%) mediated parent- Two (8%)
parents stated that it was interference free an outside 
person such as the ex-spouse‘s parents or a new partner. 
This involved one from the arbitrated group and cne mediated 
parent.
The final concept of the co parent relationship
construct that was investigated in the interviews was the 
parents' perception cf their children's relationship with 
the other parent- Twenty of the 25 adults interviewed (80%) 
described the relationship as being positive three (20%) 
described the relationship as poor or fair, and two (8%) 
stated that they did not know and could not describe it. Of
the parents who described the relationship as positive nine
(75%) Were from the arbitration group, three (75%) from the 
assessed group, and seven (78%) were mediated. Cf the three 
respondents wnc described the relationship as fair to poor, 
one was an arbitrated parent and two had receive.d mediation-
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RESEARCH QUESTION 2
What are the pa.rent*s views about their post 
separation and divorce adjustment?
Adult Adjustment of Divorcing Parents Score
The adult adjustment score was comprised of five
variables; nea1th, financial situation, relationship with 
the children, employment or career situation, and
relationship with others, all cf which were rated on a
3-point scale. Parents were asked to describe their
situation as either ; not very good (rated as 1), fair 
(rated as 2), cr good (rated as 3). The maximum score which 
could be obtained was 15- Table 13 shows the mean score for 
each of the intervention groups.
TABLE 13
Mean Adult Adjustment Scores-By Intervention Group
Intervention Group n Mean S- D.
Advisory Arbitration 30 13.03 1-7
Assessment 21 12-OS 2-11
Mediation 18 13-22 1-89
A variable by variable examination cf this construct will 
follow.
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Health-
Of the 30 respondents in the advisory arbitration jroup 
25 (83%) described their health as good, four (13%)
described their health as fair, ard one (3%) described her 
heaitn as not very good. A further breakdown of this 
variable indicated that of the Id feaale respondents in the 
arbitraiicn group, 64% (nine) reported their health was good 
and all of the 15 male respondents described their health as 
good. Of the five females who reported their health as 
either fair or not very good, four were custodial parents 
and one was a legal guardian.
Of the 21 respondents in the assessment group 13 (52%) 
described their health as good and eight (3 8%) as fair. 
Further, of the eight females, five (63%) reported their 
health as good and three (37%) as fair, wnile of the 
thirteen males eight (62%) described their health as good 
and five (39%) as fair.
Finally, examination of the mediation group revealed 
that of the sir females, five (83%) described their health 
was good, and one (17%) as fair. In terms of the male 
respondents in this group 90% (nine) reported their health 
was good and 10% (one) stated their health was not very 
good. Overall of the 13 respcndents in the mediation group 
15 (33%) described their nealth as good.
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Financial Situation.
Table 14 shows the ratings each group gave when asked 
to describe their financial situation,
TABLE 14
Distribution of Financial Situatiou-Ey Group
Financial Situation
Intervention Group Good Fair Not Very Good
% % %
Advisory Arbitration 37% 40% 23%
Assessment 18 50 32
a
Mediation 35 52 13
a
Mediation group n=17-
Of the 15 male respondents in the arbitration group five 
(33%) reported their financial situation as good, eight 
(53%) as fair and two (13?) as net very good. Of the 14 
female respondents, five (36%) reported their financial
situation was good, four respcndents described their 
situation as being fair (29%) and five (36%) as not very 
good.
For the assessment group, the nreakdcwn of the
respondents ratings of their financial situation by gender
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revealed that of the 13 males two (15%) reported tneir 
situation was good, eight (623) desccibeJ their situation as 
fair and throe (23%) as not very good. Cf the eight females 
in this group, two (25%) reported their financial situation 
was good, two (253) were fair and four (50%) reported their 
financial situation was not very good-
The mediation group was comprised of six females and 10 
males. Or the six females, one (17%) reported a good 
financial situation, and the remaining five (83%) reported 
their financial situation was fair. For the males, four 
(40%) reported their financial situation was good, four 
(4 0%) described their situation as fair and two (20%) as 
poor.
Re l ations h i p with the C hildren-
Parents were asked to describe their relationship with 
their children as being either good, fair, or not very good. 
Table 15 shows the distribution of these descriptions by the 
intervention groups.
Of the 14 females in the arbitraticn group, all described 
their relationship with their children as being gcod. Of 
the 15 males in this group 7 3% (11) described their
relationship witn their children as being good- Twenty per 
cent (3) reported their relaticnship witn their children was 
fair and one (7%) reported his relationship with his child 
was not very good.
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T A B L E  15
Relationship with Children-By Intervention Group
Intervention Group
Arbitration
Assessment
Mediation
Efela tiensnip with Children
Good
%
87%
76
89
Fair
%
10^
19 
11
dot Very Good
%
3%
5
0
For the assessment group, 787. of the mothers described 
their relationship with their children as being good, while 
two {22%) reported it was fair. For the fathers, nine (75%) 
reported their relationship with their chillren as gcod, two 
(17%) fair, and one (8%) not very good.
Lastly, for the media tien group, all of the mothers 
reported good relationships with their children, while 90% 
(nine) of the males reported the same. The one remaining 
respondent indicated his relationship with his children was 
fair.
Employment or Career Situation.
Of the total population, 37 (5 4%) described their
employment or career situation as good, 19 (237) fair, and
11 (16JÔ) described their situation as being not very good.
Two observations had missing data.
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Cf the 30 respondents in the arbitraticn group, 17 
(57%) reported their emplcyment or career situation as good, 
nine (30?) reported their situation was fair, and three
(10%) described their situation as being not very good. One
observation is missing data.
In terms of the assessment group nine (43 7) indicated 
their employment or career situation was good, while seven
(73%) reported their situaticn was fair, and five (24%)
reported their situation as very good.
For the mediation group, 11 (6 1%) reported their
srtuation was good, while four (22%) described their 
situation as fair and two (11%) as not very good. One 
otservation had missing data. A breakdown of this variable 
by gender is illustrated in Table 16.
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T A B L E  16
Employ ment Situation-Ey Sex and Group
Employment or Career Situatio ri
Intervention
Group
Good 
F M
«y 'y
/C A
Fair
F
%
Not Very 
F
%
Good
'i
.1
Arbitration 50% 67? 361 27% 14% 6%
Assessment 45 41 22 42 33 17
Mediation 63 60 17 20 0 20
ÜP if: •
F=females, M=dales
One observation from the media
arbitration group were missing
tien group 
data.
and two from the
Relationship With O thers.
The final variable an the adult adjustment score dealt 
with the respondent's description cf their relaticnship with 
others.
Of the 30 respondents in the arbitraticn group, 27 
(90%) reported their relaticnship with others was good, 
while two (1%) reported their relaticnship with others was 
fair, and one respondent describe 1 her relaticnship with 
others as not very good.
The assessment group reported 17 good responses (61%), 
while the remaining tour were split between reports cf fair 
vtwo;1C%) and not very good (two; 107) relationships with
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otners. Table 17 illustrates the distribution of this 
variable by intervention group.
TABIS 17
Relationship witn Others-By Sex and Group
Intervention Group
Nature of tnc 
Relationship With 
Others
Arbitration Assessment 
% %
Me diation
%
Good
Females
Males
93?
61%
73%
83%
100%
100%
fair
Females
Males
0
13
0
0
0
0
Not Very Good 
Females 
Males
7
0
22
17
0
0
üote-
Cne observation from the arbitraticn and two frcir 
the médiat ion groups wore nissing data.
Variables Associated W i t h Adult Adjustment Scores
Adult Ad just ment of Divorcing Earents and Income.
The adult adjustment scores and income were postively 
associated at a nigh level, r (27) = .8 16, p<.01. for the
arbitration group. These variables were associated at a 
moderate level, r (20) = .633, p<.C1, within the assessment
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group, and at a lew level, r (15) = .345 p<.C1. within the
médiation group.
Adult Adjustment of Divorcing Parents and Coparent 
Relationship-
The associations between the adult adjustment scores 
and coparental adjustment scores were negliyible for all 
three intervention groups. Other associations netween adult 
adjustment scores and coparent scores by gender and custody 
were without useful meaning due to a small sample size and 
therefore will not be reported on here.
Social S upports
The next group of variables dealt witn respondent’s 
ratings of the helpfulness of certain social supports luring 
the period when they were in dispute over custody and access 
arrangements. The respondents were asked to rate their 
responses on the helpfulness of the following persons: 
parents and relatives, close friends, clerjyman, lawyer, and 
London Custody and Access Project counsellor.
Parents and Relatives.
Of the 69 respondents, 18 (267) reported tnat parents 
and relatives were helpiul to them during the period when 
they were in dispute over custody and access arrangements. 
Of the remaining three-guarters, 13 (13%) reported their
parents and relatives were very helpful, the same number 
(13:19%) wlio reported their parents and relatives were not 
helpjlul to them during tnis period. Twelve of respondents
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(17%) indicated the variable was not applicable to tneir 
situation, and 13 (19%) did not respond to this question. 
Table 18 shows the breakdown of this variaole by
intervention group.
TABLE 18
Helpfulness of Parents and 3elatives-By Intervention Group
Degrees of 
Helpfulness
Intervention Group
Arbitration
%
Assessment
k
Me diation
Very Helpful 
Helpful 
Hot Helpful 
Not Applicable 
Missing data
20 :
27
3
33
17
24/1
24
29
10
13
23
33
U
23
A further breakdown cf this variable by the
respondent’s gender, custodial status and interventicn group 
indicates that, for the arbitration group, five (63%) of the 
eight mother-cus tody father respondents indicated unis
question was not applicable to their situation, while two 
(25%) reported their parents and relatives were very helpful 
and one (15?) reported his parents and relatives were
nelpful. Or the seven mothers who had custody, two (29%)
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reported their parents were very helpful, four (57?) stated 
their parents and relatives were helpful and one (14%) 
mot her reported they were not helpful. The three mot.iers 
who were in a joint custody situaticn reported that their 
parents and relatives were helpful. Cf the three 
respondents (one female and two males) in the father custody
group, two found the question was net applicable. The
remaining father in this group reported his parents and 
relatives as very helpful. Table 13 illustrates this
variable distribution by gender and custodial status for the 
assessment group.
Of the father custody mediation respondents, two of the 
three mothers (67%) reported their parents and relatives as 
unhelpful and one (33%) reported tbera as aelpful. for the 
mother custody group two of the five fathers (407) reported 
tneir parents and relatives as unhelpful, one (20%) reported 
they were helpful. The two mothers in this group did not 
respond to tnis question and twc (40%) reported this
question was not. applicable to tboir situaticn.
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T A B L E  19
Helpfulness of facents and Kelatives-For the Assessment
Group
Degrees of Helpfulness
Custodial Very
Status
and Gender
Helpful
%
Helpful Not Helpful
% %
a
M/A
%
Father Custody 
Father 4 0% 0% 20J 20?
Mother Custody 
Mother 25 38 25 0
ether Custody 
Father 0 50 0 50
Jo te.
One observation was missang data ficm the father-custcdy 
father group, mother-eus tody mother group and other-custody 
other group, 
a
N/A=the percentage of respondents who reported the question was 
not applicable to their situaticn.
Close Friends.
The respcndents were asked tc rate how helpful their 
close friends were to thec during the period when they were 
in dispute over custody and access matters. Table 20 
illustrates the respondent's rating of tuis variable 
accoraing to the interventicn gicuf.
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I  A E L E  2 0
Helpfulness cf Close Friends fcy Intervanticn Group
Intervention Group
Degrees of 
Helpfulness
Arbitraticn
A
Assessmen t
• Ü
Me diation
/'i
Very helpful 17% 19% 22%
Helpful 20 52 23
On heIpfu 1 10 5 6
Not applicable 30 5 17
Missing Data 23 19 27
Clergyman.
Parents were asked to rate how helpful a clergyman was 
to them during the period of dispute over custody and or 
access as eitner very helpful, helpful, unhelpful or not 
applicable, Tacle 21 shows the distribution of this 
variable by intervention group.
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T A B L E  21
Helpfainess o£ Clergy man-2 y Intervention Group
Intervention Group
Degrees où 
Helpfulness
Arbitra tien Assessmen t
%
Very Helpful
Help fui
Unhelpful
Not applicable 
a
Missing Data
11
1
13
50
7
5?
10
14
33
a
Médiation
11?
6 
6 
39 
7
J û_t e . 
a
Missing data=the number of observations with missing data.
Lawyer.
Cf the 30 respondents in the arbitraticn group, six 
(20%) reported their lawyer was very helpful, 10 (33%)
described their lawyer as helpiul, one [37) respondent 
reported the lawyer as being unhelpful an 1 five indicated 
the question was not applicable tc their situaticn. Three 
observât ions had missing data.
For the assessment group cf 2 1 respondents eight (38?) 
reported tntir lawyer as very helpful, and five (24?) 
reported their lawyer as helpiul, five (24%) reported their 
lawyer as unnelpful. Three (14?) observations were missing 
d a ta.
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Table 22 shows the districuticn cf tae ratings for this 
variable witaar the mediation group.
TABLE 22
Helpfulness of Lawyers for the Mediation Group
Degrees of Frequency Cistrinution
Helpfulness %
Very helpful 22?
Helpful 28
Unhelpful 17
Not Applicable 6
Missing Data 2 7
London Custodyr and Access Project,
Lastly, respondents were asked to rate the helpfulness 
of the London Custody and Access Project during the time 
when they were in dispute over custody and access. Table 23 
illustrates the distribution of this variable by 
interventicn group.
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I  A E L E  2 3
Helpfulness of London Custody and Access Project hy Group
Degrees or 
HeIpruiness
Very Helpful 
He 1pful 
Uniie Ipful 
Not applicable 
Missing Data
Intervention Group
Arbitrât ion
43%
17
20
7
13
Assessmen t
33%
29
23
5
5
Me Jiat ion
I
28%
39
17
6
10
Activities
The respondents were asked tc rate the frequency with 
WiiiCii they engaged in the fcllcwing activities: dating,
organized recreation or sports, visiting friends, organized 
social clubs or groups. Table 24 shows the frequency with 
whica the arbitration grcup reported participating in these 
activities.
Of the 2 1 assessed respcndents eight (33%) did not 
indicate the frequency of their dating pattern and four 
(19%) responded that they dated cnce a week. Three (14?) 
reported dating once a month, as well as three (14%) who 
reported that they date twice a year. Only c ne respondent 
(3?) reported dating twice a week arc twc (103) reported 
dating twice a month.
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T A B L E  2 4
Distribution of Social Activities icr the Arbitration Group
Social Activities
Frequeue y 
or
Invoivemen t
Dating
;c
Sports
%
Visirinq 
Fr iends
Social Clubs 
cr Groups
Once a week 2 0% 23? 30% 13%
Twice a week 23 23 33 7
Twice a month C 7 10 13
Once a month 3 17 20 17
Twice a year 10 13 3 30
Hissing Data 4 4 17 4 20
One-1 hir'd (seven) of tne resp cndent s indicated they
participated in organized recreation or sports twice a year, 
while six (29%) lii not respond to this questicn. Three 
(14%) reported participating in recreation or sports once a 
week, and the same number of respondents (14%) reported 
they participated in these activities twice a menth. Only 
two respondents (10%) reported being involved in organized 
recreation or sports twice a week.
Table 25 snows the frequency witn wnich the respcndents 
from the assessed group reported visiting friends.
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T A B L E  2 5
Frequency cf Visiting Friends for the Assessment Group
Frequenc y 
of Visiting 
Pattern
Cnce a weex. 
Twice a week 
Once a month 
Twice a Month 
Twice a year
Distribution in Percentages
2 9% 
23 
14 
29
Finally, eight of the assessed respondents (33%) 
reporteu involvement in organized social clubs cr groups at 
a rate of twice a year cr less. Four (19?) reported that 
they participated in these activities once a month, while 
tiiree (14%) repotted weekly invc 1 veme nt, as well as three 
(14?) who reported they participated bi-weekly- Only one 
(5?) respondent reported involvement twice a week, while 
two (10%) did not answer this question.
The participation in these activities reported by the 
mediation group is illustrated in Table 26.
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I  A E L E  26
Frequency ci Sccial Activities icc the Médiation Group
Frequency
or
In voivemen t
Da tinq
ooci al Activiti es
Sports Visi ting 
Friends
%
Clubs 
or Groups
Once a week 1 1% 22% 39% 16?
Twice a week 22 17 24 c
Dace a month 6 17 5 33
Twice a month 0 11 17 G
Twice a year 6 6 0 C
Missing Data 55 23 14 45
Interviews
The respondents who participated in a personal 
interview were asked to complete a 5-pcint ranking scale on 
adult stresses following separation and divorce. They were 
also asked four open-ended questions dealing with their post 
separation and divorce adjustment. The following are the 
findings dealing with adult adjustment from the interviews.
Adult Stress Scale.
Tae respcndents were given a list of nine items, which 
way cr may not uave been a stress tc them during the period 
waen they initially separated, and were asked tc ranic them
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from the most srresslul down to the least stressful. The 
Qiiie items were; (1) dealing with an ex-spouse (2) 
loneliness (J) cooking (4) social stigma (5) cleaning (6) 
disciplining the children (7) having tc work and taxe care 
ox the children (8) money and (9) feeling totally 
responsible for the care of the children. Table 27 
illustrates the frequency with which items were ranxed as 
either oeing; most stressful, second most stressful, or 
third most stressful, for both male and female respondents.
A breakdown of the stress factors by intervention group 
indicated that the number one stress for all of the males in 
both the arbitration and assessment groups was dealing with 
the ex-spouse. The mediation group presented somewhat 
differently in that five cf the seven (7 1%) male respondents 
reported dealing with their ex-spcusa was most stressful, 
one (14%) respondent reported loneliness as tne number one 
stress and one (14?) respondent reported reeling totally 
responsible for the children was the number one stress.
Tnere was a small group of females interviewed (seven 
in total). Tne females from tcth the arbitraticn and 
assessment grcup rated dealing with their ex-spouse as the 
number one stress. The responses from the meliaticn group 
were different fcr each cf the three respondents. One 
reported having to work and take care of the children was 
most stressful, one reported disciplining the children was 
most stressilul, and cne reported clean! n j was most 
stressful.
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T A B L E  2 7
The Three Highest Adult 3tresses-3y Gender
Degrees of Stress
Adult
Stresses
dost
a
F
A
Stressful
fa
A
1
Second
Stress
F
7
Mos t 
ful
M
%
Third dost 
Stressful
? d
•f* **?
,0
Dealing with
one’s
ex-spouse 57% 88% 14? D a u ? 6%
Loneliness 0 6 14 29 14 6
Cooking 0 0 1 4 10 0 D
Stigma 0 0 0 12 0 6
Cleaning 14 0 C 6 0 0
Discipli ne 14 0 29 0 14 0
Care For 
the Child­
ren G Work 14 0 14 0 14 24
Money 0 0 C t 29 6
Feeling 
Totally 
Responsible 
for the Care 
of the 
children 0 Ô 14 0 6 0
Missing 
Dd ta Û 0 43 0 0 43
Note.
Some respondents found orly one or two items were stress ful.
r = f ttnales
D
d — d a l e s
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In the arbitration group the least stressful items 
(eat her ranked as last or second last) reported most often 
by males were cleaning (17?), social stigma (17?) and 
loneliness (17?)- Hair of the females in this grcup ranxed 
loneliness as either the last, or second last on the stress 
scale. For tne mediation group the least stressful items 
reported were cooking (23%) , having tc care for the ciiildren 
and work (17%), and loneliness (17%), Cne-third of the 
female respondents in this group reported Icneliness was 
least stressxul for their. Of the two males rn the 
assessment group, one reported cooking was least stressful, 
and the other reported reeling totally responsible for the 
children's care was least stressful. The only female in 
tais group reported having to work and care for the children 
as the least stressful itec-
Interview Open— Ended Questions
As previously noted, four ques tiens were posed which 
expanded rurtner on the information about adult adjustment 
already gleaned from the survey- Each question will be 
dealt witn here as a separate variable, 
ahen life Became More Satisfy!ng,
Of the 2b respondents interviewed, 16 (64%) reported 
life became more satisfactory cne year or more foLiowing 
their separation, with a mean of 1,5 years being reported, 
five (20?) reported their life became more satisfactory
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iuimedidtely after the separation, while four (16?) reported 
their lire is still not satisiactor y . Table 28 shows the 
distribution of this variable by interventicn group-
TABLE 23
When Life Became More Satislactory-5y Group
In tervention 
Group
Arbitrât ion
Assessment
Mediation
Time
Imrae diately
%
3 3? 
0 
12
P eriod
Cne Year 
I lus
41%
103
77
Hot Yet
26? 
0 
11
The moan number oz years for when life tecate more 
satisfactory for the arbitraticn grcup was 0.65 years, for 
the mediation group 2.C7 years and for the assessment group 
1.68 years.
When Dating Began Ajter The Se pa ration.
Nine (36%) of the respondents reported they began 
dating less than two mortns after their separation, seven 
(28?) reported they hau not yet begun dating. Tour (16?) 
reported dating six months after their separation and taree 
(12?) reported dating two years alter tneir se pa ra tion. Two
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{32) of the respondents reported dating one year after their 
separation.
Table 29 illustrares the frequency with which dating 
commenced for each of the interventicn groups.
TABLE 25
Dating Pattern After Se paraticn-3y Group
First negan 
dating after 
the separation
Have not dated 
Less than 2 months 
Six months 
One year 
Two years plus
Intervention Group
Arbitration
rr/c
33%
50
17
0
0
Assessmenx
A
50'
25
0
25
0
Me diation
1 2 %
22
22
22
The breakdown of the dating pattern by gender reveals 
that nine (50?) of the males began dating less than two 
montns after their separation while two (23?) cf the females 
did so at this time period. Three (43%) of females were
still not eating at the tine cf tne interview ccmpared with 
rour (22?) of the males reporting the same. Three of the 
men (I d ?) reported dating six months to one year after the
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séparation while two (11%) reported dating one year later.
Iwo of the women reporteu uatinj six months to ever one year 
(23?) later.
Nature of P r esent Relation ships.
Fifteen (60%) of respondents indicated they were 
presently living in a comiacn-law arrangement with another 
partner, while nine (3o%) reported they were not in a living 
arrangement with a partner. One person (4?) reported dating 
in a long-term relationship.
Or the seven women interviewed, three (421) were in a
comraon-law arrangement, and the other four were not (57%). 
Of the eighteen men, 11 (09%) were involved in a comnon-law
relationship while twc were not (12%).
Support System
The respondents were asked tc describe their support 
systems, and to indicate whether cr not tney cnanged after 
their separation- Table 30 shows the distribution of the 
responses for each of the intervention groups.
Of the 25 respondents, 15 (60?) reported their social
supports were the same as before, and 1C (40%) reported they
had chanced.
This concludes the results cf the variables dealing
with adult adjustment- The follcwing research question 
examines the parents' perception cf their children post 
separation and divorce ad jrs tment.
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T A B L E  20
Support System fer tne Interviewees-Ey Group
Interverticn Grcup
Arbitration Assessm en t Médiat ion
Family, Parents 
New Lover 
Friends 
Church, Clubs 
No Cne
2 17a
1 5 
23 
C 
31
02
20
40
40
0
23?
a
62
8
0
RESEARCH ilUESTION 3
X'uat are the parent's views abcut their children's 
post separation and divorce adjustment?
Parents were asked to report on their children's 
performance in school and their children's relaticnship with 
others. They were also asked tc indicate whether or not 
taeir children exhibited Lenavictrs which they felt were 
problems- In order to structure this question, a short 
child behaviour checklist was provided and parents were 
asxed to indicate if any of the he ha viours on the list were 
a problem for their caildren, as well as to indicate any 
other problems- Parents were instructed to cnly report on 
those children wac were 16 years cr younger at the time of
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the clinical intervention. In an effort to present the 
results in a meaningful fashion, the children tere grouped
into three age categories; preschcclers (children aged five 
and under) , school aged (cnilaren aged six to 12 years) and 
adolescents (children aged 13 and ever).
Of the total numrer of children (134) 30 were
preschoolers, 85 were school aged and 21 were adolescents. 
Table 31 illustrates the distribution of the age groupings 
by the intervention groups.
TABLE 31
AyC Gtoupings-2y Intecverticn Group
Intervention 
Gr ou p
Arbitration
Assessment
Mediation
Preschoolers
33% 
37 
3 0
Age Groupings
School Aged
25
27
Adolescent
38%
3 8 
23
The sex of the respondent's children was not an item on 
the questionnaire however a search in the respondents' 
clinical files revealed that there were 81 male and 76 
rcmale children or the total 52 families in this population.
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Cx the 25 respondents interviewed there were 20 female 
children and 22 male children.
The sex cf the custodial parent and tne ayes of all 
tiieir chiluren were grouped and are illustrated in Table 32- 
Jue to the ancnyacus nature cf this survey, it was not 
possible to match the data cf the respondents from the same 
family, therefore the responses regarding the children may 
in fact include descriptions of tiie same children from both 
parents.
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T A B L E  3 2
Sex cf Custodial Parent and Child Ace Groupinys-By Groups
Intervention Group
Child Age 
Grou pings
Preschcolers 
a
MC
b
F C
C
oc
d
JC
School Aged 
MC
FC
OC
JC
Adoltscents 
MC
FC
OC
JC
Arbitrat10 n 
n
a
0
2
0
22
6
3 
5
2
1
4 
1
Assessment
n
3
2
1
0
14
5
2
0
0
6
Û
Mediation
n
2
3 
0
4
8
2
2
4
1
4
0
0
Note . 
a
.*1C = dot tier Custody
b
FC=father Custody
c
OC=Ctier Custody
d
JC-Joint Custody 
Tne majority of otner custody arrangement are split custody
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Sâild A d j u ^ a ^ t  Score
This score was derived ircni the sun cf three separate 
variables. Two of the variables, the parents' reports of 
the caild's school performance and tue child’s relationship 
with others, were rated on an ordinal scale of four levels: 
very well, well, fair, poor (or not applicable for the 
school performance variable), The third variable dealing 
with problem behaviours was obtained from asKing the parents 
to indicate whether any cf the listed behaviours were a 
problem for their children. The items on tne child 
benaviour checklist were: unhappy or depressed, cannot
concentrate or pay attention, cannot sit still or 
hyperactive, feels worthless, and withdrawn, Taere was also 
room left for indicating any ether problems behaviours the 
children may re exhibiting. The problems were scored in 
reverse with a six being assignee to a child with no 
problems, a rive to a cnild with ere problem, a four to a 
child with two problems and so cn down to aero for six 
problems. The maximum score a child could crtain was 14. 
The preschooler scores were sunned without the variable 
dealing with schocl performance. The maximum score for the 
prescnoo1er group was 10. Table 33 illuscrates the mean 
child adjustment score for the three age groupings by the 
intervention group.
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T A B L E  3 3
Child Adjustment Score Ly Intervention Group
Infervent ion 
Group
Child Ace Groupings
a
Preschoclers 
Me a n
b
School Aged 
Mean
Adolescents
Mean
Arbitration 3.6 10.9 12. 4
Assessment 9,0 1 1. 1 1 1, 6
Mediation 8.9 1 1-5 12. 5
Missing observations 5 10 6
Note . 
a
Maximum score for tne preschcclers was 10.
u
daximum score for the school aged and adolescent children was 14.
The variaLlcs whicn comprise the child adjustment score 
will be dealt witn separately in the fcllcwing three 
sect ions.
^ h o o l  Performance.
Of the total number of children 1114) reported on, 55 
(4 9%) wore rated as doing very well in schocl, while 27 
(24%) were rated as well, 22 119%) as fair, and nine (3%)
as poor. Although some parents reported about their 
prtisciioo lers schocl performance, the data were not included 
in the results. Ta nie 34 slows tne dis trii.^  u tion of the
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ciiildreII • 3 school perrocmance by age roc the arbitration 
group.
TABLE 34
Children's School Performance for the Arbitration Group-3y
Age
Scliool Performance Schocl Aced Adolescents
Very ivell 42? 62%
Well 2 6 3 8
Fair 23 0
Poor 5 C
hissing Observations 4
Note.
Four observations were missirg data irom the school aged 
group.
For the assessment group, parents reported six (29%) 
school aged children were doing very well, six (23%) were
doing well, four (19%) were doing fair, and two (ICt) were
doing poorly in school. Three oiservaticns were missing 
data.
The parents of the mediation group reported 10 (43%)
schocl aged children were doing very well, six (26%) well, 
sax (2b%) fair, and ont (4%) poorly in school. Table 35 
illustrates the distribution cf ratings for adolescent
children's schocl pericrman oe in tne mediation and
assessment groups.
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School Performance ror Adolescents-£y Group
141
School P erlor aid nee
Very Well
Well
Fair
Bmscing Data
Intervention Group
Assessmen t
nfi
1 2%
0
25
60
■3eli.it ion
40%
40
20
0
The majority of parents (30%) who rated their children as 
doing either fair or poor were noncustodial parents.
Children* s Relationships With ethers.
Of the total child population (134) 55 (40%) children
were rated as yetting along very well with ctners, 47 (35%) 
as well, 16 (12%) as fair, and four (3%) as poor. Fourteen
observations (10%) were missing data.
In the arbitration group, of the 10 preschoolers four 
(40%) were rated as getting along very well witn others, two 
(20%) as well, and two (20%) as fair. Two observations were 
missing data. Both of the children rated as getting along 
rairly well with others were given this rating by their 
noncustodial parent. For the school aged children 17 (42%)
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were seen as getting along very well with others, 11 (27%)
as well, six (15%) as fair, and two (5%) as poor. Five 
oiservaticns were missing data, Cf the eignt school aged 
children rated as doing eitaer fair or poor the majority 
(90%) were rated as such by their noncustodial parent. 
Finally, for the adolescents of this group, six (75%) were 
rated as getting along very well with others, two (255) as 
well and none of the respondents rated their adolescent 
children as having fair or poor relationships with others.
Table 3C illustrates the distribution of tne children’s 
relationship with others for the assessment group.
TABLE 36
Children’s Relationship with Others for the Assessment Group
Age Groupings
ha tings of 
Children’s 
relationships 
With ethers
Preschoolers School Aged Adolescents
%
Very Well 55% 2 9% 33%
Well 36 38 25
Fair 0 1 4 25
Poor 0 5 0
Missing Data 9 1 4 12
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Lastly, foc the mediaticn grcur, four (44%) of the 
preschool Chi Id re II were viewed as getting along very well 
with others, rour (44%) as well and one (11%) as fair. For 
tae schocl a jed children six (26%) were rated as getting 
along very well witn others, 13 (57%) as well, two (9%) as
fair and one (4%) as poorly. For adolescent group, three
(60%) were rated as getting along very well with others and 
one (20%) as well. Two observations were missing data, one 
from the school aged group and one from the adolescent 
group.
Children's Behavioural Problems.
The last variable which was used to construct the child 
adjustment score dealt with children's behavioural problems. 
A list of benavicucs was provided and the respondents were 
asked to indicate if any of the listed behaviours were a 
problem for tneir caildren. Of the total 30 preschool 
children parents reported 11 (37%) exhibited rehavioural
problems, 13 (43%) did not exhibit behavioural problems, and
b (20%) had other problems listed apart from those on the
ciiCCKlis t.
The breakdown of tnis variable by intervention group 
reveals that of the 10 preschcclers from the arbitration 
)roup Six (60%) were described as exhibiting problem 
behaviours, two (20%) were not and two (2C5) exhibited 
problems not included on the checklist. Of the 11 children 
in ti.e assessment group, three (27%) were exhibiting
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beiid viou ral problem 3 , rive (4 5 %) were no t and three (27%)
fcxhibite 1 problems not included on the chec klis t. Finally
for t.^ e aediatio n group. t 'nO (22%) cai lire n exnibited
be ha viou ral prob lems, six (67 %) did not an d one ( 11 F)
ex iiibite d a problem not included on the cnec hlis t-
Tab le 37 illustrates t he distr ibu tion 0f problem
be a aviou rs listed for the chilcren of thc preschool
popu lati on by inter venticn cI roup
TABLE .37
Preschoolers Behavioural Erchlems-By Group
Intervention Group
Behavioural
Problems
Arbitra tien 
a 
n=3
Assessment
n=3
Médiat
n=
Unnappy, Depressed 1 2 1
Cannot Concentrate 0 2 0
Can't Sit Still 2 2 3
Feels Wortaless 0 1 3
Wlthdrawn 0 0 1
Number or occurences.
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For the school aqed children, the total number of 
caildren exuibitiry problems vas 35 (4 1%). There were 29
(34%) children not exhibiting problem behaviours, and the
remaining 21 (25%) were exhibiting problem behaviours not on
the checklist. The most frequently occurring problem
behaviour indicated for this group was unhappiness (13%), 
followed by can't concentrate (12/’), hyperactivity (11%), 
reeling worthless (7%) and being withdrawn (6%). Other
sundry problems experienced by the scaocl ajed children
comprised 26% of the prcblens reported by this group. Four 
observations were missing data. Table 33 illustrates this 
breaxdown oy intervention group.
In terms of tne 'ether problems' listed for the sen col aged 
group, 13 'otner pronlems’ were indicated by the arbitration 
group, four by the assessment group and five by the
mediation group.
Cf the total group of adolescents (21) five (24%)
exhibited problem behaviours eight (38%) did not and seven
(33%) exiiibited problems not on the checklist. Tue most 
frequently occurring problems in the adolescent group were:
unhappiness (14%), can't concentrate (141), feeling
worthless (14%), and withdrawn (14%j. Cne-thirl of the
adolescents were seen as having problems ether tnaa those
listed. Table 35 illustrates this breakdown by intervention 
group.
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T A B L E  33
School Aged Children's Behavioural Eroblems-Ey Group
Intervention Group
Arbitration Assessment Mediation 
Problem a
Behaviours n =2 5 n=10 n = 10
Unhappy 10 3 2
Cciii't Concentrate 4 3 3
Hype ractivit y 4 2 3
Feels worthless 4 1 1
withdrawn 3 1 1
us Note, 
a
Number of occurences
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T A B L E  3 9
Adolescent Behaviour Prohlems-Ey Interventicn Group
Intervention Group
Aroitration Assessment Mediation
Behavioural a
Problems n n n
Unhappy 1 2 0
Cannot Concentrate 0 3 0
Hyperactivity C 1 0
Feels Wortiiless 1 3 0
withdrawn 0 2 1
Jo te, 
a
Number of occurences,
Correlates to Child Adiustment Score.
The coparent relationship score was correlated with the 
child adjustment score using the Pearson correlation
coefficient.
The association between coparental relationship scores 
xn the arnitrated group and the preschooler adjustment 
scores was negligible. This was also true for the
adolescent aajustment score. However, the adjustment score 
for the scnooi aged children was found to have a negative 
relationship at a moderate level with the coparent
rela tionship score, r(d)=-.5 77 , p<.05.
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In the assessed group the preschoolers' adjustment 
scores and the adolescent ad]ustment scores were round to 
nave a neqlijille relationship with the coparent score- The 
schocl age adjustment scores were icund to he positively 
associated with the coparent relationship scores at a low 
level, r (Id) =- 507, p<-05.
The scores ior the preschoolers in the aediated group 
were found to have a moderate, negative association with the 
coparent relationship score, r (7)=-.552,p<-05- The
adolescent ad just ment score was also found to re negatively 
associated at a moderate level r(4)=-.551, p<-05. The
school age score was positively associated with the coparent 
score but at a low level, r(22)=,3C7, p<.05.
Data Relating to the Children from the Interviews
The 25 respondents interviewed had a total of 42 
Caildren consisting of 20 females and 22 males. . Table 40 
illustrates this breakdown by intervention group.
During the personal interviews respondents were asxed 
to describe their children’s perception of their marital 
separation. Of the 25 respondents interviewed three (12%) 
stated their children were not affected by the separation or 
divorce (two £3%] were from the arbitration group, one (4%) 
was from the mediation group). Two respondents (3%) from 
the mediation group stated their children took the blame 
t.iemselves for the separation, wnile three (12%) of tne
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Sex of the Children for those Intervie we 1-3 y Group
149
Interven tion 
Group
Sex of th G Child
Female
a
n
Male
n
Aroitration
Assessment
Mediation
7
1
12
10
o
Jo te. 
a
Number of occurences
respondents from the arbitration group and two (dî) from the 
meliation group' reported their children were confused about 
the separation. One (12%) respendent from each of the 
intervention groups noted thexr children felt relieved when 
the parents separated. One (4%) respondent from the 
mediation group, as well as one (4j?) respondent from the 
assessment group reported that their children were angry 
about the separation and viewed the noncustodial parent as 
tiie ' bad guy'. Two (8%) respondents from the arbitration 
group a III one (12%) each from cf the other two groups stated 
their caildren see their noncustodial parent (father) now 
more taan tne y ever did before the separation. One (4L)
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rosponienc fcora the mediation qxoup and one (4%) respondent 
trcm tne assessment group stated that their children did not 
like tne separation, and finally three (12%) respondents 
from tne arbitration group reported they did not know what 
their children's perception was of their marital separation 
or divorce.
Problem Beha viours.
Parents were asked to complete a child behaviour 
cijecxlist prior to beginning the interview witn the 
researchers. This checklist included 17 behaviours which 
may or may net ne a problem 1er the respondents' children. 
Parents were required to rate these behaviours as either: 
0=never or no concern, 1=scmetimes true, 2=very true. Table 
41 illustrates the distribution of problem behaviours as 
reported by parents. Only the behaviours which were checxed 
ofr as either sc me ti mes true or very true will be reported 
on here.
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T A B L E  4 1
Distribution of Problem Benavioars-By Group
Intervention Group
Problem
Behaviours
A rbitra tion 
a b
St V t
n n
Assessment
St
n
V t 
n
Me diat ion
St v t 
n n
Temper tantrums 4 0 2 0 2 2
Sadness 2 4 1 3 5 2
Lying 3 1 1 1 5 0
Stealing 1 0 0 1 1 0
withdrawn 5 1 0 2 2 2
Trouble Making T rlends 2 0 1 0 0 1
Sating Problems 2 1 2 1 1 0
Head aches 1 1 0 1 Û 0
Sleeping Problems 1 1 1 G 1 0
Fearful 1 0 0 0 0
Aggressive 3 0 1 0 1 2
Irritable 1 1 1 0 4 0
Angry 2 1 1 1 1 1
Allergies 0 0 0 0 1 0
Asthma 0 0 0 0 2 1
Bedwetting 0 0 0 0 1 0
Mote .
St =sometimes true V t =very true
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RESEAECH Q UESTION 4
Are there any iifrerences in the paren t'3
n* s ad jus tme n t and their
y to th e in ter ven tlon
received ?
The concepts that are encompassea by the constructs of 
adult ad]ustment and children adjustment have neen analyzed 
and were illustrated in the previous three research 
questions. This final question aims to test the association 
between the two constructs, Ihe constructs were tested 
within each intervention group using the Pearson correlation 
coefficient.
In the advisory arbitration group the preschoolers 
adjustment score was correlated with the adult adjustment 
score ana tested an a moderate association, r (d) -=. 466, 
p <.0 5. The correlation for the school a yed children was 
round to also have a positive moderate association, 
r (35)=,492, p<.00 1. For the adolescent adjustment score the 
association was found to be negligible.
In the assessment group, the preschool children's 
adjustment scores were round to have a positive moderate 
association r (10)=,487, p<.05. For the school age group the 
correlation '..as round to have a positive association at a 
moderate level, r (18)=,762, p<-Ci, The adolescent
adjustment score were found to have a small sample number, 
therefore the test may not be valid and are not reported on 
here.
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In the nediated group tae presciicclers were found to 
have a negligible association, as was the schocl a ye group 
scores, A high association was found for tae adolescent 
children's scores and the adult adjustment scores however 
the low sample numrer may make the measure meaningless, 
r(4)=,92h,p,<.C5.
Conclusion
This chapter has presented the findings of this
research project in relation to the four research questions 
that were posed. The data were obtained from two primary 
sources; the survey questionnaire and the open-ended 
intervrew schedule- The variables investigated were tested 
for differences and similarities between the three 
interventions of advisory arbitration, assessment, and
mediation,v
The variables were statistically tested for tne
distribution of frequencies and tests of association were 
completed between variables.
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ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
Tais caapter focuses on the data presented in the previous 
caapter and discusses the findings according to the 
variables in the four research questions,
RESEARCH ^ U E ^ O N  1
Are there diiferences between the three client 
groups related to sucn factors as; sociceccncaic 
status, sex of the custodial parent, the 
coparental relationships, the availability of the 
noncustodial parent, the parent and cnild 
communications, and the parents' satisfaction with 
custody and access arrangements?
Custody, This varianle was analyzed according to the 
three intervention groups and the custodial status of the 
respondents. In the analysis there were some differences 
between the groups that are no tenor th y.
The advisory arbitrât ion group demonstrated a 
combination of the all custody types that are available. 
This group tended, most frequently, to have sole mother 
custody arrangemonts, however they also practised fatner 
custody, split custody, joint custody. This group also 
included parents who had children in the legal custody of 
someone other than natural parents.
The assessed group show ed more traditional custody 
arrangements with the mother retaining custody most
- 154 -
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frequently. Contrary to the arbitrated group, the parents 
in this group did not participate in custody arrangements 
such as ]oint custody or sole father custody.
The mediated group displayed a varied and 
non traditional use or custody, even being somewhat radical 
in the niajority's participation ir sole fatner custody. 
Further this intervention group practised net only mother 
custody but also split and joint custody. Studies in the 
literature give evidence to this trend and point out that 
mediated agreements, where the parents direct their own 
agreement, tend to be less traditional than nonmediated 
agreements.
This difference between the three groups may be 
attributed to the nature of the interventicn process itself 
in that couples who require assessment services are 
tniniccdlly involved in the decision raking process and in the 
planning or their custody arrangements. The very nature of 
an assessment requires that couples are more passive while 
clinicians actively employ their clinical skills to 
determine the custody arrangement that will best serve the 
needs of thw children in the family.
The court system which obtains the assistance of the 
human service field, recognizes its inability to make 
custody and access orders that are tailored to fit the needs 
of tach unique situation. This is especially true when 
tnere is an atmospnere of antagonism and hostility between
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the couple and a 'winner takes all' attitude prevailed. 
Therefore, the court system most irequently provides more 
traditional ard less flexible custody and access orders. 
Ihe mediated respondents iron this study appear to be
lemonstrating that when parents are able to direct their own 
arrangements the preferred cnoice was to participate in 
arrangements that are non traditional.
Economic Level and Occupation
The advisory arbitration group reported the highest
incomes in the population. The rear, income for this group 
fell into a- modest middle range- The majority of these 
respondents reported having professional occupations.
The assessment group of respondents tended to be 
employed in a wide spectrum or occupations. These
respondents reported incomes that were dispersed among the 
Lirst four income levels, however generally had incomes in 
the lowest categories, Cn an average the incomes fell in 
the 110,000 to under 115,000 income bracket. Tnus this
group can be described as having the lowest incomes of the 
three groups.
The most frequent income range that was indicated for 
the meJidticn group was between 310,000 to 514,959- Half of
the respondents had incomes in this and the next range of
515,000 to 519,995- Therefore, the mediated group can be
described as having incomes that fell in the lower range of
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the middle income bcacxet. The majority cf the respondents 
in tiixs group also tended to have cccupatioiis in office work 
and sales.
It is interesting tc note that the advisory arbitration 
group did nor fall in the middle of the continuum between 
assessment and mediation on tnis variable. It may be 
speculated that the continuum concept is applicable only to 
describing the process of the intervention and not the 
couples who require that type of intervention. Couples who 
choose to arbitrate an agreement to end their dispute ace 
couples Wiio economically could venture the costs or a 
custody batrifc in court yet they prefer to abstain from the 
court process and prefer the expert advise from a clinician.
Cpjarent Belatipnshiji
One of the prime objectives of mediation services is to 
assist separated or divorced couples in acnieving a 
coparental relationship regardless of their personal 
conflicts. This requires that the parents endeavour to 
maxntarn a nonconflictual relationship wnile they continue 
to parent their children and plan for thexr future.
The mean coparent relationship scores ior the three 
groups differ somewhat. The assessed group had a mean 
coparental score that was tne lowest of the three groups, 
while the arbitrated group had a mean score that was 
slightly higher and the mediated group had a mean score that
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was the highest.. The highest coparexit relationship scores 
were witiiin the irediaticn group and the lowest scores were 
within the assessed group- The arbitration group tended to 
rail in the middle between the a ssessment and mediation 
group. Although no one group case close to the maximum 
score within tne groups, some individuals did experience a 
positive coparental relationship with their ex-spouse, 
particularly those within the mediated group. Thus in 
conclusion it appears that mediated couples were hast able 
to develop and maintain a positive coparental is laticnship.
However, the data also illustrates the magnitude of the 
difficulties confronted by separated parents in their 
attempts to continue to communicate and coparent; tasks 
which they found difficult to perform as married parents let 
alone as separated parents. It appears that while the
coparental relationship is tne best alternative for the 
children, it is extremely difficult icr the adults involved.
Paren ts Ability to Talk and Agree on Child Issues.
The assessment group generally indicated that they do 
not have contact with their ex-spouse and therefore do not 
talk about either discipline of the children, the children's 
schocl or social activities. The minority of those who did
nave contact indicated that tney were not able to share
information arout the children, nor were they able tc agree 
on child— related concerns. In fact, the aajority of
respondents tend a d never to agree with tneir ex-spcuse about
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even areas sucu as the children's progress in school or 
their activities. It can be cor.cluded that an effective 
coparental relationship does not exist fee most of the 
respondents in this group.
A majority of the neciated group cf respondents 
reported an existing coparental relationship. The parents 
interacted around areas such as the children's social 
activities and school. However half were unable tc talk nor 
agree on issues or discipline for tne children- The data 
indicates that the mediated couples have a coparental 
relationship wnich allows them to discuss seme of the issues 
that are involved in rearing children, uouever this 
relationship is not without its share of disagreements.
Ihe advisory arnitraticn group also demonstrated a lack, 
of an effective coparental relaticnship. The majority of 
respondents either indicated that they lid net talk with 
their ex-spouse or that they were net in contact, However 
viien these couples did have contact the majorrty indicated 
tondancies to 'occassionally agree' with their ex-spouse. 
Although the respondents in tais group did not report a high 
level of contact or agreement with their ex-spcuse, the 
level was higher tain what was reported for tue assessment 
group. They also tended to agree more often than did the 
assessed group cf respondents.
When the lata was ccllapsed and investi gated according 
to tne existencv= cf any contact and tne existance or a level
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of aqreeatnt between the ex-spouses the arbitcateJ group 
LepoEted that 70% (21) did have scae fcrm of contact with
the ex-spouse and tnat oC/c (13) agreed at scje level. The 
assessed group of parents indicated that they had contact 
slightly more than half of the time (12, 37%) and that they 
had agreement 52% (11) of the time. The mediated group 
reported the highest xrequency of both contact and agreement 
with 78% (14) naving contact and 73% agreeing with the ex­
spouse at some level about the child-related issues.
Ine data outained in this study is fairly similar to 
tne study completed by dhron (1931) where 54 couples were 
studied and 66% were found to be able to discuss child- 
related issues. It is interesting tc note that the mediated 
couples in tnis study reported a higher occurence of 
agreement than did these respondent in Ahron's (1930) study. 
Ihe differences found between the two studies are especially 
unexpected when one takes into account tne fact that all of 
the couples in this study were at ere point in dispute over 
parenting issues to the extent that they required 
professional services to assist them in a resolution.
The parents in Ahron's research also reported that they 
wore nest able to coparent when they were required to deal 
witii tne aa ■jot decisions and that day-to-day discussions 
wore less frequent and less successful.
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Visiting Arrangements.
The assesment group respondents most frequently 
reported not having contact witn their ex-spouse. When they 
hid have contact they ’occassicnally agree or frequently 
agreed' acout the access arrangements.
Tne majority of tne respondents from the mediated group 
reported that they agreed when planning access visits with 
their ex-spouse.
The majority of respondents from the advisory 
arbitration group agreed at some level wnen making visiting 
arrangements, yet a significant minority indicated that they 
do not have contact with their ex-spouse.
The data indicate that the mediated couples were more 
likely to le able to agree on visiting arrangements and to 
plan for the scheduling of the visits. The arbitrated group 
were also either able to agree when arranging the visits or 
to avoid contacting their ex-spouse around this issue- The 
assessed group were least likely tc have contact with their 
ex-spouse or to agree on visiting arrangements. It can be 
speculated that caking plans for visits continue to be 
dirficult and troublesome for the assessed group.
Satisfaction with c ustody and with access.
The advisory arbitration group tended to be 
dissatisfied with custody and with access, Tnis was 
particularly true for the noncustodial parents where the 
majority indicated dissatisfacticn with both, Tne custodial 
paieiits tended to be satisfied with loth custody and access.
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The assessed group reported being satisfied with 
Gustouy but at a bare margin above those who reported being 
dissatisfied. Generally, this group reported being 
dissatisfied with access. The noncustodial parents in this 
jroup were dissatisfied with both custody and access.
The mediated group most frequently reported being 
satisfied with both the custody and with access. This 
remained true for both the cistodial and the noncustodial 
respondents.
The mediated group appeared to be more satisfied with 
the present state of the custody and access arrangements 
irrevelevant of their custodial status, the arbitrated group 
were the least satisfied, while the assessed group were 
divided an their satisfaction with the present arrangements.
This data when included with the other variables 
related to the coparental relationship suggests that couples 
who participate in the decision aaking and the planning of 
their custody and access agreements are couples who continue 
to participate and plan together. There is also evidence to 
suggest that the couples who were in control of the planning 
during the initial stages, and agreed on lass traditional 
custody and access arrangements, are also more likely to be 
satisfied later,
Several authors have argued that the 'tender years' 
doctrine xs based on a physiological concept of motneriiood 
rather than on the factors related to the needs of the
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ciiildren. In his study. Lamb (1977) , found little evidence 
to validate the assumption that custody should always be 
awarded to the mother. The data iron tais study further 
supports this cualleuqe in that those couples «ho opted for 
less orthodox custody arrangements tended to be more 
satisried with the final product.
O utings With The C h ildren -
The assessment group indicated that the majority of the 
parents have outings with thei r children frequently, and the 
arbitrated group also indicated the same frequency. This 
was also true for the mediated group. The custodial parents 
in all three groups indicated that they had outings with 
their children more frequently than did the noncustodial 
parents. The noncustodial parents in the advisory 
arritrat ion group indicated they had outings with their 
caildren the most often of the three groups.
It must be emphasized that tnis item is of 
guestionnable validity as the noncustodial parents may have 
had contact vrth their children on a regular basis but not 
consider them 'outings' per se. What is of interest however 
rs tnat although the majority cf respondents in the assessed 
and arbitrated group stated that they did not have contact 
wxtn therr ex-s peu se, did not agree with tae ex-spouse when 
making visiting arrangements, anc were generally not 
satisfied witn the present state cf custody and access, 
tiiese partants continued to have outings with their children
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dospite the parental différences. The studies by
^ a H e r 5 tern and Kelly suggest that the ncncustcdial parents 
tend to decrease contact with their children after the first 
year of the divorce or séparation. This appears to not be 
true for the respondents in this study. It may be 
speculated that this rs related to the very nature of this 
population in that every person had invested energy and 
monies into securing rights to their children and they were 
not about to abdicate these rights.
Inter views
Overview.
It was a serendipitous discover y to have such a high 
majority of respondents who indicated their willingness to 
be interviewed. It was also surprising to find that the 
group who volunteered was a hcmeocenous group, with equal 
representation frcm the three in tervertiens.
It is unfortunate that everyone who volunteered could 
not be interviewed because each person who was interviewed 
contributed greatly to this research.
Number of Years Separated.
The redrated group indicated that they had been 
separated the longest time, followed by the arbitrated group 
and lastly, the assessed group of respondents.
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The study cciipieted by Irving et al (19 81) of mediated 
couples suggested that a factor in determining cho couple's 
ameniablity to mediation was the couple's ability tc achieve 
an emotional separation.
Marital Status.
Less than half of the respondents were divorced even 
though a high majority had exceeded the three year 
separation period required by Ontaiic law for obtaining a no 
iadlt divorce. There was a fairly even distribution among 
the three groups. It is interesting to note that a high 
number of couples had not in fact legally terminated their 
marriage even though they had been involved, at some level, 
with the legal system.
Occupation. Due to small nutrber cf respondents 
interviewed rrca the assessed an adequate profile of the 
occupations was not possible. In the arbitrated group the 
liiajonity were employed an professional occupations. The 
mediation group most frequently hau occupations in office 
and sales work- ,
Frequency of Court Appearances. A significant majority 
of all respondents had not returned tc court after receiving 
services from the London Custody and Access Project, This 
was especially true for the mediated respondents and least 
true for the assessed respondents.
The literature states that one of the goals of 
meuiation is to eliminate recidivism. This data was in
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keeping with the goal outlined in that almost all cf the 
ineüiated couplts had not returned tc court.
It is also of interest that even for couples who were
not able to cediate their dispute there was a nigh occurence
of nonrecidivisau It could then f€ speculate] that it is
the process and not tae outcome of the dispute that affects 
tae couple. If this is true then it important that the 
process and not the outcome he the focus of the
interventions.
P a r ent and C h i ld C o m mun i c ations.
It is important to note that some of the parents 
reported that their children were infants at tne time of the 
separation and therefore the parents did not discuss the 
separation with them, It is interesting to note that of the 
parents interviewed many shared that it was extremely 
difficult for tiieir. to discuss this urea with their children 
even though tiæy wisned to do so.
The assessed group tended to not talk with their
children about the separation either before or after it 
occurred nowever half or the children reportedly initiated 
communications. The mediated group also did not talk to 
tneir children about tie separation before it occurred, 
however th^y did communicate with the childrer after the 
separation. Further half of the children initiated the 
communication uy asking questions. In the a ]visory 
arbitration group the respondents reported that tney tended
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to not explain the separation before or after it occurred 
and that the children did not rake inquiries.
It is or concern that a majority of parents did not 
talk with their cnildren about the separation. It is also 
or concern to find the rajority cf tne children did not 
asK. Caplan (1961) in his study suggests that open 
discussion of the realities and the feelings can be helpful 
before a loss. Further, repeated discussions cf the changes
and tne feelings that are brought on by such a loss are
associated witn positive adjustment for ciiildren and adults.
In light of this it appears tnat the parents of all the
groups require assistance in ccir nunicating with their 
children. The third part of the study by Jacobson (1976) 
indicated the importance of parent-child communications, 
however Jacobson also found few parents who were able to 
successfully facilitate such communieiations and few who had 
prepared their children for the impending separation.
Nature of t ^  C o p arent Re Ia t i o ns hi p .
The majority of respondents in all three intervention 
groups described tne home atmosphere prior to separation as 
•tense'. The majority cf the assessed group described their 
marital disputes as being verbal arguments. Half of this 
(jroup reported physical violence.
Tne mediated group reported differently in that tney 
described their marital disputes that tended to 
cauracteristically silent , These couples appear to have 
refrained from engaging in violence.
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The arbitrated group described disputes that were often 
silent as well as those that were verbal displays of anger.
The mediated group all felt tnat they had polite 
relationship with their tx-spouse. This was also true for 
half of the assessed group and for the majority of the 
aroitrated group. However almost half of the assessed group 
and the arbitrated reported that they could not relate well 
with their ex-spouse. Even in lignt of the difficulties 
that some couples continue to experience it was interesting' 
to note that these couples have refrained frcm ccctinuing to 
fight with each other or to use the legal system as an arena 
for their past marital disputes.
when people were asked tc describe the personal 
feelings that can be evoked when in contact with their ex­
spouse it became a picture vastly different from the
previous description. The assessed group reported having 
the feelings cf anger and bitterness towards their ex­
spouse. The arbitrated respondents also described feelings 
of anger and bitterness. Ine mediated group generally 
described their feelings as predominantly anxious and
nervous.
It can be ascertained frcm the trends in these
variables that the assessed group in particular are not able 
to resolve tne past difficulties with their ex-spouse, and 
that tne mediated group seem slightly more acle tc do so 
even tiiOugn tney remain cautious. It is most interesting to
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note tiiat although they respondents nave seme level of
dascciafort whet in contact witn their ex-spouse tne/ are 
able to refrain from relating negatively.
All three groups cf respondents most frequently 
reported being flexible around making access arrangements. 
The parents in the arbitrated group were least able to be 
flexible around planning, and the majority needed to 
strictly follow the court order. I here appeared to be no 
specific pattern as tc who usually initiated visiting 
arrangements- However it did appear that in each family 
tnero is one individual who consistently acted as the
switchboard for the separated family, making all the access 
arrangements.
There was also no appreciable difference in how the 
respondents described the relationship between tne children 
and the other parent.
Generally, it appears that the mediated group of
respondents are more able to have a positive coparental 
relations*ixp, naif of the respondents in tne other two
groups had been able to relate positively with their ex­
spouse. It appears that time is the stcngest healer.
This concludes the discussion cf the fata that was
obtained for the first research question. The variables 
that are re la ce d to both adult adjustment and child
adjustment will be discussed in the following sections.
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RESEARCH QUESTION 2
'..hat are the parents' views about their post
separation and divorce adjustment?
As noted i.n rae review of literature chapter, one 
taeory postulated anout divorced adults is that they have to 
make two separate but over-lapping adjustments, the 
adjustment to the dissolution of the Jiarriaqe and the
adjustment to the process of re-estahlishiny a new social 
life (Spanier and Casto, 19 79). These adjustaerts include 
such tasks as: (1) coping witn the legal process, (2) coping
witn issues related to custody and the children, (3) dealing 
with and informing the person's social network of the 
divorce, (4) adjusting tc the new income level, (5) coping 
with a new job or entering the work force, (6) coping with
single parentnood, (7) developing a new social network and
(8) re-entering the realm of dating. The following section 
will discuss the variables dealing with adult adjustment in 
tais study beginning with an overview of the adult 
adjustment score and followed oy a variable by variable 
ex am ana t ion of the concepts constructing the adult 
au j ustmont score. This section will conclude with a 
discussion of the variables associated witn tne adult 
adjustment score.
A d ult Ad jus tment of Divorcing Pa rents Sc o re.
An overview of the three intervention groups revealed 
similiarities between the mean scores of the mediation and 
arui-tration <jroups with the médiaticr group being only very
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slightly higher. The mean score for the assessment group 
was lower than the scores of the ether two groups by one 
point. Althcugn the differences were small, one might 
speculate that the lower adult adjustment score for the 
assessment group was reflective cf the more passive role 
these respondents played in determining sc lu tic ns to the 
conflicts surrounding the restructuring of their family. As 
noted in the review of the literature chapter, the group of 
clients who become involved in an assessment process tend to 
be characteristically more entrenched in the court system 
and less likely to be able to negotiate agreements with 
their ex-spouse, however this is a scmewhat preliminary and 
ambitious statement given that the discrepancies between the 
adult adjustment scores may be too small to make any such 
conclusions at this point in time.
Health.
Cverall, the majority of respondents repcrted their 
nealth was good. The vagueness of this question however did 
not lend itself to investigating specific health problems 
and it IS not surprising that a large raajo'rity responded to 
tills item in the superlative.
It is interesting tc note the differences between the 
female and male responses in each of the intervention 
groups, particularly the arbitcaticc group. In this group 
all of tne males described their health as good compared to 
til e one-tiiird re ma les uno reported their health as being 
either lair nr rot very good.
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The assess me lît group described a cas-taird and two- 
t.iird split between the females who reported their health as 
good and those who described it as fair. However, unlike 
the arbitration group, there were no reports frcm females of 
their healtii not beinq very good. The males in the 
assessment group are in contrast tc their male counterparts 
in the arbitration group in that almost two-thirds reported 
their health as being good, while ever one-third reported 
their health as neing fair.
The mediation group closely approximated tne 
arbitration group in that nearly all of the males described 
their health as being good, as did the females.
Finaiicia 1 Situation.
Almost half of the total survey population reported 
their financial situation was fair, while close tc one-third 
described tneir situation as being good and nearly one 
quarter as not very good- Ccllapsing this scale revealed 
that three-quarters of the respondents depicted their 
financial situation as being either fair or good, while 
almost one-quarter described their situation as not very 
good.
In terms of a breakdown ay gender, for the arbitration 
group the majority of males repcrted their financial 
situation was fair. One-third described their situation as 
aeing good and a few stated their situation was not very 
good. In contrast, reports by the females in tnis group
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were mure evenly distributed with ever one-third reporting 
their financial situation was good, slightly over one- 
guarter indicating a fair financial situation and over one- 
taird describing their situation as not very good. The 
differences between tiie female and male respondents 
descriptions cf their financial situation were in accord 
with other study findings and suggest that females tend to 
report more difficulties coping financially after a marital 
separation that do males (luepnitz, 158 2).
Similiarly, the males in the assessment grcup reported 
tae magority of their financial situations were rair, while 
almost one-quarter described their situation as not very 
good and a few as good, Wnen ccmparing the male responses 
from the two groups it would appear that the assessment 
group reported a higher percentage of financial situation as 
nut being very good and the arbitration descrifcd more 
favourable financial situa lions. Cf rhe females in this 
group the majority reported their financial situation was 
not very good, with one-guar ter reporting their financial 
situation as being fair and the same percentage reporting 
their situation as being good.
However for the mediation group, none of the women 
reported their financial situation as being not very good. 
The vast majority reported their situation was fair, while 
tae majority of males in this group described their 
Situation as either good or fair.
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The différences between the three intervention groups 
pointed towards tne assessed respc rdents being the least 
likely tc report a good rinancial situation.
Relationship With the Children,
This variable was inclu ded in the adult adjustment 
construct not because it would reveal any specific or 
detailed information about family relationships or 
individual dynamics but rather because the researchers 
surmised that the results would be different for non intact 
families than would be expected froir intact faitilies. Thus 
including a variable or this nature would ucpefully set 
parameters around what could be hypothesized about the 
nature of ti.s respondents' ability to relate to their 
children after their marital separation.
By far, tne najority of respondents in all three jroups 
reported having a good relationship with their children. 
The assessment group included the higaest percentage of 
parents reportiüg either a fair or not very good 
relationship v/ith their children. kith few exceptions it 
was ti*e noncustodial parent who described a trcubitd parent- 
child relationship. During the interviews taese parents 
discussed their role as being like the amputated parent from 
a cancerous family situation. Typically their contact with 
their children was minimal, and in some cases non existent.
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Employment or Career Situation.
The mediation group reported the highest percentaje of 
respondents who described their employment or career 
situation as rein g good, followed by the arbitration group. 
These descripoicns were consistent witn the income and 
occupation statistics for this survey, Tne assessnent group 
reported the highest percentage of 'not very good' responses 
wiiile only a small percentage of the arbitration and 
mediation groups reported the same.
Further breakdown of this variable revealed 
discrepancies between and within the groups according to 
gender. Cne-third of the females in the assessment group 
reported their employ ten t or career situation was not very 
good compared with less than half that numner in the 
arbitration group and surprisirgly none of tne women in the 
mediation group reporting tne same. On the other end of the 
scale a large majcrity of the females in tae mediation group 
reported their employment or career situation was good 
compared with half the arbitration group females and almost 
half of the assessed females reporting tne same.
The males of the three groups presented scaewuat 
differently. Descriptions by the men in both the 
arbitration and mediation groups were fairly similiar with 
two-thirds of the men in arbitration and close to that 
percentage in the media ti cn group describing ti.eir 
employment or career situation as report the same. These
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findings were consistent with the occupation and income 
statistics already reported on.
Eelationship With Others.
The final variable in the adult a ô justment score dealt 
with the respondents descriptions of tneir relationships 
with others. Although the vast majority of respcndents from 
the arbitration and assessment groups reported tiierr 
relationships with others were good, all the respondents 
frcm the mediation grcup reported the same.
The assessment group reported the largest percentage of 
responses which indicated tneir relationships with others 
were not very good, and of this group the majority were 
custodial mothers. It might be speculated that descriptions 
of this nature are reflective cf a poorer self-esteem on the 
part of the respondent and possibly indicate a problem area 
for assessed clients
Variables Associated with the Adult Adju^raent Score
Adult A ^ u s t n e n t  of Divorcing Parents Score and Income.
The adult adjustment scores for the three intervention 
groups rere all positively associated with income, nowever 
only one group, those who had engaged in an arbitration 
process, were associated at a high level. This suggests 
what some might view as the obvious, that the higher the 
adult adjustment score tne higher the income- S uc p rising1y 
though, and contrary to ccm parative statistics discussed
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taus far, there is a stronger association between these 
variables for tae assessed grout than there is for the 
mediated group.
3u Fport S ystems
Six variables examining respondents' rating oi certain 
support systems in their lives will re discussed here.
Parents and Rela t i v e s.
In the study conducted by Spanier and Caste, it was 
found that a high majority or respcndents described friends 
and relatives as providing a much needed support system. In 
this study the ratings given for parents and relatives 
helpfulness were evenly spread between the three groups, for 
the most part, with one nctewcrthy distinction. The 
percentage of responuents who report their parents and 
relatives were not helpful to them during their separation 
was mucii lower for the arbitration group than it was for 
eitlicr the mediation or assessment groups. However it 
should be noted the arbitration group reported the highest 
percentage of 'not applicable' responses, Cn the whole, a 
good proportion of the respondents eitl.er did not respond to 
this item, or reported it was not a pplicaule. This might 
suggest that parent and relatives were not supportive to 
their ciiildren during the separation process. In
particular, a majority of noncustodial parents reported that 
either tne question was not applicable to their situation or
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that their parents a n a 'reiatives were not helpful to them. 
Possibly parents and relatives are more supportive to their 
children when they have custody. Certainly the grandparents 
of separating families are in an awkward and difficult 
position.
Close Fr i e n d s.
For the most part tiie respcndents reported their close 
friends were helpful to them during the period when they 
were in turmoil over custody and access arrangemejits. 
Interestingly enough, although a large percentage of 
respondents eitiier did not answer this question or reported 
it was not applicable. lie arbitration jioup reported the 
Highest frequency of friends who were unhelpful, and the 
assessment group reported the highest percentage of either 
very helpful or helpful responses.
Clerjgjyg^ .
The vast majority of respondents indicated this 
variable was eitl.er not applicable or left tie question 
blank, which might signify that support from clergyman was 
not sought out by this group.
Lawyers.
The majority of respondents in each of the three groups 
indicated their lawyers were either helpful or very helpful. 
The arbitration and mediation groups were less likely to 
report tl.eir lawyers were unhelpful compared with one- 
guar ter of tne assessment group who indicated their lawyer
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was not helpful. Considering the lawyer typically plays a 
more active icle in engineering a custody settlement for 
respondents of the assessed group, these negative reports 
might be reflective of ratings rased on the cutccmo of the
case rather than cn the lawyer's part in the process.
Lo n d o n C u s t ody and Access Pr o j e c t.
It would appear from an examination cf the data that 
the majority of respondents found the clxnical services 
either helpful or very helpful. Compared with the other two 
groups, fewer of the mediation respondents indicated tnat 
the Project was unhelpful. Albeit this might he congruent 
with what is described in the literature regarding the 
popularity of mediation, certainly it was not an 
overwhelming majority. As might be expected, a little over 
one-quarter of the assessment group reported finding the 
service unhelpful, however r t is interesting tc note tliat 
close to one-quarter of the arbitration group also found the 
service unhelpful. It «ould seem that the ratings of this
service as 'helpful' approximates the order with whicn txie
literature rates their eifectiveness,
Surprisingly however, of those who reported the service 
was not helpful, more than half were custocial parents. 
This may be indicative of the high proportion cf couples who 
are not disputing custody as mucn as they are unable to 
agree on access.
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I n t erview R esponses ^o So c i a l Support Q uestions.
The interviewees were asked to report any changes in 
their social support system as well as to indicate those 
persons who were a support to them. The majority reported 
their social support systems were the same after the 
separation occurred- Cr those who indicated a caanye many 
cited the loss of friends since separating. It is 
interestiny to note that none of the interviewees from the 
assessed group indicated their fanily and relatives were a 
support to them. Many reported preferring not to involve 
them in their proLlems. Tae majority of this group reported 
friends or activities with clubs or the church were their 
strongest social supports. Cf those interviewed from the 
arbitration group, the majority were split between finding 
parents and relatives a strong support and reporting no one 
supported them. The clear majority of the mediation group 
reported their friends were a support.
Social Activities
Previous research indicates that separated and divorced 
persons who dated, even ir it was only occassionally, 
experienced less emotional problems than did those who did 
not date at all (Spanier and Casto, 1S79). Further, Xnite 
and Bloom (196 1) concluued than the men who became involved 
in a jieterosexudl relationship were better adjusted rhan 
tnose who did not do so. Tat vast majority cf respondents
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ill tliis study who coported dating did so on a regular basis, 
dowover, there were a considerable number of observations
aissinj data on this variable which must be attributed to an
oversight cn the part of the researchers in designing the 
instrument- It is strongly suspected that those who did not 
respoiid to tnis question were involved new long-tern or 
CO.] moil-la w re l.a ticn snips and were not 'dating* per se- This 
hunch is further supported by reports from the respondents 
interviewed. A high percentage of this group were involved 
in e rther a new long-term or ccitmcn-law re lationsnip. 
Furtner of the twenty-rive persons interviewed, a fair 
number began dating less than two months iolie wing their
separation- Certainly the males interviewed tended to 
describe dating patterns which began earlier and were more 
intense than those described by the females.
A preponderance cf respondents from all three groups 
indicated visiting friends was a frecuent social activity 
for them. Differences between the groups were with the 
activities of organized recreation, sports ar.d clubs. The
arbitration and mediatier groups appeared to be more likely 
to engage in organized sports cr to join clubs t.ian were the 
individu.ils from the assessment group. Inis cray account tor 
their slightly higher adult adjustirent scores.
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Interview Items Dealing With Adult Ad justment of Divorcing 
Parents
To expand further on the respcndents .id justment to the 
separation and divorce, several specific questions were 
included in the interview schedule. The literature dealing 
with adult reactions to a separation or divorce point to a 
number of stresses wnich impinge on the individuals 
adjustment to tneir new situation, U rlike the respondents 
in Luepnitz's study (15 8 2) dealing with ones ex-spouse was 
rated as the most stressful factor in the vast najority of 
respondents lives. Inis would suggest that a large 
percentage of the respondents were still invested in their 
past marital relationship ro some extent. In Luepnitz's 
study, loneliness for men and coping with changed financial 
situations for women were overwhelming factors in adult 
readjustment to divorce. However these stresses were ranxed 
considerably lower in this study. This phene tenon might be 
more easily explained if these respondents were recently 
separated. With the average number of years separated being 
four years, it is difficult to conceive of such difficulties 
being related to any immediate crisis state.
There are also few appreciable differences in stress
factors reported between the groups. Clearly, cn the whole 
this group o respondents can be oist i nguishe J from otacr 
study respondents in that they find coping with their ex-
spouse to oe an overwhelmingly stressful tusk not only
preceding and immediately fcllcwing tneir marital 
-separation, but also several years later.
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The majocity of respondents interviewed found their 
Life became more satisfactory one year following tiioir 
marital separation. This is congruent with theories of 
crisis states and the restabilizaticn process wnich occurs 
ar ter crisis. 11 is interesting tc note that of those wiio 
did not realize such a cnange, the highest percentage were 
from the mediation group, with none of the assessment 
respondents reporting their lire was 'not yet satisfactory'.
BfiSEABCH CUESTIOW 3
What are the parents' views atcut their children's
post separation and divorce adjustment?
In order to ascertain information about the children's 
present funeticni ny, parents «ere asked to report on three 
areas of their children's functioning, namely, their school 
performance, their relationship with others and any 
behaviours which are a problem for there cnrld. Certainly 
there are limitations to ascertaining information of tiiis 
nature from only one source, particularly when considering 
the majorrty of this population have been through extensive 
and vigorous examination of their parental roles for custody 
and access determinations. However, in lijht of t he 
limitations of only securing parental reports cn c'aild 
functioning, some interesting findings emerged waich wr11 
follow.
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Demographics of Child Population.
The majority of school aged children were from the
arbitration group with slightly over cne-guarter coining from 
the arbitration group, and one-guarter from the assessment 
group, Cf the total group of preschool children, the
majority were from the assessment group, followed by the 
arbitration group. The arbitration and assessment groups 
were equally represented with adolescents while the 
mediation group was least represented in this age category.
In terms of the relationship between the sex of the 
custodial parent and the age of the child, it is interesting 
to note that the majority of preschool children reside with
their mothers, as compared to cnly a few who live with their
fathers. This would suggest that on the whole the parents 
of this survey settled on more traditional custody 
arrangements. These findings are also in keeping with those 
of the general population where it is reported that a large 
number of custody awards are made in favour of the mother. 
Further, given that there was a majority of mothers with 
custody of their preschool children, it would appear that 
the 'tender years doctrine* continues to be a factor in 
determining the custody of young children. The arbitration 
and assessment groups both report this majority, however it 
snould be emphasized that the mediated respondents in this 
study were far less traditional in their custody 
arrangements. Almost half of the respondents in this group
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reported a joint custody agreement existed or that the 
father was the custodial parent of preschool children/ while 
not quite one-quarter of the preschoolers resided with their 
mothers.
In terms of the total number cf school aged children, 
the majority were in the custody cf their mothers. For the 
assessment group, two-thirds reported a mother custody 
arrangement compared with a little over one-half of the 
arbitration group- Once again the mediation group presented 
differently in that just over one-third reported mother 
having custody of the children while a slightly higher 
percentage indicated that the father was the custodial 
parent.
The custody arrangement for the adolescents in all 
three of the intervention groups included a high percentage 
of 'other custody* arrangements. Given the vast majority of 
the other custody group involved split custody agreements, 
wiiere one parent retained custody cf one or more children, 
one might speculate that the adolescent child was more 
likely to be the test judge of where to reside.
With regards to any distinctions between the 
intervention groups, it would appear that those couples who 
were able to mediate their dispute were less likely to 
adhere to the doctrine of the 'tender years' and also 
appeared more versatile in their custody arrangements.
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Child Adjustment Score
The means of the child adjustment scores for all three 
interventicn groups revealed minor differences between one 
of the aye groupinys, the adclescents, and negligible 
dixferences between the other two. For the mediaticn group 
respondents reported adolescent scores cnlj sligntly higher 
than dxd the arbitration and assessment group. However due 
to the small number of adolescents in each of the 
intervention groups any conclusive reporting would be 
presumptuous.
School Performance- The majcrity of parents described 
their cnildrori’s school performance as "very well", and a 
small number indicated their childrei: were doing poorly.
It should be noted that several cf the ncr.custodial
parents were urable to respond to this and otiier
questionnaire items dealing with their children's progress. 
As stated earlier these were the parents wno went on to 
describe being cut off from contact with their children.
Tne arbitration group reported the nighest percentage 
of school aged and adolescent children who were doing very
well in school, followed by the médiation grcup. The 
assessment group described their child's progress as poor 
more often than did those from either the arbitration or 
mediation groups. Further, of those respondents who 
reported their children were doing either fairly well or
poorly in scncol, the clear majcrity were noncustodial
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parents. This might suggest that ncxicustcdial parents 
express their care and ccncern for their children much 
differently than do custodial parents.
Relationship with Others.
Generally parents rated their children's relationship 
with others in the superlative, Ey far the majcrity from 
all three groups felt their children got along very well 
with others. Those respondents whc were of the opposite 
view were primarily noncustodial parents.
Suprisingly almost all of the adolescents from the 
arbitration and mediaticn groups were seen as having very 
positive reldticnships with ethers although typically 
adolescence is a time of developmental transisticns and 
emotional turmoils when relationships can be stressed. 
Possibly parents of these children became more child-focused 
as i consequence of receiving clinical service and thus
their children were reaping the benefits.
In terms of differences between the groups, it would 
appear that the parents from the assessment group had the 
higxjest percentage of children rated as getting along very 
well with others, fc11cwed by parents from the mediation 
group. The arbitration group had the highest percentage of 
school aged children rated as getting along very well with
ocners. However the dispersion in reports between and among
these groups makes it difficult to speculate on the meaning 
of taese trends.
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Children's Behavioural Problems.
Wallerstein and Kelly (19 30) found, in their five year 
study of separated and divorced families, that the 
preschoolers in their study exhibited a number of sundry 
problems including eating disturbances, bedwetting and 
guilt, Tbese prcblems were also reported in this study to 
some degree during the interviews, however the survey 
respondents indicated the highest occurring problem for 
their preschcolers was hyperactivity, f d i e  wed by
unhappiness. Further, the assess ire nt group most often 
reported their preschool children exhibited behavioural 
problems.
The school aged group in Wallerstein and Kelly's study 
showed pervasive sadness and depression at a one-year 
follow-up interview, and also had school difficulties and 
poor peer relaticnsnips. This study's findings concur witn 
these descriptions and further distinguishes the school aged 
children as presenting as the least well adjusted of the 
three age groups. Over half of these children exhibited 
some type of behavioural problem, with the most frequently 
occurring problem being depression cr unhappiness. Further 
the children from this age grcup were cited most often in 
the interviews as displaying a wide spectrum cf problem 
pehaviours as well as somatic complaints. The schccl aged 
Ciiildren wuose parents arbitrated their dispute were the 
group most often reported as feeling depressed.
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Co lit car y to the xindinjs cf ether studies, the 
adolescent group in this study presented surprisingly well. 
The most frequently occurring prctlein among this age group 
was depression or unhappiness. In terms or dirrerences in 
reports between the groups, fcy far, the parents of 
adolescents from the assessme nt vjtcup reported tne highest 
occurence of problem behaviours.
This concludes the discussion dealing with children's post 
separation and divorce adjustment. Generally the children 
of this study presented well. Those areas which were cited 
as pronlems tended to support the findings of ether studies 
dealing with children's adjustnent and in particular 
Wallerstein and Kelly's study results.
RESEARCH QUESTION 4
ARE THC.vE ANY DIFFERENCES IN THE PARENT'S EEIEFS 
ADCÜT THEIR (:HII,DR E & AEJUSTEENT ANC TKEIR CNN 
ADJUSTMENT ACCORDING TO TEE INTERVENTICN RECEIVED?
Tne concepts that were included in the constructs of child
adjustment and adult adjustment were correlated. The
associations were generally postive but at a lew level of
association. The moderate associations were within tne
arbicrated group and the assessed group, A negative high
association was found to be for the adolescents in the
assessment group. The mediation group had low associations
for two groups.
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The research completeJ by ivallerstein and Kelly (1980) 
and by Kurdek er a 1 (1981) suggested that parents who are
well adjusted do not necessarily have children who are also 
well adjusted. In fact they found a negative correlation 
between the two adjustment levels. The findinjs from this 
research also suggests that the level of the parent's 
competence rn their own life is not necessarily a predictive 
factor in the child's adjustment.
The constructs of the ccparental relationship scores 
and the child adjustment scores by the children's age 
groupings were correlated and produced moderate associations 
to low associations. For the mediated group there was a 
negative association at a moderate level, as well as tor the 
adolescents of the arbitrated group.
The correlations found in this study suggest that, and 
in xeeping with the findings of studies in the literature, 
the parent’s adjustment is not necessarily a predictive 
factor in the child's adjustment .
Furtner it would appear frcm the negligible 
associations iuetween the two variables of adult adjustment 
and the ccparental relationship that a mutually exclusive 
relationship exists whereby one does not necessarily have to 
be a well adjusted adult to have a c effective ccparental 
relationship and visa versa.
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SUMMARY AND RECCMHEMCATIOMS
Overview
The divorce rate has risen sharply in recent years 
generating a population or troubled persons wnc must adjust 
to this major crisis in their family life cycle. One of the 
most arduous tasks for tne separating parents is to plan 
custody and access arrangements for the children at a time 
when the marital telaticnsnip has deteriorated tc its lowest 
point. This task is further complicated when the couple is 
unable to negotiate the emoticnal separation necessary for 
positive post separation and divcrce adjustment. The
inability to acnieve an emoticcal separation after rhe
physical separation can result in conflicts being propagated 
to avoid coping witn the loss of a spouse. These conflicts 
can take many forms, however the one which concerned the
authors of this study was the dispute over custody and 
access. Tais study proposed to describe that population of
clients who had engaged clinical services to assist them in 
resolving their dispute.
In reviewing the literature available in this area of 
il u man re larrons it was apparent that current research has 
focused primarily on comparing two alternatives to the 
adversarial system for dispute resolution, namely mediation
- 19 1 -
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and assessment. Mediation is Ly far tne rrost widely
acclaimed of the alternatives and tew studies investigate 
any other alternative form cf intervention. Tnus the 
researchers chose to focus this study on not only mediation 
and assessment services but also cn a third alternative, 
advisory arbitration.
In order to best summarize the differences between the 
three groups the significant findings frcm each variable 
have been assembled into aypothetical profiles an 1 are 
presented in the fcllcwing sections. These profiles include 
tne survey and interview data obtainsc and begin with the 
nypothetical description of an arbitrated client.
The Hypothe tical f or the Arbitra ted Gr o u p.
The parents who arbitrate their lispute are 
ciiar act er ized by thexr propensity towards settling cn mother 
custody parents. They do utilize less traditional forms of 
custody such as joint or split custody, however these 
Situations are more exceptional than are the no ther-custody 
arrangements. In the less frequent cases where a father 
retains custody, the children are more likely to be of 
school age (six tc 12 years old). I ho custodial parents of 
this group tend to report being satisfied with the 
traditional mother custody arrangements, while the 
noncustodial parents are characteristically dissatisfied-
Theso parents typically enjoy modest incomes and are 
employed in professional services. The males of this group
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describe their financial situation as being fair as do the 
females,- Both report the same icr their employment or 
career situations.
These parents tend to report troubled coparental 
rela tionships and experience difficulties cc a it unica ting 
concerns about their children, particularly in the area of 
their scnccl progress. Further they do not usually maintain 
regular contact with each ether, yet when the y are required 
to do so (ie. when there are specific plans to negotiate for 
the children) they report having cordial and ncnconflictual 
encounters, despite the tenuous state cf their ccparental 
relationship. The exceptions to this rule
characteristically avoid all contact witn their ex-spouse 
and strictly adhere to the terms or the agreement set out 
either during clinical negotiations cr in court. Overall 
tiie parents frcm this group tend tc describe themselves as 
willing to abide by the authority of others, and as such are 
more Irkely tc settle their disputes on the advice of others 
with expertise and authority.
The noncustodial parents tend to engage in frequent 
outings witn their children, anc report having good 
relationships with them. Further, although the parents from 
this group appear responsive to their children, they are 
less likely to be able to discuss the separation with tnen 
either before, during or after it occurs, Ccncc iraitantly 
taoy report their cnildren do not ask anout the separation 
or the ongoing state of the family relationships.
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Iho parents in tnis group appear to he well adjusted to 
their new lire situations. The males are acre likely to 
report having good nealtxj while the females may describe 
more somatic complaints. Characteristically these adults 
see chemselves as coping well with the tasks in their new 
life situation, and report a general feeling cf relief or 
tension reduction-
These adults are more likely tc begin dating within the 
two monta period following their separation, and report 
feeling most satisfied with their life one year after the 
marital separation. The males of this group tend to become 
involved in new relationships earlier than do their female 
counterparts, and typically begin living arrangements with a 
new partner in a higher proportion than do the females of 
this group-
The arbitrated adults are more likely tc seek out 
assistance wuen they experience a prcblem and typically view 
these relationships as helpful.
Tae children of this group are less likely to exhibit 
behavioural problems. The preschcolers who do experience 
problem behaviours tend to be hyperactive. The schcol aged 
children, in contrast, are more likely tc he depressed or 
unnappy and surprisingly t^ ie adolescents or this group 
present well.
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Hypothetical P ^ f i l e s  for the A j e s s e d  Grou£,
A Hypothetical profile of the persons frcic the assessed 
group reveals that they are more likely to settle on 
traditional custody arrangements which are in accordance 
winii the 'tender years' doctrine. Further, this group of 
parents typically report dissatisiaction with hotn the 
custody and access arrangement in their families.
These parents tend to experience runcticnally poor 
CO parental relationships. There appears to he no clear 
pattern to the nature of their contacts except that they are 
polarized, with tiie majority of parents reporting either 
cordial relations or very hostile encounters. The parents 
of this group are more likely to return to court to settle 
their disputes and tend to engage in lengthy and embittered 
battles. They are also more prone to difficulties with
emotional eu mesament in their past marital relationship.
The incomes of this group tend to be low, and the
parents usually describe their financial situaticns as being 
fair, although they describe their emplcymc-nt or career 
prospects as good.
The adults of this grcup perceive themselves as coping 
fairly well with their new life situation and are more
likely to draw cn the support cf friends when they are
experiencing diifrculties. They describe themselves as 
relating well with others yet characteristically report le; 
positively about their re lationships witn their children.
* 5^: T:
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The assessed lioncustcdial parents report having frequent 
contacts with their children.
In terms of their physical health, the male of tnis 
group tend to report fair health while the females report 
their healtii as being good.
The child population of this group generally present 
witn more behavicural prcbleiis, and are less likely to 
experience success in their school performance and 
relationship with others. The preschcolers exhibit
tendancies towards problems with liyperactivity and poor 
attention spans. The school age children are more likely to 
be depressed and unhappy, while the adolescents, 
surprisingly enough, do jict present as having any remarkable 
problems.
Hypothetical Profiles for the Medi a t ed Group,
The profiles for the mediation group present much 
differently than do those of the assessment group, however 
tney do more closely approximate the arbitration group 
profiles. Parents who are able tc mediate their disputes 
are more likely tc settle cn arrangements that are somewhat 
unorthodox in nature. Typically these parents decide on a 
wile Variety cf custodial compositicns reflective of a more 
chila-focused base. The likely curtcdial parent in this
group is tne father.
The individuals who are able to mediate their dispute 
are usually to engage in effective ccparental relationships
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which allow ior consicecable flexibility in uiscussinq 
chilu-rela ted concerns and plans. These- parents are more 
likely to disengage themselves frcm their past spousal roles 
ranch earlier than are their counter parts frcm the assessed 
group. Tney frequently agree when ma king arrangements for 
access with the children an 1 are inclined to be satisfied 
with their custody and access arrangements.
The noncustodial parents of this hypothetical profile 
frequently enjoy outings with their children and both
parents describe their relationship with their children as 
good.
Characteristically these adults erjcy moderate incomes 
an 1 report good financial, and employment or career 
situations. The highest occupation represented in tnis
group is orfice work cr sales.
Further, they are a iso loss likely to repcrt any health 
problems and indicate finding their lives satisfactory.
Typically these adults are able to effectively engage 
in new heterosexual relationships, however usually don't 
begin dating until one after their separation.
The parents of this group and describe having good
relationships with ethers and are generally the best
adjusted or all three groups.
The children from this grcup are likely to exhibit few 
behavioural problems, and to be pro re to questicning their 
parents about the separation at all phases. It would
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appear these children have reaped the benefits cf their 
parents' ccncern lor their best interests.
Concepts and Questions Arising ircj this Study
The authors began this study interested in learning 
more about the characteristics cf couples in dispute over 
custody and access issues. It was believed, at the time, 
that any differences between these couples would be best 
liighlighteJ by studying the clients according to the 
intervention process they had engaged in with the clinician.
All these couples were, if not intensely hostile 
towards each ether, at least involved in an intense 
conflict. ilowever, seme were able tc negotiate an agreement 
while others were not, Preliminary findings would indicate 
that this ability tc negotiate is not necessarily 
attributable to any specific demographic characteristics, 
nor can it be a result cf personality traits, exclusively. 
Rather, if one views divcrce as a process involving a series 
of stages, seme what likened to the stages an adult goes 
through after loosing a spouse by death, then one can 
conceive of a link between the stages of divcrce and the 
type of dispute resolution process an adult can enter into. 
For example, individuals who have passed through the denial 
an 1 depression stages might be helped by an arbitrator to 
cope with tne tasks of the anger phase in order to bargain 
and come to an acceptance of their new family life
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situation. However the adults whc are stuck in tae denial 
phase will not be able to negotiate an agreement until taey 
have resolvea the tasxs u.; the other three stages. The 
ramilles or these adults may be best served by a process 
employing the assessment procedures.
Therefore it can be concluded that use of differential 
iiiterventiens is of paramount importance when engaging with 
couples in dispute over custody and access.
It was also determined frcm information obtained during 
the interviews and from the survey data that there is a link 
between the effectiveness of the coparental relationship, 
the custodial parents' anility to rain tain access, and tae 
family’s ability to adjust to the separation. It would 
appear from the data that the noncustodial parent's access 
to the children is dependent upon the custodial parent's 
ability to cope kith their cwr contact with the ex-spouse. 
Certainly it is expected that separated parents will have 
disagreements regarding the parenting of their children, 
however some parents described situaticns which were taken 
to an extreme, with the noncustodial parent being 
emotionally and physically cut off frcm their caildren. One 
cannot help but oe very concerned for the chillten oi these 
families who, after already loosing one parent, become 
obsessrvely loyal and a t tacaed to the custodial parent cor 
rear of loosing them too- These children can even come to
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believe that the nciicustcdial facent is the 'bad guy' and in 
many instances will parrot their eus t c liai parent's 
nostilities towards the other parent. Situations such as 
this have prompted some authors (Kaslow, 19 31) to advocate 
for custody awards in faveur of the parent who is best able 
to facilitate access, even if this requires the children 
change residences.
Further, fairily situations involving dynamics such as 
this are rarely resolved during custody and access 
negotiations. Possibly, the most appropriate intervention 
in these cases is a clinical assessment expressing the 
clinican's concern for the children. A referral for 
separation counselling may also prove fruitful as 
interventions for dispute rescluticn are never a good 
substitute for separation or marital counselling,
Cverall, tiie parents frcm this study who were 
interviewed indicated that they greatly benefitted from tae 
intervention received. Most believed they had teccme so 
engrossed in the battle with their ex-spouse that they were 
unable to appreciate the consequences of their continued 
fighting. This was especially true of the arbitrated 
parents who indicated that they net only needed to be 
confronted w ith tne potential con sequences of tneir 
uenaviour but also required a third party expert to direct 
taem to a scluticn in the best interests of their children.
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In conclusion, it should Le noted that although some 
nave nuralded mediation as the panacea tor all custody and 
access dispute negotiations the authors ot this study would 
caution against any circumstances which allow tne outcome of 
the intervention to supersede tne best interests of the 
family. Although the goal oi mental health professionals is 
to help these families reach a rescluticn and an
'acceptance' of their new family life situation it must bo
recognized tliat couples will achieve this growth at
different rates. Thus there is a definite need for use of 
differential treatments when intervening with couples in 
dispute over custody and access arrangements,
Areas ^ r  Future Study
The following areas would be useful to lock at for 
future study.
1. Future research in the area of custody and access
issues would be useful tc further determine ways in
which parents can be assisted to miniirize any adverse 
effects on their children as a result of the faarly 
restructuring.
2, Is there a relationship between parents receiving
clinical intervention and subsequently being more
equipped tc cope as coparents and tc focus on their
children's needs?
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3. Is there u role for qxand paren ts ariJ relatives to
play in supoortinq their cnilUren throughout the
separation process?
4. How Can parents be helped to achieve successful
coparental relationships?
5- Is there a relationship between the inability to
negotiate an agreement on custody arrangements and
retarded post separation adult adjustment of tae
parent?
6. In the Icny-term, are children cf separated families 
more affected by tlie loss of a parent, cr by growing 
up in an atmosphere where in te rpa ren tal iicstility and 
conflict dominâtes?
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Appendix A
Interview Schedule
riy spouse and I were interviewed by a counscilor 
who then wrote a report which was given tc the 
lawyers or judge.
My spouse and I ret with a counsellor for inter­
views and he advised us cn cur problems. with
the help and advice of the counsellor we agreed 
on seme cf the solutions which were tnen put in 
the repcrt to the judge cr lawyers.
My spouse a,id I met with a counsellor and found
that we could talx and solve cur problems. Tne 
counsellor helped us decide what problems had 
to be solved (ie. visits, custody, support) 
but the counsellor did not tell us wi.at our 
decision should be.
- 20 7 -
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1. Dealing with ex-spcuse
2-  L o n e l i n e s s
3 .  C o c x i n q
4. Stigma
5 .  C l e a n i n g
6 -  D i s c i p l i n e
7 ,  H a v i n g  t o  b o t h  woe K and c a r e  f o r  t h e  c h i l d r e n
3 -  Honey
9 .  F e e l i n g  t o n a l l y  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  t a e  c h i l d r e n
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0= n e . e .  o r  r o t  c o r c e c n ;  . o . o t i o . s  t r u e ;  2= v e r y  t r u e .
  Allergies
  T e m p e r  t a n t r u m s
  S a d n e s s
  L y i n g
  S t e a l i n g
  W i t h d r a w n
  Ast hma
  Has t r o u b l e  m a k i n g  f r i e n d s
   s a  t i  nq P r o b l e m s
 U1 c e r s
  H e a d a c h e s
  S l e e p i n g  P r o b l e m s
  F e a r f u l
  A g g r e s s i v e  Behaviours
  I r r i t a b l e
  A n g r y
  b e d  w e t t i n g
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Interview ScheJule 
How long have you been separated?
Are you divorced?______________dew Long?
Are you employed?______________At ühat ?
Have you bad tc return to work since the divorce? _______
what intervention did you receive?
Questions tecarainq the Children
Did you ever talk to the children before the separation?
Did you ever talk to the children about the separation
alter you separated?
Do the children ever ask you about the separation?
How do you answer the questions?
What is the child's perception of the separation?
What was the atmosphere like in ycui home oefore the 
separation?
When you and your ex-spouse would arque what form did 
the arguments take?
Did tie cnildren see any violence between you and your
ex-spouse? Were they aware of the fiqhts?
Who used to discipline the cnildren?
Describe the relationship that the children now 
nave with your ex-spouse?
Questions Regarding Custody and Access
Wnat was the final agreement reached :
How have you made any changes to the agreement?
How many times have you been back tc court?
Wnat have you done to make custody and access wcrk?
What hinders it?
Present Life Situa ti cn 
Describe your relationsnip with ycur ex-spouse now.
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Do you still fight with your ex-spouse.
How Ho you feel when you have contact wita your 
ex-spouse?
When did life beccaie wore satisfactory for you? Why?
Have you been doing any dating? Whec?
Are you involved in a long term relationship?
Describe your support system now. how has that, 
changed rrcm preseparaticn?
Any suggestions you may have for the I-C,5 A.- project.
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THERAPIST
Name :
File No.;
Please complete the questionnaire on the couple indicated above. 
Please use clinical judgment in the interpretation and answer­
ing of the questions. Please keep the following definitions in 
mind.
Definitions ;
Mediation ; The intervention whereby the couple negotiates and 
mutually makes decisions regarding the children. The therapist 
neutrally assists the couple in such ways as helping to 
clarify the relevant issues, clarify communication and outline 
alternatives for resolution of their dispute.
Advisory Arbitration; The intervention whereby the therapist 
acts as a third party expert, giving advice and direction to the 
couple. After assessing the individuals and situation, the 
therapist makes recommendations regarding resolution of the 
dispute. Although the couple may continue to have conflicts 
around the issue, they are able to act on and agree to some or 
all of the recommendations.
Assessment; A description given of the facts of the situation 
and of clinical judgment, highlighting the strengths and 
weaknesses of the couple and including clinical recommendations 
providing for the best interests of the child, submitted in 
the form of a report to the court.
1. When did the couple come to the London Custody & Access 
Project?
1. prior to lawyer involvement.
2. after initial contact with lawyers.
3. upon lawyer recommendation and preliminary court appearance,
4. upon court and lawyer recommendations and several hearings.
5. upon court recommendation and 1 or more years of court
appearance,
2. Nature of clinician's involvement (circle one).
assessment 
no agreement 
uncooperative
advisory/
arbitration
mediation :
couple directe; 
best course
3. Any other factors about this case that should be considered in 
present or future research?
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